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1 Introduction and summary 

Chapter 1 

Introduction and summary 

The last decade has seen a large increase in the amount of high-quality data from a grow
ing number of digitally operating seismic stations. Both short- and long-period data are 
reported on a regular basis to central data centres. As global seismology is hampered by the 
unequal distribution of stations and earthquakes, extracting as much as possible information 
from the available data is important. However, only a relatively small part of the growing 
data volume is used on a more or less routine basis. New sources of information from the 
seismogram may add independent constraints on and provide a higher resolution of Earth 
structure. 

The most widely used parts of the seismogram are the P-wave travel time and the long
period surface wave train. The travel time of the (mostly short-period) P-wave is used on a 
large scale to invert for Earth structure (Spakman 1991; Vandecar 1991; Van der Hilst & 
Engdahl 1991), Recently, also the S-wave travel time is used in tomographic inversions 
(e.g., Zielhuis 1988). On the low-frequency end of the spectrum, long-period surface wave 
forms are inverted for mantle velocity structure (e.g., Woodhouse & Dziewonski 1984; 
Snieder 1988). Recent studies include the long-period S-waves in the wave form modeling 
using modal summation (Nolet 1990: Zielhuis 1992). The results of Li & Tanimoto (1991) 
show that it is still prohibitively time-eonsuming to include also the long-period P-wave in 
this process. 

This leaves large parts of the seismogram unused in inversion procedures. Before these 
can be included in any inversion process, their information content and relation to Earth 
structure must be established (e.g.• wave propagation in a laterally homogeneous or hetero
geneous Earth model). The main goal of the research presented in this thesis is to deter
mine the information content of parts of the seismogram that are not frequently used and, if 
possible, to develop methods to extract this information. 

In the first part of this thesis, special emphasis is put on the intervals between the differ
ent body wave arrivals (the body-wave coda) in the intermediate and long-period seismo
gram. The periods contained in the data are longer than about 7 s. The wave forms of these 
body waves (P, PP, S, etc.) are used to construct laterally homogeneous models of upper 
mantle layering (e.g., Given & HeImberger 1980: Burdick 1981; Paulssen 1988). The inter
vals between the body waves make up a considerable portion of the seismogram and are a 
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potentially rich source of information. At long periods, these body-wave coda intervals 
may be expected to be less affected by scattering processes than short-period seismograms, 
and may therefore be amenable to, e.g., waveform modeling. Numerous studies have 
shown the dominance of scattering processes in short-period (around 1 s) seismograms 
(e.g., Aki & Chouet 1975; Sato 1984), which makes it necessary to use statistical methods 
to extract informatioo 00 Earth structure from the short-period component of the data. 

An analysis of data from the Network of Autonomously Recording Seismographs 
(NARS) and Graefenberg (GRF) arrays in western Europe shows a marked difference in 
behaviour between the coda following the P-wave (that part of the seismogram between the 
P and PP-wave) and the coda following the later arriving body waves. Whereas the p. 
wave coda is coherent between stations of a small array (GRF) and shows no signs of wave 
scattering, the later body-wave coda intervals are dominated by incoherent energy. A newly 
developed beamforming analysis is used to analyse these incoherent signals. This yields 
informatioo not only on the wave types present, but also on the direction of propagation of 
these waves. Wave scattering and/or conversion is reflected in deviatioos from great circle 
azimuth. The incoherent behaviour of the PP and S-waves coda is shown to be due to body 
wave to surface wave scattering. Some simple calculations show that the most likely loca
tim of the scatterers is near or at the surface (surface topography). The coherent behaviour 
of the P-wave coda is used to extract constraints on a laterally homogeneous upper mantle 
model for the great circle path between source and station. The results suggest that it may 
be possible to use the P-wave coda wave forms to study, for example, variations in the low
velocity zone. 

The results of chapters 2 and 3 show that the signal in the intermediate and long-period 
P -wave coda can be explained by wave propagation in a laterally homogeneous Earth 
model, whereas the later coda intervals are dominated by scattered energy, requiring later
ally heterogeneous Earth models. Therefore, the P-wave coda may be used to invert for 
upper mantle structure between source and station. whereas the information content and 
probably complex relation with Earth structure of the later coda intervals make an inversion 
of these parts unattractive. 

In chapter 4 an example of the analysis of the P-eoda is presented. A reflection at the 
underside of the 400-km discontinuity halfway between source and statim (P400 P) is used 
to study this discontinuity. This phase arrives in the coda of P. Observed variations in the 
amplitude of P400 P phases that are reflected near Hawaii are interpreted as the result of 
focusing by an undulating 400-km discontinuity. A Kirchhoff integral representation is 
used to describe the focusing. As the P400 P phases are sensitive to a large area of the dis
continuity, it is not possible to obtain a unique, deterministic model of the topography of the 
discootinuity with the number of data available. Instead, a range of wave lengths and 
amplitudes of topography that can explain the amplitude fluctuation in the data is given. 
Topography with wave lengths of about 500-1500 km and amplitudes of 15-20 km are con
sistent with the data. No signature of a possible plume of hot mantle material beneath the 
Hawaii hotspot region could be found in the data; it is shown that the amplitude signal of 
such a structure is much smaller than observed amplitude variations. If more P400 P data 
are available, these could be used to study tbe upper mantle discootinuity for a signature of 
upper mantle convection in the topography of the mantle discontinuities, and possibly con
strain convection cell size. 

The results from chapter 4 show that although it is possible to explain the character of the 
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P-eoda with laterally homogeneous Earth models (chapter 2). a laterally varying layering is 
necessary to describe the behaviour of P400 P. If enough data are available. it may be pos
sible to map these variations. An interesting result is that for these reflections at the under
side of an upper mantle discontinuity. it is possible to explain variations in the amplitude of 
the P400 P phase on a scale smaller than the size of the Fresnel zone. This surprising result 
can be explained by the small curvature of the P400 P travel-time surface near the reflection 
point. Relatively smooth topography can induce multiple points of stationary travel time. 
resulting in multipathing and. possibly. small-scale amplitude fluctuations. 

The second part of the thesis deals with the amplitude of short-period P-waves. 
Although this quantity is relatively easy to obtain. it is not used often. due to both the num
ber and complexity of the processes that affect the amplitude of a P-wave. Furthermore. a 
large data set is needed to reduce the huge scatter observed in P-wave amplitude data. 

A number of attempts to invert P-wave amplitude data have been reported. In attenua
tion tomography (see. e.g.• Ho-Liu et al. 1988). observed P-wave amplitudes variations are 
attributed entirely to variations in the Q-factor. Geometrical spreading is ignored. which 
may be a questionable assumption for the mostly complex media to which these studies are 
applied. Thomson (1984) interpreted short-period P-wave amplitudes in terms of geometri
cal spreading in a complex medium. The results were unconvincing. due to both moderate 
data quality and probably the break-down of the linearization in the theory relating slow
ness and amplitude perturbations. 

In chapters 5 and 6 the use of P-wave amplitudes in inverse modeling is studied. inter
preting the amplitudes in terms of geometrical spreading through a three-dimensionally 
varying medium. Chapter 5 presents an efficient (linearized) method to calculate Frechet 
derivatives of amplitudes for slowness perturbations. With this theory. it is possible to han
dle large amplitude data sets in tomographic inversions. Calculations with synthetic data 
using a realistic model of upper mantle slowness variations show the strongly non-linear 
relation between amplitude perturbations and slowness perturbations along the ray path. 
restricting the applicability of the linearized theory. This depends on the geometry of the 
ray and the scale length of the slowness variations. 

The results of joint inversions of observed and synthetic travel-time and amplitude data 
using the theory developed in chapter 5 are presented in chapter 6. The processing of P
wave amplitudes is shown in detail. as this is a key element in obtaining a high-quality data 
set. As amplitude data show large scatter. it is important to remove outliers. These may 
seriously influence the result of a least-squares inversion. It is shown that the P-wave 
amplitudes are dominated by effects originating near the station. Correcting for these 
effects is important. as the effects of wave propagation through the mantle are masked by 
these local effects. 

The results of the joint inversions show that adding amplitude data to travel-time data 
does not increase the resolution. even though tests with synthetic data show that the travel 
times alone have difficulty in resolving sharp gradients in some parts of the synthetic 
model. The amplitude 'data induce small. short-scale slowness fluctuations in the model. 
These increase the roughness of the model only slightly. and are therefore not affected by 
the smoothness constraint used to regularize the inversion. Two reasons are put forward to 
explain this result. Firstly. in the setup used in chapter 6. with teleseismic P-waves and rel
atively small-scale (about 30 km) slowness variations allowed in the model, the geometrical 
spreading amplitudes appear to be extremely sensitive to slowness perturbations in the 
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upper mantle below the station. This has the effect that slight. small-scale perturbations 
throughout the model are sufficient to match the amplitude data. Secondly. the coverage of 
the model by the data set used is apparently not complete enough to induce longer
wavelength changes to the model. 

An additional disadvantage of amplitude data is the large variance of these data. To 
decrease the variance in the amplitude data to the level of the variance in the travel times. 
the amplitude data set should be at least an order of magnitude larger than that used in 
chapter 6. This would prevent downweighting of the amplitude data in inversions based on 
a Bayesian formulation. Therefore. it is concluded that body-wave amplitude data are use
ful in upper mantle tomographic inversions with travel times. only if a large number of 
high-quality data is available to ensure both a good coverage of the model and low variance. 

Instead of using the data in inverse modeling. the use of amplitudes as a validation tool is 
suggested. for example as a check on models obtained with different data set(s). Body
wave amplitude data may be more useful in different setups. where the ratio of ray length 
and scale length of slowness variations affecting the amplitudes is smaller. In that case the 
sensitivity of the amplitudes to small velocity changes along the ray path is smaller. This 
may be the case in cross-borehole experiments. or in studies of long-period surface waves. 
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Chapter 2 

Are long-period body-wave coda caused by lateral 
heterogeneity? - I. The coda of P 

Summary. Data from two broad-band arrays in western Europe (NARS and 
GRF) are used to study the character of long-period coda of P. The events 
studied are at epicentral distances of 40° to 60°. in the Hindu Kush region and 
on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. sampling the upper mantle to a depth of about 1000 
Ian. The periods studied are 5-50 s. In contrast to observations at much 
shorter periods (1 s) the long-period coda of P at the GRF array (inter-station 
distance about 10 Ian) are strongly coherent. Synthetic seismograms obtained 
with the reflectivity method show that spherically symmetric upper mantle 
models can explain this part of the data; it is not necessary to invoke scattering 
of any kind. An upper mantle with a thick lid overlying a pronounced low
velocity zone (LVZ) is necessary to explain the character of the P coda at GRF. 
Such an upper mantle model agrees with previous studies of similar great circle 
paths. The strong coherency of the P coda is lost on the scale of NARS (sta
tion separation about 200 Ian); this indicates lateral variations in the upper 
mantle at a scale of about 200 Ian. It appears from previous studies of the 
upper mantle under Europe that these variations must be sought in the LVZ. It 
is shown that the long-period P coda is sensitive to variations in the P-velocity 
structure of the LVZ. This suggests the P coda as a tool for monitoring lateral 
variations in the LVZ and possibly to prove the existence or absence of a LVZ 
in the P-velocity. 

Chapters 2 and 3 have been published as 
Nee1e. F. and R. Snieder. Are long-period body wave coda caused by lateral inhomogeneity? Geo
phys.J./nt, 107, 131-153.1991. 
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1. Introduction. 

In chapters 2 and 3 the long-period body wave coda are used to infer which wave propaga
tion phenomena are responsible for different parts of the seismogram. The central problem 
is to find out what class of Earth models is consistent with the data and whether different 
parts of the seismogram require different classes of models (spherically symmetric versus 
laterally heterogeneous). The aim is not to find models that exactly fit the data. but rather to 
find constraints on possible models. 

The body wave coda have received much attention in the literature. Both laterally hetero
geneous and homogeneous upper mantle models have been used to explain the body wave 
coda. In a spherically symmetric model. top-side reverberations on the upper mantle dis
continuities. either single or multiple. cause coda waves. such as the leaky. long-period PL 
mode (Oliver & Major 1960; HeImberger & Fngen 1980; Baag & Langston 1985) or single 
reverberations observed in short-period P coda (e.g.• Husebye & Madariaga 1970; 
Gutowski & Kanasewich 1974); bottom-side reflections produce precursors to PP (Bolt 
1970; Wajeman 1988; Shearer 1990) or P'P' {Whitcomb & Anderson 1970; Husebye et al. 
1977; Nakanishi 1988; Davis et al. 1989). Waves may also be converted at upper mantle 
discontinuities (e.g.• Barley et al. 1982; Paulssen 1985. 1988b; Kind & Vmnik 1988). For 
short periods (shorter than about 1 s) scattering has been successfully used to explain 
observed P-wave coda characteristics. such as duration and amplitude (e.g.• Aki 1973. 
1980ab; Frankel & Wennerberg 1987; Kennett 1987; Platte & Wu 1988; Korn 1988); the 
scattering approach has also been applied to the short-period P coda to explain it as precur
sors to PP. originated from scattering of PP-waves in the upper few hundred kilometers of 
the upper mantle (King et al. 1975). 

With the exception of those of the PL mode. all studies cited above considered short peri
ods. The dominant mechanism to create short-period body wave coda appears to be scatter
ing at lateral heterogeneity or reflection and/or conversion at discontinuities in the upper 
mantle. At long periods reverberations in a laterally homogeneous Earth (the PL mode) 
offer an adequate explanation of that part of the coda immediately following the direct P
wave. 

Recently, digital broad-band data have become available from networks in Europe. with a 
large variety of station separations. These data are used to study coda generation. In this 
chapter the coda of P (which includes precursors to PP) is analyzed The coda of PP (the 
interval between the PP-wave train and the S-wave) is the subject of chapter 3. Epicentral 
distances range from 40° to about 60°. so essentially the lithosphere and upper mantle 
structure to a depth of about 1000 km is probed. Synthetic seismograms are used to show 
that laterally homogeneous models of the upper mantle can explain the long-period P coda 
and to put constraints on upper mantle structure. 

2. Data. 

The data used in this study are from the digital. broad-band GRF (Grifenberg. West Ger
many) and NARS arrays. The locations of the events are shown in figure 1; table I lists the 
event parameters. We are interested in long-period body waves and consider periods in the 
range of about 5-50 s. 

The GRF array is L-shaped, about 100 km long in the N-S direction. while the E-W 
extent is about 70 km (figure 2). The array consists of 13 broad-band seismometers. of 
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Figure I. The events used in this study (solid circles). Also shown is the position of the Grae
fenberg array (solid square) and the NARS array, of which a number of stations are plotted (solid 
triangles). The great circle of event 2 from table I to GRF is plotted, together with the great cir
cles to the outermost NARS stations. The open square represents the bounce point of PdP 
phases to GRF from event 2. 
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Figure 2. The Graefenberg array. Solid circles are I-component stations, solid triangles denote 
3-component stations. 

which 3 have 3 components. The station separation is typically about 10 km. The NARS 
array extends from the southernmost part of Sweden to the south of Spain. with an average 
station separation of 200 km (figure 1). This allows a comparison of the characteristics of 
the wave field at two scale lengths. 
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Table I. Event information. 
# Date TIme Lat Lon h Dist 
1 1983-10-17 19:36:21.6 37.590 -17.410 10 5.9 23.8° 
2 1984-03-19 20:28:38.3 40.350 63.360 15 6.4 37.1° 
3 1984-10-26 20:22:18.0 39.150 71.350 7 5.9 42.9° 
4 1984-11-01 04:48:50.5 8.160 -38.770 10 6.3 58.7° 
5 1985-07-29 07:54:44.5 36.210 70.900 102 6.5 44.3° 
6 1985-08-23 12:41:56.4 39.490 75.270 40 6.2 45.2° 
7 1986-05-09 16:23:48.8 -17.170 -65.620 13 5.6 94.9° 
8 1987-01-24 08:09:21.8 41.518 79.293 33 6.0 46.6° 
9 1987-05-05 15:40:48.2 36.464 70.683 211 5.7 44.0° 

3. Spatial coherency of the signal. 

The coherency of the seismic wave field. both as a function of frequency and station separa
tion. contains information on the scale lengths of inhomogeneities in the upper mantle. 
Many studies have been devoted to the coherency of short-period body waves at seismic 
arrays (e.g.• Aki 1973; King et al 1975; Kennett 1987; Kom 1988; Toksoz et al 1989) to 
obtain information about the structure under the array. 

Figure 3 shows a time-distance plot of event 2 recorded by GRF. The traces have been 
lowpassed with corner frequency of 0.15 Hz. The recordings for this event are representa
tive for all events in table I. The coherency of the traces up to about 50 s after the PP
waves is clear. Almost every wave form can be traced from one station to the next. Note 
that the noise level is low. therefore all signal is related to the event and therefore due to the 
response of the Earth. 

In contrast. the PP coda. between the PP-waves and the S-wave. is clearly dominated 
by incoherent energy. which is evidence for strong scattering. At this distance a long
period and large-amplitude S-coupled PL-wave constitutes the S coda. masking incoherent 
arrivals. Assuming that scattering in the lower mantle does not contribute significantly to 
the wave scattering. the incoherent energy must be caused by scattering somewhere in the 
upper mantle near the receiving array; scattering near the source will result in coherent 
energy at this distance and can only be separated from the primary wave field by detailed 
slowness and azimuth analysis. This has been done for the short-period P coda at 1000 by 
King et al. (1975). 

Figure 4 shows the data for the same event. recorded by the NARS array. The data are 
lowpassed at 0.15 Hz. The coherency of the P coda is no longer present at these station 
separations. the only coherent arrivals seem to be the main body wave phases. The first part 
of the PP coda that is coherent at GRF is incoherent between NARS stations. This inc0
herence is not surprising. as the slowness of PP (and thus the excitation of PP-coupled PL 
(Alsop & Chander 1968» varies across such a large array; furthermore the PP-waves are in 
the triplication zone. causing a rapidly changing PP-wave train. However. note the data 
from stations NE03 and NE04 at the bottom of figure 4: these stations have the same epi
central distance. but they show large differences in the PP -wave train and. to a smaller 
extent. in the P coda. Note also stations NEl3 and NE14 at the top of figure 4. These are 
close in epicentral distance. but the P coda is incoherent between the stations. 

The P coda of event 4 on GRF records is shown in figure 5. The noise level is low and 
there is hardly any incoherency in these data. A PcP phase arrives at t=650 s. 

The coherency of the P coda on the GRF records implies that the importance of 
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Event 2,840319. Hindu Kush. Vertical component. 
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Figure 3. Tune-distance plot of event 2 recorded by GRF. The arrival time of major phases is 
indicated. The data are low-passed at 0.15 Hz. Note the strongly coherent P coda, and the inco
herent coda of PP. 

scattering is small, A slowness-azimuth analysis using a beamforming algorithm especially 
suited for long-period body wave analysis showed no detectable deviations from great circle 
azimuth in the P coda (see chapter 3 for a detailed description of the algorithm and results). 
This proves that scattered waves. if any. are weak. The data in this part of the seismogram 
should be reproducible by a spherically symmetric Earth model. The observation that the P 
coda is coherent at a scale of hundred kilometers and that this coherency is lost at a scale of 
more than a few hundred kilometers. suggests that there exist lateral variations in the mantle 
on a scale comparable to the station separation of the NARS array. At the epicentral dis
tances of the events in table I. the waves penetrate the mantle to a depth of about 1000 lon. 
so these large-scale lateral variations must be situated in the upper mantle. assuming a 
largely homogeneous lower mantle, A recent stochastic analysis of global travel time data 
supports this assumption: a heterogeneous upper mantle and a low level of heterogeneity in 
the lower mantle (Gudmundsson et al. 1990). Figure 1 also shows some great circle paths 
from event 2 to GRF and some NARS stations. The great circle paths to the NARS stations 
are so far apart that they may sample completely different tectonic regions. Thus. iDeo
herency of the P coda is expected. Tomographic studies in Europe using P-wave delay 
times (Spakman 1991) <r waveforms of the fundamental Rayleigh mode (Snieder 1988) 

1000 
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Event 2, 840319, NARS records. 
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Figure 4. Time-distance plot of the event from figure 3. now recorded by the NARS array. The 
data are low-passed at 0.15 Hz. The coherence of the P coda that is present in the GRF data is 
absent at this array. 

also show large lateral variations in the upper mantle on a scale of several hundred kilome
ters. comparable to the NARS station separation. In the next section the P coda is used to 
constrain the upper mantle between source and station. 

4. Coda predicted by spherically symmetric models. 

The strong coherency of the P coda suggests that a laterally homogeneous Earth model can 
be found that satisfies the data. A number of laterally homogeneous upper mantle models 
was taken from the literature to compute synthetic seismograms. to find out to what extent 
these models can explain the data. Only data from three shallow events (events 2. 3 and 4 
in table I) are used. so that the pP and sP phases do not interfere with the P coda. In this 
case of only one source-receiver path for each event, the problem of non-uniqueness is 
huge; therefore. it is not attempted to fit the data perfectly. A reflectivity code of Kennett 
(1988) is used. which ensures that the total response is obtained. 

In order to quantify the differences between synthetics and data. two simple measures of 
this difference are calculated One is the energy in the coda of P. As can be seen in figures 
3 and S. the data show considerable energy in this interval. Ignoring scattering near the 
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Event 4,841101. Vertical component. 
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Figure 5. TIme-distance plot of event 4, recorded by GRF. This event shows a large coda level. 
Again the P coda is coherent, whereas the PP coda is largely incoherent across the array. The 
S-wave arrives just at the end of the section. 

source, the upper mantle model is constrained to generate this amount of energy. As 
pointed out in the introduction, the signal from the 1-D earth between P and PP comprises 
top-side reverberations (with slightly higher slowness than that of P) and bottom-side 
reflections (with slowness slightly 1000er than that of PP) on the upper mantle discontinu
ities. Therefore, the enexgy in the P coda is normalized to the ene.rgy in both the P and 
PP-waves: 

f = IPcodal
2 

(1)
IP wavel2 + IPP wavel2 

where 1.12 denotes the ene.rgy in the interval between brackets. The value f can be thought 
of as a measure of the efficiency of a model to transfer energy of the P and PP phases into 
the P coda. As it is not a attempted to model details in the data, the relative timing of 
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individual phases in the coda of P is of no interest. The P coda measure described here is 
independent of such timing differences. 

Another quantitative measure of the difference between synthetics and data is the energy 
in the coherent part of the PP coda. Figure 3 shows that the observed PP coda has rever
berative characteristics and is reasonably coherent across the array up to about 600 s. The 
energy in the coherent part the PP coda interval is normalized by the energy in the PP 
interval. 

Reflectivity synthetics are computed for the following models: global models 1066B 
(Gilbert & Dziewonski 1975). PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson 1981) and PEMc 
(Dziewonski et al. 1975) from normal mode data and body-wave travel times; a number of 
local models derived from body wave form analysis: models S8 (Burdick 1981) and K8 
(Given & HeImberger 1980) for western and eastern Europe. respectively; models SNA and 
TNA (Grand & HeImberger 1984). 1'9 (Burdick 1981) for the stable and tectonic parts of 
North America. If for these models only one of P and S -velocity is given. the other is cal
culated using the PIS ratio ofPREM. All models. except the global models. are extended 
below the upper mantle with the lower mantle of PREM. To include attenuation. the Q
model given by Der et al. (1986) for shield areas under Eurasia derived from body wave 
data is used. In the reflectivity computations. the layer thi,ckness in the models is taken to 
be no more than 0.5 times the shortest wavelength at each depth (see Chapman & Orcutt 
1985 and references therein for a discussion on this point). The sampling of the slowness 
integral in the reflectivity calculations is always more than 10 points per shortest 
wavelength (Mallick & Frazer 1987). Both slowness and frequency integrals are tapered to 
avoid cut-off artifacts. The synthetics are then lowpassed at 0.15 Hz. The source mecha
nism is taken from the ISC bulletins. The GRF instrument response was applied to the syn
thetics. which were then compared with the data. Mter a convolution with the GRF instru
ment response. the synthetics can be compared with the data. 

Figures 6. 7 and 8 show a series of synthetic seismograms for each of the three events. 
The synthetics have been shifted in time to line up with the first onset in the data (bottom 
traces in figures 6. 7 and 8. which represent the data from one of the stations of GRF). 
Table n lists the measures of P and PP coda energy. P and PP coda energy measures are 
obtained for the data as described in equation (1); for each event an average over all stations 
of GRF is obtained. The energy measures for the synthetics are normalized by these 
observed average energy measures. The data thus have a value of 1.0; a value lower than 
1.0 means that the energy in the synthetics is lower than what is present in the data. The 
results for event 2 (figure 6) show that a number of models generates a P coda that is com
parable to the data. These models are K8. PEMe and PREM. Model SNA predicts a coda 
that is too large. The other models do not fit the data well in this respect. Comparing the 
models. it appears that the models that best fit the data all have a thick lid (about 100 km) 
and a more or less pronounced low velocity zone (LVZ) in both p. and S-velocity. In these 
models. the jump in velocity at the base of the lid is about 2-4%. Models with no LVZ or a 
very thin lid (as TNA. S8. 1'9) do not generate a sufficiently strong P coda. 

Figure 7 and table n show the results for event 3. which is close to event 2. The differ
ence between the synthetics in figures 6 and 7 is entirely due to the difference in epicentraI 
distance. Synthetics calculated with an explosion source show comparable differences. As 
again models with a thick lid and a LVZ (SNA, PEMc; 1066B has a LVZ in the S -velocity) 
show the best fit. the average upper mantle between GRF and the two events is essentially 
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Figure 6. Reflectivity synthetics for a number of spherically symmetric upper mantle models. 
Bottom trace represents data from event 2 at station B3 of GRF. The synthetics have been 
shifted to line up the P-waves with the first onset in the data. Synthetics and data are low-passed 
at 0.15 Hz. The traces are normalized to their maximum amplitude; some phases are indicated. 
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Synthetics for event 841 026. 
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Figure 7. As figure 6, now for data from event 3 (station B3). 

the same. The great circle paths are both within the stable shield areas in Europe (see Rial 
et aI. 1984). 

The second quantitative measure is the length and amplitude of the coherent part of the 
PP coda. From figure 6 and 7 it is apparent that the PP coda strongly depends on the 
model. From visual inspection and table IT it follows that PEMc seems the most 
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Synthetics for event 841101. 
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Figure 8. As figure 6, now for data from event 4 (station C2). 

appropriate model for the upper mantle between GRF and Hindu Kush. It should be noted 
here. that if a smaller PIS ratio is assumed for SNA. both the P and PP coda generated by 
SNA are much closer to the data. The models that fit the observed PP coda best are again 
characterized by a thick lid over a LVZ. with a more or less pronounced jump at the base of 
the lid. 
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Table II. Measure of energy in P and PP coda. 
Event 2 

Model P coda PP coda 
PEMc 0.82 0.79 
1066B 0.13 0.02 
PREM 0.57 1.66 
SNA 2.72 0.33 
K8 0.78 0.19 
rnA 0.20 0.05 
S8 0.25 0.25 
19 0.19 0.04 
Data I 1.00 1.00 J 

Event 3 
Pcoda PP coda 

0.43 0.90 
0.34 0.32 
0.29 0.25 
0.41 0.14 
0.27 0.09 
0.32 0.18 
0.23 0.24 
0.16 0.42 
1.00 1.00 

Event 4
 
Pcoda PPcoda
 

0.13 0.27 
0.27 0.17 
0.05 0.08 
0.46 0.19 
0.16 0.05 
0.33 0.17 
0.16 0.19 
0.13 0.27 
1.00 1.00 

Event 4 lies on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR). Synthetics and data are shown in figure 
8. The data contain a PcP arrival at 650 s, which is not included in the synthetics. lIDs 
will bias the results for the P coda fit to low values. Although this path is for the larger part 
oceanic, again a model with a thick lid and LVZ is found that explains the data best. The 
average upper mantle here would not be expected to be similar to GCA (Walck 1984), 
which represents the upper mantle under a spreading centre, as only a minor part of the 
wave path is spent under such a structure. Model TNA is similar to GCA and is listed in 
table IT with a reasonable energy content of the P coda, but this is due to the relatively low 
amplitude PP -waves. For this event all models fail to generate a PP -coda level that is even 
near the large amplitudes seen in the bottom trace in figure 8. 

The results for the PP coda are not very stable. The three events are all within the PP
triplication distance, causing a strong dependence on upper mantle structure of the PP
wave train. The PP coda is a PP-coupled PL mode (see, e.g. Alsop & Chander (1968»; 
the reverberative characteristics of PP-PL can be seen most clearly for event 2, see figure 
3. It depends strongly on the crust and upper mantle above the LVZ near the receiver, as it 
is a leaky mode of this waveguide. lIDs region of the upper mantle exhibits the strongest 
lateral variations in structure, which is the reason that the PP-wwes and PP coda do not 
match observed PP and PP coda wave trains. Table IT shows that PEMc is always among 
the models that predict a PP coda that is closest to the data with respect to its energy con
tent; therefore PEMc also best represents the werage structure of the upper mantle above 
the LVZ below GRF. 

Both the P and PP coda observed in the data suggest an upper mantle with a thick lid 
over a more or less pronounced LVZ between GRF and Hindu Kush. lIDs is in agreement 
with the results of Rial et al. (1984), who modeled S- and SS-waves for almost the same 
path as the present great circle path. They found that SNA modeled the data well for pre
dominantly shield paths, whereas TNA gave satisfactory results for tectonic paths. The 
boundary between these regions appeared to be sharp. Paulssen (1988a) constructed a P
and S -velocity model of western Europe for events in the Mediterranean recorded by sta
tions in Europe. and obtained a model also similar to SNA: it contains a thick lid over a 
pronounced LVZ. Given & Heimberger (1980), using Soviet nuclear explosions recorded 
in western Europe, constructed model K8 from wwe form modeling. K8 has a relatively 
thin LVZ; although it generates a reasonable P coda, it hardly generates PP coda at all. 
The difference of the models K8 and PEMe is mainly the thickness of the LVZ. 

It can thus be concluded that as far as P coda is concerned, no scattering is necessary to 
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explain the data, at these frequencies and at this distance. The synthetics contain a coda 
comparable to the data; detailed characteristics are not explained. The one exception is 
event 4, that shows a P coda level larger than explained by any of the models used here, but 
this is also due to the PcP phase not included in the synthetics. With the synthetics pre
sented here, scattering at or near the source cannot be discarded, as waves scattered near the 
source appear as coherent waves near the receiver at suitably large distances. Greenfield 
(1971) showed that, for short-period P coda, Rayleigh waves scattered and converted to 
body waves by topography near the source could account for the observed decay of the 
coherent part of the coda. This may also account for the generally somewhat higher P coda 
level in the data. 

5. Upper mantle discontinuities. 

Although it was not our intention to model individual phases. some constraints on upper 
mantle discontinuities can be obtained from a more detailed comparison of the synthetics 
and data in figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 shows that severaI models predict a pronounced 
P400P phase at this epicentral distance. In the case of models 1066B and PEMc it is 
responsible for a considerable part of the energy of the P coda. Such large amplitudes are 
not found in the data, indicating that in these models the discontinuities are probably 100 
large. Even model K8, with a moderate velocity jump at 400 km and derived for a region 
near the present great circle path, generates a rather large P400P phase, which is repro
duced by WKBJ synthetics. Possible reasons for the small amplitude in the data include: 
the discontinuity can be weaker than in the model K8, which explains why bottom-side 
reflections are rarely reported in the literature (see e.g., Wajeman 1988; Davis et aI. 1989; 
Shearer 1990); the discontinuity exhibits lateral changes in strength (evidence for a laterally 
changing strength of the 670 km discontinuity is presented by Paulssen (1988b»; the inter
face may be curved, causing focusing and defocusing of the PdP phase (Davis et aI. 1989, 
see also chapter 4); other arrivals such as reverberations may mask the PdP phase; the syn
thetic phase may be in a caustic while the data are not; the discontinuity is not a first-order 
contrast. but rather a gradient with a thickness comparable to the wavelengths considered 
here. WKBJ synthetics show that for model K8 the precursor is not in a caustic, although it 
is within the triplication zone of the 670-km discontinuity. Ingate et al. (1986) show with 
numerical experiments that a velocity gradient with wavelength longer than about a quarter 
of the seismic wavelength is no longer 'seen' as an abrupt velocity jump. The low ampli
tude of the observed (rather: the unobserved) P400P phase may then also be explained by 
the 400-km discontinuity being a gradient rather than a sharp contrast. This gradient would 
then have to have an extent of about 20-25 km, for a dominant frequency of 0.1 Hz. 

Some models contain a strong 200 km discontinuity, like PREM and PEMc. The syn
thetic seismograms for these models show a strong pulse between the P400P and PP 
phases. Such a pulse is not observed in the data, and it is likely that these models overesti
mate the strength of the 200 km discontinuity, which would be in agreement with the result 
of Nolet (1990) for the S-velocity contrast at this depth in western Europe. At these epi
central distances, no constraints can be put on the 670 discontinuity, as the P670P phase 
arrives within the P - pP - sP wave train. 

In figure 6 the data of station B3 show a strong phase arriving at about 1=480 s, which is 
coherent across the array (figure 3). It arrives too late to be a P400P phase. Assuming that 
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it is a PdP phase. it corresponds with d about 300 km.. This depth was also found by Waje
man (1988). for PdP phases from events near Japan recorded by the NARS array. The 
bounce point for this event is indicated with the open square in figure 1; it is near the Black 
Sea in the Caucasus. The results of Dercourt et al. (1986) indicate that subduction has been 
taking place for the last 200 Ma near this region. Remnants of subducted material present 
in the upper mantle may cause anomalous phases as this. 

6. Sensitivity to LVZ structure. 

The conclusion that models with a LVZ (in both P - and S -velocity) show a better fit of the 
data than models without a LVZ suggests the possibility of using the P coda to determine 
the presence or absence of a LVZ. The main arrivals associated with the LVZ are top- and 
bottom-side reflections at the top and base of the LVZ. Internal reverberations (peg-leg mul
tiples) in the LVZ have small amplitudes. about 0.1% of that of P. 

To determine the sensitivity of the P coda to LVZ-structure. synthetic seismograms are 
computed for a number of models. PEMe is used as starting model. it has a LVZ in both P
and S-velocity. Models with no LVZ or a LVZ in only one of P- and S-velocity are con
structed from it. The synthetics are computed with the reflectivity method. using an 
isotropic source. 

The synthetic seismograms are plotted in figure 9, using the synthetic for the original 
PEMe as reference. The traces have been lined up at the P-wave for comparison. No 
instrument response is applied; the traces are low-passed with comer frequency 0.15 Hz. 
Trace a in figure 9 shows the interval in the P coda where information from the LVZ 
arrives. The solid line is the total response. the dashed line represents the wave field when 
only transmission through the LVZ is allowed. Top- and bottomside reflections on the 
220-km. discontinuity, which marks the bottom of the LVZ, show up clearly. The interval 
with low amplitudes is the interval containing information about the LVZ. Trace b in figure 
9 shows the result for model PEMc without the LVZ in the S-velocity (solid line; dashed 
line is the total response of the original PEMc). There are minor differences between the 
two traces, indicating low sensitivity of the P coda for the S -velocity structure. Removing 
the LVZ in the P-velocity has a significant effect on the synthetics (trace c in figure 9. solid 
line is PEMc without a LVZ in P-velocity, dashed line is original PEMe). Trace d of figure 
9, finally, the synthetic for PEMc with velocities in the LVZ lowered by 1 km/s is shown 
(solid line, dashed is original PEMc). Due to what is probably interference between the 
P 400 P and Pp200p (a reverberation on the 2OD-km. discontinuity) phases. there are large 
amplitudes around 520 s. 

The results in figure 9 show that the long-period P coda is sensitive to the P-velocity 
structure in the LVZ. Changes in the S-velocity hardly affect the synthetics. indicating that 
P - S converted waves in the coda have small amplitude. This suggests the possibility of 
using the phases in the P coda to monitor the velocity structure of the LVZ. HeImbetger 
(1972) and York & Heimberger (1973) used the PL phase in the coda of P to study lateral 
variations of the LVZ in the United States. The PdP phases used in this study have the 
advantage that one is not restricted to events within about 15° to 200 from the stations and 
that one can investigate regions on Earth where no earthquakes occur or no stations are 
located. In chapter 4 P400 P phases are used to probe the upper mantle below the Hawaii 
hotspot region. 
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Figure 9. Reflectivity synthetics for model PEMc to test the sensitivity of the coda of p for 
LVZ-structure. In all traces the dashed line represents the total response of the original model 
PEMc. A) Solid: PEMc with only transmission of energy through LVZ. B) Solid: PEMc. no 
LVZ in s-velocity. C) Solid: PEMc, no LVZ in p-velocity. D) Solid: PEMc, velocities in LVZ 
lowered by I km/s. 

7. Discussion. 
The synthetic seismograms presented here prove that laterally homogeneous models of the 
upper mantle can explain the long-period P coda at teleseismic distances. The scattering 
mechanism that is used to explain short-period P coda characteristics (such as amplitude 
decay. incoherency) is not needed to explain the long-period coda; it is also inconsistent 
with the observed coherency of the the long-period P coda at GRF. The NARS array. on 
the other hand. shows hardly any coherency between two adjacent stations. even for stations 
at aImost the same epicentral distance (see figure 4). Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
great circle paths from the events to the different NARS stations sample the lateral hetero
geneity of the upper mantle under Europe. The GRF array is apparently too small. The 
scale length of these lateral variations must be comparable to or larger than the average sta
tion separation of NARS. This constrains the scale lengths of the lateral heterogeneity of 
the upper mantle to be one hundred to several hundreds of kilometers. 

Combining the results presented here with earlier studies of the upper mantle under 
Europe suggests that the LVZ may be the origin of these lateral variations. The great circle 
paths studied by Given & HeImberger (1980) and Rial et al. (1984) are closely spaced; the 
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models proposed differ mainly in the thickness of the LVZ. Rial et al. further show that the 
boundary between tectonic and shield areas in Europe is probably quite sharp. These two 
areas are well modeled by the models TNA and SNA. respectively. The most prominent 
difference between these models is the absence in TNA of the well-pronounced LVZ of 
SNA. The results of Nolet (1990) show that the LVZ in S -velocity that is present under the 
Iberian peninsula disappears beneath the Paris Basin and the Baltic shield. Snieder (1988) 
used a surface wave scattering formalism and found significant (±5%) lateral variations at a 
depth of 100-200 km under Europe. 

Although there are some upper mantle models that come close to the data as far as the 
energy content of the P coda is concerned. there is one characteristic that is matched by 
none of the synthetics. Figure 7 most clearly shows the reverberative character of the long
period P coda. Whereas the synthetics have intervals of relatively low amplitude in 
between impulsive arrivals. there are no such pulse-like arrivals in the data. Again the 
explanation is the lateral heterogeneity of the upper mantle. The synthetics have been com
puted for identical structure beneath source and receiver. In this case reverberations have a 
multiplicity of more than one. and all equivalent reverberations (with the reverberation 
under either source or station) arrive at the same time. If the source area structure differs 
from the receiver area structure. the multiplicity is lost and the reverberations can set up a 
reverberative P coda. This will also make it difficult to pick impulsive arrivals. such as 
PdP phases. as they are masked by the reverberations. When studying the P coda. one 
actually deals with three upper mantle structures. which are generally not identical: the 
structures beneath source and receiver and the upper mantle at the bounce point of the PdP 
phases. Resolving these three upper mantle structures is difficult. if not impossible with 
only a few source-station combinations. For the present problem the assumption of identi
cal structures is definitely not correct. However. some constraints on what represents an 
average upper mantle structure for the great circle paths studied can be found. That this is 
not an unreasonable assumption is shown by the agreement for the three events studied and 
by the agreement with this average structure and results reported in the literature for compa
rable great circle paths. 

For the great circle paths studied here. the constraints that are found from synthetic seis
mogram analysis are a thick lid over a more or less pronounced. thick LVZ; models that do 
not have these features cannot explain the observed character (energy content) of the data. 
This suggests that the long-period P coda can be used to prove the existence or absence of 
a LVZ. Synthetic seismograms show that the P coda is more sensitive to P- than to S
velocity of the LVZ. The amplitude differences in the P coda correspond to topside and 
bottomside reflections at the bottom of the LVZ. Measuring the energy in the time interval 
in which arrivals from the LVZ are expected should make it possible to study the LVZ. 
Whereas the existence of a LVZ in the S -velocity layer can be proven from surface wave 
dispersion. the LVZ in P-velocity has not been proven unequivocally. Proving its existence 
or absence has important bearings on the structure and composition of the upper mantle. 
Estimates of the sharpness of the lower boundary of the LVZ can discriminate between the
ories concerning its origin. either partial melt. decreasing both S- and P-velocity (e.g. 
Anderson & Sammis 1970; Lambert & Wylie 1970; Stocker & Gordon 1975) or a simple 
pressure effect. causing the S -velocity to decrease but the P -velocity to increase <Tolstoy 
1982). 

One of the possible reasons for the null observation of the P400P phase in the data is that 
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the 400-km discontinuity is not an abrupt velocity increase. but a gradient of about 20-25 
km thick. for a dominant period of 10 s. Although this is only one of several explanation 
for the null observation of this phase, it is interesting to COOlpare this value with previously 
reported values for the thickness of the discontinuity. It compares well with high-pressure 
and high-temperature laboratory experiments from Katsura & Ito (1989). who estimate the 
velocity to increase over an depth interval of about 10-20 km. on the assumption that the 
discontinuity is caused by the olivine-modified spinel phase transition. FrOOl slowness and 
travel time analysis of short-period body wave data. Fukao (1977) estimated it to be 5-15 
lan. whereas Leven (1985) claimed a thickness of about 5 km under northern Australia. 
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Chapter 3 

Are long-period body-wave coda caused by 
lateral heterogeneity? - II. The coda of PP 

Summary. The long-period coda of PP-. PPP- and S-waves is shown to be 
incoherent at the Grlifenberg array (GRF). which bas an average station separa
tion of about 10 km. This indicates that these coda consist of scattered waves. 
The data of GRF are analyzed for slowness and azimuth variations in the coda 
intervals. A new beamforming algorithm is presented to deal with the low fre
quencies and relatively short time intervals. associated with long-period body
wave data. The method is based on Backus-Gilbert inverse theory. The results 
show that the long-period coda intervals almost entirely consist of surface 
waves; these waves are scattered from the preceding body waves. Some calcu
lations with linearized theory for body wave to Rayleigh wave conversion at 
topography at the surface or at the Moho show that realistic scatterers can 
account for the observed (constant) coda level. 

1. Introduction. 

This chapter deals with the long-period coda of PP/PPP- and S-waves. The aim of this 
and the previous chapter is to determine the class of models that are consistent with loog
period body wave data. and to find out whether different parts of the seismogram require 
different classes of Earth models. 

The results in the chapter 2 indicate that the teleseismic P coda can be explained by 
spherically symmetric Earth models. No scattering is needed to explain the character of 
this coherent part of the seismogram. In contrast. the coda following PP- and S-waves is 
incoherent at a small scale. and cannot be explained by wave propagation in a laterally 
homogeneous Earth model. The incoherent behaviour suggests that scattering is important 
in these parts of the seismogram. In this chapter it is studied which wave scattering mecha
nisms are respoosible for the incoherent behaviour of the coda intervals following pp. and 
S-waves. 

The scattering approach has been very successful in explaining short-period coda waves. 
Coda waves have been interpreted as waves scattered either singly or multiply in a medium 
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with random velocity fluctuations. Many studies have been devoted to the determination of 
statistical parameters describing the random medium (e.g.• Aki 1973; Kennett 1987; Platte 
& Wu 1988; Kom 1988). Interpreting coda waves from local events as backscattered waves 
may yield estimates of the scale lengths present (Aki & Chouet 1975; Gao et al. 1983; Sato 
1984). Lateral heterogeneity in an otherwise plane layered or homogeneous medium also 
produces substantial coda. Hill & Levander (1984) and Levander & Hill (1985) showed 
that random perturbations in the depth to the interface between a layer and a half-space 
causes strong coupling between incident body waves and the guided modes of the layer. 
Lateral variations in layer thickness also produces this coupling (Fuyuki & Matsumoto 
1980; Frankel & Dayton 1986; Stead & HelmbeIger 1988). Greenfield (1971) explained 
observed short-period P coda decay by assuming that the coda waves were due to 
Rayleigh-to-P coupling at topography near the source. Another coda generating mecha
nism should be mentioned here. namely that of waves reverberating in a plane layered 
structure. Bouchon (1982) modeled complete seismograms from local events by summing 
all crustal reverberations. Sereno & Orcutt (1988) explained the coda of Pn and Sn as rever
berations. The long-period PL mode is a reverberation of the crust (HelmbeIger & Engen 
1980; Baag & Langston 1985). When the reflection is specular. a long coda may be built 
up. In a laterally homogeneous medium such coda waves will be coherent. but if there are 
variations in the depth to interfaces this coherence will be lost. Palmer et al (1988) showed 
that small lateral variations in. for example. Moho depth results in chaotic behaviour of ray 
paths of reverberating waves. resulting in completely incoherent coda waves. Bostock & 
Kennett (1990) computed Lg ray paths through a laterally varying crustal structure and 
indeed found that wave paths behave erratically. Toksoz et al. (1990) studied the influence 
of random interface depth perturbations (and random velocity perturbations) on the 
coherency of short-period Lg phase and matched observed features of the coherency. 

Summarizing, it seems that scattering is an efficient mechanism to generate coda waves. 
especially at short periods. The scattering may occur at random velocity perturbations or at 
lateral variations of the otherwise plane layered structure. such as depth to the interfaces or 
tilted interfaces. Coupling between different wave types is expected to occur. especially in 
the latter case. Repeated specular reflection in a waveguide can also build up considerable 
coda. and if the waveguide varies laterally this coda will be incoherent. 

To find constraints on possible scattering mechanisms a new beamforming algorithm is 
developed and used to study slowness and azimuth variations throughout the body wave 
part of the seismogram. Slowness and azimuth variations should give some clues as to the 
nature of the scattering. It is shown that the coda following PP/PPP- and the S-waves con
sists of surface waves. scattered from the preceding body waves at lateral heterogeneity in 
the lithosphere. (In this context. the term scattering also inc1u~s mode conversion; in the 
process of conversion also the direction of propagation can be different from that of the 
incident wave.) Finally some calculations using linearized theory are performed to show 
that realistic scatterers (such as topography at the surface or at the Moho) can explain the 
observed coda characteristics. such as duration. amplitude and slowness content. The data 
are from the broad-band GRF and NARS arrays and from events at 400 to 60° distance. 
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Event 5. Vertical component,lowpassed 0.15 Hz. 
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Figure 1. GRF data from event 5. Vertical components. lowpassed at 0.15 Hz. Although the 
coda of P is dominated by pP, sP and PcP. the coherency can be seen. The coda of PP is 
largely incoherent. The coda of S also contains many incoherent arrivals. 

2. Data. 

As in the previous chapter. the data have been taken from two broad-band arrays. GRF and 
NARS. The events used here are listed in table I ofchapter 2. The reader is referred to fig
ures I and 2 of chapter 2 for the configuration of the arrays and events. 

Figure I shows the data for event 5; the data are from the GRF array. The data have been 
lowpassed with corner frequency 0.15 Hz. Note the large difference in coherency between 
the P coda and the coda of PP- and the S-waves. The interval between pP and sP and PcP 
is strongly coherent. This is in agreement with the results of chapter 2. In contrast, the coda 
of PP/PPP is incoherent, indicating that in this intelVal scattering is important. This sharp 
contrast is found for all events studied here: a strongly coherent P coda. in which nearly all 
waveforms can be traced from one station to the next. and coda intervals following PP- and 
S-waves that are dominated by incoherent energy. Chapter 2 contains more examples. that 
also show the different character of NARS data. The NARS data show incoherency of the P 
coda. as well as of the other coda intervals. It is shown in Chapter 2 that this difference in 
coherency of the P coda at the two arrays can be exp1ained by large-scale lateral variations 
in an otherwise spherically symmetric upper mantle. The scale length of these variations 
must be several hundred kilometers. The coda of PP- and S-waves are incoherent at both 
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arrays. In the following only the data from GRF are analyzed to find the mechanism(s) of 
wave scattering. 

3. Slowness and azimuth analysis. 

Primary indicators for lateral heterogeneity are the slowness and azimuth of the seismic sig
nal. In a transversely isotropic Earth. any deviations from great ciIde azimuth must be 
caused by aspherical structure. An array of stations can be used to measure slowness and 
aziInuth by stacking the individual traces. each delayed or advanced with the proper time 
shift. This can be done in both time and frequency domain and is known as beamforming. 
Using this technique. Bungum & Capon (1974) and Levshin & Berteussen (1979) studied 
surface wave coda recorded at the NORSAR array and found surface waves possibly scat
tered by continental margins. Capon (1970) used array data of the LASA in Montana and 
found siInilarly refracted Rayleigh waves. 

A number of beamforming techniques exist in the literature. The simplest algorithm is to 
siInply delay and sum the individual traces: this is conventional beamforming. Its perfor
mance can be iInproved if weights are assigned to each station. Capon (1969) developed a 
high resolution algorithm. where the weights are designed such as to optimize the array 
response. This technique was developed for application to surface wave problems and is 
not used in this study; this is due to the inherently short time series in body wave problems. 
which leads to instability of the high-resolution technique. 

For the present study a new beamforming algorithm has been developed for applications 
to body wave problems. In order to optimize the array response at the long periods used 
here. a Backus-Gilbert inversion technique (BGI) (Backus & Gilbert 1968) was applied to 
the conventional (simple phased sum) beamforming. Appendix A gives an outline of the 
theory. This optimization does not suffer from the drawbacks of the high-resolution tech
nique of Capon (1969). when applied to short intervals. The stacking is done in the fre
quency domain. 

Only a limited frequency interval can be studied. due to the size of GRF. The frequency 
dependent Nyquist PN slowness for an array with station separation D is PN = (2D/)-I. 
The slowness interval can be taken such that all physically possible slownesses are 
included. With the station separation D of 10 km of GRF and 0.35 s/km (2.86 km/s) as an 
upper limit on expected slownesses (see Dost (1990) for surface wave velocities in western 
Europe). this gives a frequency of 0.15 Hz below which the Nyquist criterion is satisfied. 
Frequencies higher than this are spatially aliased and artifacts will contaminate the 
wavenumber spectrum. A lower bound on the frequency interval is obtained by considering 
that waves with wavelengths greater than the extent of the array are not resolved very well. 
Thus. 0.03 Hz is a safe lower bound. The BGI is applied only to slownesses Ipl < O. 35 
s/km.. 

The events in table I of chapter 2 were chosen to have a backaziInuth near either 800 or 
2600 

• In this way the best azllnuthal resolution in the direction of the source is obtained. so 
that any deviations from great circle azimuth are optimally recognized. A moving window 
analysis is applied to the data. the length of the window (100 s) is chosen as a compromise 
between resolution in the time and frequency domain. The windows do not overlap. The 
frequency interval 0.03-0.15 Hz is split into four subintervals. For each subinterval. the 
traces are prefiltered and Hanning-tapered to avoid artifacts due to the finite window length 
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Figure 2. Example of a frequency
slowness spectrum. Line contours 
are in steps of 2 dB down from the 
maximum. The area above -2 dB 
is shaded; the spectrum is 
CLEANed. The spectrum is 
obtained from event 2, 450 < t < 
510 s, frequency interval 0.10-0.13 
Hz. This time interval contains the 
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(see Capon 1970). Then the traces of all stations are Fourier-transformed. Erroneous sta
tion calibrations may influence the results; to prevent this the amplitude spectra are 
prewbitened. In this way, the information contained in the amplitudes is lost. To remove 
confusing side lobes from the slowness diagram the Q..,EAN algorithm (Hogbom 1974) is 
applied. 

Figures 2.3 and 4 show three examples of slowness diagrams. obtained from event 2 and 
5. The slowness diagram is plotted in such a way that a wave arriving from the east with 
slowness 0.10 s/km appears in the plot at px =O. 10 and py =0 s/km. The direction of the 
great circle is indicated by the solid line. Contour lines are drawn at 2 dB intervals down 
from the maximum. Figure 2 shows the slowness diagram for the frequency band 0.12 
0.15 Hz for a time interval containing the P coda of event 2. The P coda clearly arrives at 
great circle azimuth. Figure 3 is a slowness diagram for a time interval in the coda of PP. 
for the frequency band 0.09-0.12 Hz and the same event. Apart from some energy arriving 
along the great circle with body wave slowness. there are maxima off the great circle. with a 
!luge slowness. These are probably surlace waves. As the signal-to-noise ratio for this event 
is very good. these surface waves must be signal-generated. Figure 4 is a slowness diagram 
obtained from the coda of the S-wave of event 5. The frequency interval is 0.06 - 0.08 Hz. 
There is no energy arriving along the great circle. but there are two surface waves arriving 
with azimuths deviations of about 25° and 60°. 

The results of analyzing a large number of slowness diagrams are summarized in three 
figures. Figure 5 shows the absolute deviations from great circle azimuth as a function of 
time, of the most significant energy peaks in the slowness diagrams. The deviations are 
plotted at the position of the 100 s long. consecutive time intervals in the seismograms. 
These intervals are labeled with the body wave phase they contain (e.g. P or S). or with the 
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Figure 3. As figure 2, now for 0.35 PP coda 
600 < t < 700 s. This spectrum 
is in the coda of PP. Apart from 
some energy arriving on the 
great circle, there are two clear 
arrivals with slowness about 
0.34 sIkm and azimuth of 40° 
and 1310. The slowness of the 
waves indicates that these are 

E surface waves. 
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Figure 4. As figure 2, now for 0.35 S coda 
event 5, with 950 < t < 1050 s. 
This interval is in the coda of S. 
In this case there is no 
detectable energy arriving on 
the great circle; again surface 
waves arrive at azimuths of 58° 
and 140°. 
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Figure 5. Absolute azimuth deviations of most prominent peaks in the slowness spectra. Data 
from all frequencies are plotted. The data are plotted as a function of the interval they were 
obtained from: P, PP, S etc. denote intervals containing these waves; labels with a suffix 'c' 
denote coda intervals. The dashed line indicates the resolution of GRF at a period of 10 s. 

coda interval they represent (e.g. PPc1 stands for the first interval in the PP coda). The 
dashed line represents an estimate of the resolution of GRF at a period of 10 s for events 
with back azimuth of either 800 or 2600. Waves arriving within 100 of the great circle are 
assumed to arrive on the great circle. Figure 5 contains data from all frequency bands. The 
data show a striking increase in deviation from the great circle after the PP-wave. Whereas 
P and PP do not show any deviation, the energy in the PP coda comes from all directions. 
A number of short time intervals in the coda of P have been analyzed as well. but no devia
tions were found. This is in agreement with the observation that the P coda is very coher
ent and the PP coda is not. The large deviations in the PP coda persist in the later inter
vals. Furthermore. the deviations do not seem to increase further into the coda. 

The slowness of the coda wave can be used to identify the wave type. The slowness of 
only the energy peaks off the great circle is plotted in figure 6. The energy peaks corre
sponding to the direct waves are not considered in this plot. Again data from all frequency 
bands are plotted. The figure shows that apart from some waves with slownesses between 
0.1 and 0.2 s/km. most of the scattered waves have a slowness larger than about 0.28 s/km. 
This corresponds with surface wave slownesses. Therefore. the scattered waves are mainly 
surface waves and they must have been scattered from body waves to arrive so early in the 
seismogram. 

Figure 7 shows the frequency dependence of the direction of incoming of the scattered 
waves in the coda intervals. The great circle deviation data from all the coda intervals are 
combined and plotted as a function of frequency. It is clear from the figure that with 
increasing frequency the deviations from the great circle increase: this implies that 
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Slowness of scattered waves. All frequencies. 
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Figure 6. The slowness of the most prominent peaks in the slowness spectra. plotted in the same 
way as in figure 7. Note the concentration of data points at high slownesses, indicating that these 
waves are surface waves. 
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Figure 7. Absolute azimuth deviations as a function of frequency for data from coda intervals 
only. The deviations from back azimuth increase with increasing frequency. 
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backward scattering becomes more important at higher frequencies. 
A number of conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the slowness diagrams, even 

though the resolution of GRF is not very good. First, body waves do not show deviations 
from great circle azimuth, but their coda do. The one exception is the coda of P-waves, that 
shows much less scatter than the coda of PP and S-waves. This agrees well with the obser
vation that this coda is very coherent across the array (see chapter 2). Secondly, scattering 
becomes more effective with increasing frequency. From scattering theory, this is to be 
expected, as scattering is a frequency-dependent process, the higher frequencies being scat
tered more efficiently. Thirdly, the amount of scatter does not increase further in the coda. 
This suggests a homogeneous coda in both space and time. This is also what is observed in 
the numerical calculations of Frankel & Wennerberg (1987), for the coda in a medium with 
random velocity fluctuations. These authors observed a coda level that was independent of 
epicentral distance and decayed only slowly. Finally, the slowness diagrams of coda inter
vals show much energy concentrated at surface wave slownesses. This indicates that surface 
waves make up an appreciable part of the coda. 

In the next sections the frequency content of the coda waves is measured to obtain more 
information on the scattering process and possibly an estimate of the size of the scatterers. 

4. Frequency content of coda waves. 

The frequency content of coda waves is a valuable source of information on scattering pro
cesses that produce the coda. Frequency losses due to absorption are ignored here. The 
frequency content of the PP coda is measured relative to that of the PP-waves by dividing 
the coda amplitude spectrum by the PP-wave amplitude spectrum. The latter is raised 
slightly to remove possible holes in the spectrum. This is then averaged over all stations of 
the array: 

F(a» =~ t PPCj(a» • (1) 
N j.l PPj(a» + e 

where PPj(a» and PPCj(a» are the Fourier transformed PP and PP coda intervals of station 
i, respectively; e is a small number; N is the number of stations (which is 13 for GRF). In 
this way, the source and receiver effects are canceled. 

Figure 8 shows two spectra of PP coda intervals, each divided by the PP amplitude spec
trum. The spectra are the averages of the spectra of all 13 GRF stations. For most events. 
the spectra show low amplitudes for frequencies lower than about 0.2 Hz, whereas for 
higher frequencies the spectra are saturated. This is shown in figure 8". One exception is 
event 4. which shows an exceptionally large PP coda level (figure Sb; for a time-distance 
plot see figure 5 of chapter 2). 

The spectrum in figure sa shows that the frequencies higher than about 0.2 Hz are scat
tered more efficiently than lower frequencies. It is reasonable to assume that the frequen
cies of interest in this study. about 0.03-0.15 Hz. are within the weak scattering regime. 
Event 4 is the exception to the rule. This deviating observation will be explained in a later 
section. For higher frequencies the spectra are saturated. indicating strong scattering. The 
frequency of 0.2 Hz is also the frequency at which microseisms have their peak energy. 
However. these will not influence the spectra. because the data have a very good SIN ratio 
(see figures 3 and 5 of chapter 2). 
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Figure 8. Spectra of PP coda intervals; the spectra are divided by the PP wave spectra. A: PP 
coda spectrum of event 2; B: PP coda spectrum of event 4. . 
An estimate can be given of the length scale of the scatterers, responsible for the increase 

in coda level at 0.2 Hz. Seismic waves with frequency of 0.2 Hz have a wave length of 
about 30-50 km in the crust and upper mantle. As scatterers with length scales greater than 
that of the seismic wave have small influence on the wave, the scatterers responsible for the 
saturation above 0.2 Hz must have length scales equal to or shorter than 30-50 km. Thus. 
the data indicate that the crust and upper mantle are rich in such scatterers. Note that this is 
much smaller than the cell size used in tomographic inversions (see. e.g.• Spakman & Nolet 
1988). The next sections deal with the problem of explaining the scattering at lower fre
quencies. 

5. Body wave scattering. 

Scattering is important in the PP and S coda. and it would be interesting to see what kind 
of scatterers are necessary to explain these coda amplitudes. Let us for the moment ignore 
the beamforming results and let our working hypothesis be that the coda waves are body 
waves scattered from body waves near source or receiver. This is in the spirit of King et al. 
(1975). who showed that the scattering of P-waves near source or receiver is an adequate 
explanation of observed slowness and azimuth variations in high frequency (above 0.6 Hz) 
P coda. The same mechanism may be at work at the lower frequencies studied here. and 
possibly in the PP and S coda as well as in the P coda. Assuming this mechanism. scat
terer strength necessary to explain the observed coda level can be estimated. It is assumed 
that the Born approximation is valid: the waves are scattered only once. Elastic wave scat
tering theory of Wu & Aki (1985) is used to compute P -+ P and P -+ S scattered waves. 
The volume of the inhomogeneity is accounted for through the use of Mie scattering (which 
includes an integral over the inhomogeneity). The scattering structure is assumed to be a 
homogeneous sphere with constant perturbation in velocity or impedance. For a given 
lapse time. the scattered wave has been scattered somewhere on an ellipse. focused on 
source and receiver. The strength of a scattered wave varies along the ellipse. as the scatter
ing amplitude depends on the scattering angle. It is assumed that the wave is scattered by 
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Figure 9. Strength of scatterer (either velocity or impedance perturbation) versus ka, seismic 
wavenumber times scatterer scale length, for a wave with frequency 0.1 Hz, lapse time 50 s and 
amplitude 20% of that of the direct wave. Epicentral distance is 4500 km. The scatterer is the 
most efficient scatterer on the ellipse focused on source and receiver, calculated using the theory 
of Wu & Aki (1985). Results are for P ~ P and P ~ S scattering. The dashed horizontal line 
represents a perturbation of lO%, which is assumed to be a reasonable value for inhomogeneities 
in the lithosphere. 

the most efficient scatterer on this ellipse; in this way the most conselVative estimate of 
scatterer strength is obtained. 

Scatterer size and strength are computed to explain a wave with an amplitude of 0.2 
times the amplitude of the preceding body wave and frequency 0.10 Hz (which is represen
tative of the coda level in figure I), and arriving with a 50 s time lag. The results are pre
sented in figure 9, as either velocity perturbations (forward scattering) or impedance pertur
bations (backward scattering) as a function of the product ka, seismic wavenumber times 
scale length of the scatterer. The background velocity is taken to be 9 km/s. It turns out 
that either unacceptable perturbations (>100%) or unreasonable scale lengths (> 1000 km) 
are necessary. P --? S conversion appears to be more efficient than P --? P scattering, but 
not efficient enough to explain the coda. The horizontal dashed line in figure 9 represents a 
10% perturbation, which can be assumed to be a reasonable perturbation. This level is 
reached only for large scatterer size. For waves arriving at longer lapse times even stronger 
scatterers are needed, because the scattered wave has traveled longer distance and has 
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therefore smaller amplitude. Thus. single scattering of body waves is not a likely mecha
nism to explain the P or PP coda at these periods. 

Apparently. unrealistically strong scatterers are needed to explain the coda level. It was 
shown by DubendorfI & Menke (1980). on the basis of model experiments. that single scat
tering theory tends to underestimate the scattering. and thus to overestimate the scatterers. 
Sato (1989) showed that single scattering theory breaks down at long lapse times. A com
parison between single and multiple scattering theory was done by Frankel & Wennerberg 
(1987). They calculated coda amplitude in a random medium using an energy-conserving 
energy-fiux-model and compared the coda amplitude decay with the decay predicted by the 
single-scattering model. The latter model predicts a decay that is too steep. and if used to 
estimate scatterer strength and size from observed coda decay rate. would overestimate 
these values. However. it is not likely that the overestimation is so large that multiple scat
tering would produce acceptable scatterers in the present problem. Even for the relatively 
short lapse time of 50 s (which is only 5 cycles at 0.1 Hz). to obtain reasonable scatterer 
strength or size. single scattering theory would have to overestimate the scatterers (either in 
strength or size) by a factor of more than 10. which is unlikely. 

Therefore. it appears that body wave to body wave scattering is not an adequate explana
tion of coda generation at the low frequencies studied here. This is in agreement with the 
beamforming results. This does not hold for higher frequencies (generally higher than 
about 1 Hz). as is shown by various authors mentioned before. The next section deals with 
the coupling of surface and body waves and applies some linearized theories to realistic 
scatterers. 

6. Rayleigh to P coupling. 

The beamforming results indicate that the scattered waves in the PP - and S-wave coda are 
predominantly surface waves. These must have been excited by the earlier arriving body 
waves. as the signal-to-noise ratio is very good for most of the events. Prime candidate 
scatterers are surface topography and topography on the Moho; deeper heterogeneity will 
not contribute much to the scattering. as the Rayleigh waves at about 10 s do not penetrate 
very deep into the upper mantle. This explanation of body wave coda has been suggested 
earlier in the literature. for frequencies higher than 1 Hz (e.g. Key 1967; Greenfield 1971; 
Baumgardt 1985; Gupta et al. 1990). The coupling of Raleigh to P has received much 
attention in experimental (e.g.• McGarr & Alsop 1967; Gangi & Wesson 1978 and refer
ences therein) and numerical studies (e.g. Fuyuki & Matsumoto 1980; Boore et al. 1981; 
Hill & Levander 1984; Levander & Hill 1985; Stead & HeImberger 1988). From these 
studies it appears that reasonable inhomogeneity can explain scattered Rayleigh waves with 
amplitudes comparable to coda levels/observed here. It must be noted that all studies men
tioned above are two-dimensional. so that Rayleigh wave amplitudes are not affected by 
geometrical spreading. 

To investigate the efficiency of P-to-R coupling. theory on this subject was applied to 
realistic scatterers. The coupling due to topography on the Moho is treated by Odom 
(1986). This (linearized) theory is valid for a 2-D acoustic medium with small changes in 
the depth to the interface between an layer over a half space. The model is a dipping Moho: 
a dip of 10% over a distance of 200 lan. This is a quite reasonable topography. it is com
mon under western Europe (e.g.• Meissner 1986; Luosto et al. 1990). Figure 10 shows the 
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Figure 10. Amplitude of discrete mode excited by a P wave of amplitude 1, as a function of fre
quency and slowness of the P wave. The scatterer is a sloping Moho, the extent of the slope is 
200 lan, the slope is 10%. The medium is 2-D and acoustic. 

amplitude of the converted guided mode (normalized by the amplitude of the plane incom
ing wave) as a function of both frequency and slowness of the direct wave. The results are 
independent of distance to the scatterer, as the direct wave is plane and the discrete mode is 
not affected by geometrical spreading. The figure shows that discrete modes with ampli
tudes of about 5% of that of the direct wave are possible, ignoring the very large-amplitude 
mode that is excited by a P wave traveling almost horizontally (slowness 0.2 s/km). At 
higher frequencies the coupling is less efficient; this is because the penetration depth 
becomes shallower. It should be noted that the coupling may be weaker in an elastic 
medium, where the phase velocity of P is quite different from that of the Rayleigh modes. 
Therefore, this model probably overestimates the P-to-R coupling. 

Gilbert & Knopoff (1960) described the P-to-R coupling due to surface topography in 
two dimensions. The 2-D model is an elastic half space with a triangular hill, with 
1O%-sloping sides. The half space has a =6, fJ =3.5 and CR =3.4 km/s, where CR is the 
Rayleigh wave velocity. Figure 11 shows the amplitude of the Rayleigh wave scattered 
from a plane P wave (with amplitude 0, as a function of slowness of the plane direct wave. 
For this scatterer a Rayleigh wave with an amplitude of 10% of that of the P-wave is pre
dicted. 

A result for a similar scatterer in three dimensions can be obtained with an extension to 
3-D of Gilbert & Knopoff's theory by Hudson (1967) and Hudson & Boore (1980). The 
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Figure 11. Amplitude of vertical and radial component of Rayleigh wave scattered from a P 
wave with amplitude I, as a function of the slowness of the P wave. The scatterer is a 2-D trian
gular hill, with 10% sloping sides. 

3-D scatterer is a Gaussian-shaped hill. with an area of 2000 km2 and a height of 1 km. 
The (plane) P-wave is vertically incident. The results are shown in figure 12. The results 
show that at a period of 10 s the coupling is most efficient. Due to geometrical spreading. 
the Rayleigh wave that has an amplitude (relative to P) of about 10% very near the scat
terer. quickly dies out to only 1% at 100 km distance (this is indicated by the two curves in 
the plot). 

From these simple calculations and the results presented in the literature. it appears that 
the R-to-P coupling in 2-D is quite efficient. especially at topography on the surface. Pre
dicted Rayleigh wave amplitudes agree with those observed for realistic scatterers at fre
quencies of about 0.1 Hz. As there is no geometrical spreading. the coda thus created has a 
constant amplitude in time. assuming that there are enough scatterers and ignoring multiple 
scattering. The result for the three-dimensional Gaussian-shaped hill shows that the ampli
tude of the scattered waves quickly decays. However. a constant coda level is observed. 
The question is thus whether the increased number of scatterers and the increased strength 
of the scatterers (in 3-D a scatterer is measured by its volume instead of its area in 2-D) out
weigh the stronger spreading in 3-D. 

A simple argument shows that the increased number of scatterers indeed weighs up to the 
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Figure 12. As figure 11, now for a 3-D gaussian-shaped hill with height 1 km. The area of the 
hill is about 20x20 km2

• Due to geometrical spreading, the Rayleigh wave quickly decays. 

stronger geometrical spreading. The geometry of the problem in 3-D is sketched in figure 
13. The receiver R is located inside a scattering region. in which the scatterers are assumed 
to be distributed randomly. A plane body wave crosses the region. exciting Rayleigh 
waves. The scatterers that contribute to the coda between lapse times t and t +!1t are 
approximately located on a circular region E focused on the receiver; E is bounded by cir
cles of radius r =CRt and r +!i.r =CR(t+At). with CR the Rayleigh wave velocity. Assum
ing that this region is filled entirely with Gaussian-shaped hills with half-width L. the num
ber of scatterers inside the region E is then approximately 2r!1r/L2

• At the receiver the 
scattered waves can be written as 

A· 
u =r. -' e';'	 (2) 
i~ 

where the sum is over all scatterers in E and the distance ri is the distance scatterer
receiver. It is assumed that the amplitude of the body wave is the same at scatterer and 
receiver. so it does not enter the formula. The power in the scattered wave is then 

AA*
P =lul2 =L L -'_J ei(;,-; j)	 (3) 

i j...J77j 

Assuming the waves add randomly (this is justified if At is longer than the duration of 
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Figure 13. Geometry of the Rayleigh-to-P coupling problem. A P wave crosses the region, 
exciting Rayleigh waves at homogeneously distributed scatterers. Scattered waves arriving 
between lapse times t and t + fl.t are scattered by scatterers located on a surface, which can 
approximately be represented by the surface E bounded by two circles focused on the station S. 
The width of the region E is fl.r .. cRfl.t, where CR is the Rayleigh wave velocity. 

individual scattered surface wave trains) and that M « r, a major contribution in the sum 
comes whenever i = j 

IAI2 IAI2 UrlAI2 

p ... L -'- =n -'- =--:-- (4) 
j rj rj L2 

The power is now independent of the distance from scatterer to receiver and thus indepen
dent of lapse time. Using this expression and the theory of Hudson (1967) for the Gaus
sian-shaped hill, a (constant) coda level of about 1(}.15% of that of the preceding body 
wave is found. This compares well with the value of about 20%, commonly observed for 
the events used here. 

Thus, it is possible to explain the surface waves in the coda of PP- and S-waves as scat
tered from body waves. Surface topography alone can explain the greater part of the coda 
amplitude. It should be noted that at higher frequencies the coupling at surface topography 
is even more efficient. (Using his 3-D theory, Hudson (1967) explained a Rayleigh wave 
observed in the short-period (about 1 Hz) coda of P at the Eskdalemuir array (Key 1967) as 
excited by P at the slopes of a hill nearby the array.) Coupling at the Moho is probably 
weaker, but will increase the coda level. There are a number of assumptions in the above 
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reasoning that affect the result. First. there are other possibilities of coupling Rayleigh to 
P. Coupling by volume heterogeneities will increase the coda level. Unfortunately. there is 
no theory available treating volume scatterers. so their importance can not be estimated. 
Second. Hudson's theory is valid only for low-angle topography. Steep structures may 
cause a much larger coupling. Third. it is implicitly assumed that the Born approximation 
is valid for P-to-R scattering; this is supported by the spectra shown in figure 8. This is not 
the case for the surface waves at the periods studied here (about 10 s). Snieder (1988) 
showed that for periods shorter than about 20 s the surface waves are in the strong scatter
ing domain. Therefore. for sufficiently long lapse times. the surface waves in the body 
wave coda observed at GRF have had multiple interactions with the inhomogeneities 
between the point of excitation and GRF. This will cause a certain amount of energy to be 
scattered out of the coda system, e.g. by reverse coupling to body waves. Not accounting 
for this energy loss leads to underestimation of scatterer strength and/or size. Some of the 
surface waves recorded in the coda may have been scattered by heterogeneities that are 
essentially two-dimensional. Such structures near GRF include the Alps, ocean-continent 
boundaries and the Rhine Graben. Rayleigh waves thus scattered have a geometrical 
spreading that is much less than l/...[T; 2-D experiments presented in the literature (e.g. 
Boore et al. (1981) show that in this case it is not very difficult to obtain realistic Rayleigh 
wave amplitudes. even at long lapse times. 

With the scattering argument the anomalously large PP coda amplitude of event 4 can be 
explained. This event lies near the caustic in the PP triplication range (distance 58.7°) 
where PP waves arrive with large amplitude in a long time interval. Therefore. the PP
wave train is long and energetic. The PP-waves arrive consecutively (and thus do not add 
their amplitudes) and each of them excites a long coda of scattered surface waves. These 
coda do overlap. creating a large-amplitude coda. 

7. Discussion. 

The beamforming results show that the long-period coda of PP- and S-waves consist of 
scattered surface waves. 2-D experimental and numerical modeling results reported in the 
literature and the simple calculations presented in this study suggest that the coupling of 
Rayleigh to P- or S-waves is efficient enough to excite a coda level comparable in strength 
and duration to observations. The 3-D coupling coefficients predicted by the theory of 
Hudson (1967) for a smooth topography at the surface (20x20 km2 with a height of 1 km) 
agree well with observed coda amplitudes. When a dense. random coverage of such scat
terers is assumed. a constant coda level can be predicted. which is close to observed values. 
Such a dense coverage is not as unrealistic as it may seem. as a quick glance at topographic 
maps shows. The scatterer used here is in fact very smooth when compared to actual topog
raphy. Surface topography is not the only mechanism to couple Rayleigh to P-waves. but 
2-D calculations suggest that coupling due to variations in Moho depth is not as efficient. 
Unfortunately. no theory is available that includes the coupling due to volume hetero
geneities (e.g. in the crust). The shortcoming of the theories of both Hudson (1967) and 
Odom (1986) are that they are valid for smooth topography only. There is also the possibil
ity that the greater part of the observed scattered surface waves is actually scattered by 
obstacles that are essentially 2-D. as e.g. ocean-<;ontinent boundaries. mountain chains. 
Such waves have a much less severe geometrical spreading than waves scattered by a 
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feature that is finite (as compared to the wavelength) in both horizontal directions. It is not 
expected that body wave to body wave scattering contributes a significant amount to the 
coda level; in order to cause a scattered wave of reasonable amplitude either unacceptably 
large scattering volumes or unacceptably strong scatterers are needed. lbis is in agreement 
with the observation that very few scattered waves have a body wave slowness. 

Explaining the PP and S coda as scattered surface waves raises the question why such 
waves are not observed in the long-period coda of P. For short periods scattered surface 
waves are observed after P (Key 1967; Langston 1989; Gupta et al. 1990). The explanation 
is given by the reflectivity synthetics shown in figures 6.7 and 8 of chapter 2. The synthet
ics show that the signal from the spherically symmetric Earth is rather strong between P 
and PP. There is hardly such signal after the PPIPPP-wave train. although the slowness 
interval that was selected contained slownesses up to that of the S-wave. Therefore. the 
coherent signal of the I-D Earth may obscure scattered waves between P and Pp. but after 
PP there is no such signal. It must also be noted that as nearly all events are within the PP 
triplication distance. the PP coda is caused by more than one PP-wave. whereas all scat
tered waves arriving before PP are scattered from a single P-wave. Furthermore. the cou
pling between Rayleigh and P is not as efficient as that between Rayleigh and PP. lbis can 
be seen in figure 10. Away from the nodes in the individual curves. the Rayleigh wave 
amplitude increases with increasing slowness at fixed frequency. 

In contrast with the long-period coda of p. from which information about the layered 
structure of the upper mantle can be derived (chapter 2). the scattered surface waves carry 
only information about lateral heterogeneity of the crust and possibly the lithosphere. at 
very long periods. It is not feasible to extract deterministic characteristics of the scatterers 
from the coda. such as location and/or scale length and strength. This is due to the intrinsic 
complexity of scattered coda waves. At any moment in the coda interval scattered waves 
arrive from possibly all azimuths. More specifically. at any moment there is probably more 
than one wave arriving from the same azimuth. Such a complex wave field cannot be han
dled in a deterministic way; a statistical approach would be more fruitful. However. one 
obtains information about the crust only. and. judging from the efficiency of R-to-P cou
pling at surface topography. mainly about surface features. Of course there are more effi
cient ways to obtain such information. 
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Appendix A: beamfonning. 

Suppose we have K stations with recorded time series s j(t) and Fourier transforms of these 
traces S iOJ). We wish to find the spectrum of slownesses present in the wave field. The 
relation between the data S j(OJ) and the slowness spectrum is 

00 

S j(OJ) = JP(p) e-iwp'rj d2 p (AI) 

where P(p) is the true slowness spectrum. p is the horizontal slowness vector and r j is the 
vector pointing from a reference point (e.g. the centre of the array) to station j. The factor 
exp(-iOJp' r j) is the phase shift. relative to the reference point. of a wave with slowness p 
due to the distance r j projected on the direction of the slowness p. The integration limits 
are in practice not infinity; a suitable upper limit may be chosen, based on physically 
expected minimum velocities. The simplest estimate P of the true slowness spectrum 
P(OJ.p) at frequency OJ is just a sum of the data SiOJ). each delayed with a phase delay of 
p'rj 
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K . 
P(w, p) =L Wj S/w)elmp·rj (A2) 

j=l 

Weights W j can be used to control the slowness resolution; in the conventional beamform
ing technique these are set to 1. The components S j are normalized to unit length to avoid 
artifacts due to uneven station calibration or amplitude variations across the array. Disper
sive waves may also be dealt with by averaging the energy in the spectrum over a frequency 
interval 

m2

JIP(w,p)12 dw (A3) 

mI 

The array response is obtained by inserting a monochromatic wave in (A2). For a wave 
with slowness PO' we have S j =exp(-iwp . r j) and the array response is then simply 

R(p, Po) =f W j eim(p-po)·rj (A4) 
j=l 

The array response obtained with the conventional method for a frequency of 0.05 Hz 
and a vertically incident wave is shown in figure I4a 

. The shape of the array is reflected in 
its array response: elongated in the E-W direction, the direction in which the array is nar
rowest. The presence of side lobes and the finiteness of the main lobe are the result of the 
finite sampling in space of the wave field. 

The resolving power of this method is poor, so there is need for an optimization scheme. 
Equation (AI) can be viewed as a linear inverse problem of the form d =Gm (dropping 
integrals), where G is some operator (in this case exp(-iwp' fj» acting on the real model 
m (the slowness field) to yield the data vector d (8lw). the phase of frequency w at station 
j). The problem is now to find the best possible estimate IiI of the real model m. The the
ory of Backus & Gilbert (1968) can be applied here. 

The data d are related to the true spectrum P(p) through an operator G(p) (replacing the 
integration limits by an estimated maximum slowness Pmax) 

2
d = JJ G(p) P(p) d P (AS) 

Ipl ~ Prrwc 

with G, P and d as described above. The estimate P(p) is linearly related to the data 

K 
P<Po) =L a j(Po)d j =iid (A6) 

j=l 

Due to the finite number of data. this estimate is a blurred image of the real spectrum. This 
can be written as 

2
P<Po) = JJ A(po' p) P(p) d P (A7) 

Ipl ~ Prrwc 

where A is the averaging kernel that blurs the real spectrum. For the conventional method. 
A is just the array response R given by (A4). Putting (AS) into (A6) and using (A7) we 
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Figure 14. Array response of GRF for a frequency of 0.05 Hz. a) response with the conven
tional beam forming method. 1\vo side lobes can just be seen at the edges of the spectrum. b) 
response obtained with the Backus-Gilbert inversion. The main lobe is smaller and the side lobes 
are removed. The line contours are in steps of 2 dB down from the maximum. 

find an expression for the averaging kernel A 

K 
A(po. p) = 1: a/po) G j(p) = a(po) G(p) (A8) 

j"'l 

We now have to find those weights a that give the optimum estimate P. The most desirable 
kernel A would be a delta function. for then P(Po) is closest to P(Po) in (A7). Therefore. 
we would want a kernel A that is as close to a delta function as possible; this kernel is 
found by minimizing 

J = JJ (A(P. Po) - o(p - Po)Jd2 
p + Elal2 

(A9) 
Ipl ~ Pmax 

The second term in (A9) is added to ensure stability of the inverse in the presence of errors. 
One can see the parameter E as a trade-off between resolution (deltaness of the array 
response) versus variance (error in the result). The optimum value of E can be estimated by 
calculating the variance and resolution as a function of E and frequency; see Backus & 
Gilbert (1968) or Aki & Richards (1980. chapter 12). 

Minimizing (A9) with respect to aj and using (A8) gives the the solution for the opti
mum weights 

aj(p) =1: (GG + EI)i G/p) (A10) 
j 

The matrix GG is defined as 

0.00 0.35 
P. (slkm) 
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(GG)ij = JJ Gj(p)Gj(p) d2P
 
Ipl ~ Pmu.
 

JJ ievp·(rj-rJ) d2 - 21fPmax J ( )= e p - 1 mPmaxTij (All) 
OJr·· 

Ipl S Pmu. I] 

where r ij is the distance between stations i and j. and the integration is performed over the 

disc in p-space with Ipl ~ Pmax' The expressions for A and Pnow become 

A(po. p) =G(po) (GG + .d)-l G(p) (A12) 

p(Po) =G(po) (GG + EI)-l d (Al3) 

The array response for a vertically incident wave with frequency 0.05 Hz is shown in fig

ure l4b
• Working best at low frequencies. the Backus-Gilbert inversion has increased the 

resolution drastically. The main lobe is much smaller and side lobes are suppressed. At 
higher frequencies the side lobes are not removed totally from. the spectrum. but as the posi
tion of these lobes is known. they can be removed from the spectrum with the CLEAN 
method (HOgbom 1974), 
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Chapter 4 

Topography of the 400 km discontinuity from 
observations of long-period P400P phases 

Summary. New evidence is presented for lateral variation of the depth of 
upper mantle discontinuities. This evidence is derived from an analysis of 
amplitude of P400 P phases (underside reflections from the 400-km disconti
nuity) for great circle paths with bounce points in the upper mantle near the 
Hawaii-Emperor hot spot chain. The data are long-period. from WWSSN. SRO 
and RSTN stations. The epicentral distance ranges from 950 to 1150 

, which 
ensures that no other major phases arrive in the time window of interest. 
Observed P400 P amplitudes are compared with synthetic amplitudes for both 
a laterally homogeneous model and models including 3-D topography on the 
discontinuities. The observations permit models of topography that can be 
characterized by undulations of the 4OQ-km discontinuity with wavelengths in 
the range 600-2000 km, and peak-to-peak amplitudes of the order of 3040 km. 
Such long-wavelength structure causes quite strong (de)focusing of PdP 
phases; synthetic PdP wave forms reveal that topography not only affects its 
amplitude, but also smears out the PdP wave, causing overlap between differ
ent PdP phases. This mechanism is proposed as the reason for the lack of 
well-developed PdP phases reported in the literature. The fact that the wave 
forms can be seriously distorted prohibits the use of PdP phases in a wave 
form inversion. The curvature of the discontinuity can be explained as the sig
nature of convection currents crossing the discontinuity. Although the data 
cover the Hawaii hot spot, no signature of a plume structure can be detected in 

This chapter has been published as: 
Neele, F. and R. Snieder, Topography of the 400 km discontinuity from observations of long-period 
p4rxY phases, Geophys. J. /nt., 109, 670-682,1991. 
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the data. probably because the resolving power of the data is too low. 

1. Introduction 
A detailed knowledge of the upper mantle discontinuities is of major importance to the 
understanding of the dynamical behaviour of the Earth. Lateral variations of the properties 
of the discontinuities may show the effect of convective processes in the upper mantle. 
Imaging such variations can put constraints on possible modes of convection. Seismic 
phases interacting with the discontinuity provide a direct means of measuring the properties 
of the discontinuity. These phases include conversions. either P-S or S-P (Barley. Hudson 
& Douglas 1982; Paulssen 1985. 1988; Kind & Vmnik 1988); reflections from the top of 
the discontinuities. producing P -related arrivals (Husebye & Madariaga 1970; Gutowski & 
Kanasewich 1974); and bottom-side reflections. producing either precursors to p'p' (Whit
comb & Anderson 1970; Haddon. Husebye & King 1977; Husebye. Haddon & King 1977; 
Nakanishi 1986. 1988; Davis. Kind & Sacks 1989) or to PP (Bolt 1970; Wajeman 1988). 
The results from these studies do not show a consistent picture. as far as depth and velocity 
contrast of the discontinuities are concerned. A large scatter in the reported depths of the 
upper mantle discontinuities appears. Furthermore. these discontinuity-related phases are 
observed only intermittently. suggesting that the reflectivity of the gradient zones varies lat
erally. Evidence for a locally pronounced 670-km transition was reported by Paulssen 
(1988) and Kind & Vmnik (1988). Richards (1972) showed that if the thickness of the 
velocity gradient exceeds a quarter of the seismic wavelength the amplitude of reflected 
phases significantly decreases. However. phases converted at the 670-km discontinuities 
have been observed on short-period records. suggesting a narrow transition. Another possi
ble explanation for the scatter in depth and contrast of the upper mantle discontinuities is 
topography on the interfaces. causing focusing and defocusing (Richards 1972). Davis et 
aI. (1989) used gaussian beam synthetics to show that even slight curvature of a discontinu
ity can cause significant (de)focusing of bottom-side reflected phases. Revenaugh & Jordan 
(1989) analysed travel time variations of ScS-related reverberations and reported topogra
phy on the 400 and 670 km discontinuity with wavelengths of the order of 500-1500 km 
and amplitudes of about 20 km. Detailed analysis of S-to-P conversion at 670 km near 
subduction zones reveals conversion depths varying about 50 km (Barley et al. 1982; Bock 
&Ha 1984). 

In the present study further evidence is presented for topography on upper mantle discon
tinuities. P400 P phases (precursors to PP) are used to probe the 400 km discontinuity; 
topography causes amplitude variations as a function of the position of the bounce point. 
Data used are long-period seismograms from the WWSSN. RSTN and SRO stations. This 
restricts the resolution of the data. but it is shown that wavelengths smaller than the size of 
the Fresnel zone can be detected. The data sample the upper mantle in a region around the 
Hawaii-Emperor chain. providing an opportunity to look for a hot spot signature in the 
upper mantle. 

2. Data 

The data used in this study are long-period PdP phases recorded at WWSSN and RSTN 
stations. Such phases are reflected at the underside of discontinuities in the upper mantle 
beneath the bounce point of Pp. and arrive before PP. Data are taken from the NEIC data 
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Table 1. Events used in this study. 
Date Tlffie lat Ion depth mb station(s) 

1980-06-25 23:18:20.40 -5.233 151.686 49.0 6.2 anmo 
1980-07-29 03:11:56.30 -13.101 166.338 48.0 5.9 anmo 
1980-09-26 15:20:37.10 -3.225 142.237 33.0 5.9 anmo 
1981-()4-24 21:50:06.00 -13.426 166.421 33.0 6.1 anmo 
1981-10-25 03:22:15.57 18.048 -102.084 33.0 6.2 gumo 
1981-11-06 16:47:49.10 -3.558 143.790 33.0 6.2 anmo Ion 
1982-01-11 06:10:06.49 13.752 124.358 45.7 6.0 jas 
1982-05-02 11:19:38.01 -29.318 -177.151 25.4 6.0 col 
1982-06-07 06:52:37.37 16.607 -98.149 40.5 6.0 gumo 
1982-08-05 20:32:52.95 -12.597 165.931 30.7 6.2 anmo 
1982-12-19 17:43:54.85 -24.133 -175.864 33.0 5.9 rsot 
1983-07-12 15:10:03.40 61.031 -147.286 37.0 6.1 sozo 
1983-10-15 10:56:50.80 -8.101 156.311 7.4 5.9 anmo rsnt rsOO rson 
1983-10-28 14:06:06.61 44.058 -113.857 10.0 6.2 ctao 
1984-05-26 22:42:48.01 -10.889 164.119 33.0 5.7 anmo rsnt rsOO rson 
1984-07-05 05:21:48.52 -6.085 154.423 29.7 6.1 anmo rsnt rson 
1984-08-31 15:42:12.18 -17.940 172.154 33.0 6.1 rsot rssd rson 
1984-09-10 03:14:08.96 40.346 -126.859 10.0 6.2 ctao 
1984-09-28 00:03:35.46 -25.795 -176.014 26.8 6.4 rsot 
1985-07-03 15:55:49.00 -17.251 167.839 28.4 5.8 anmo rsnt rsOO rson 
1985-09-26 07:27:48.98 -34.627 -178.694 33.0 6.5 col rsnt 
1985-09-27 03:39:08.27 -9.805 159.844 29.6 6.3 anmo rsnt rson 
1985-10-05 15:24:02.25 62.257 -124.312 10.0 6.5 ctao 
1985-12-21 01:13:21.09 -14.035 166.508 33.0 6.1 anmo rsnt rson 
1985-12-23 05:16:03.91 62.207 -124.302 10.0 6.4 ctao 
1986-04-14 00:25:12.46 -13.946 166.977 33.0 5.8 rssd 
1986-10-14 16:53:07.45 -4.985 153.584 33.0 6.1 anmo rsnt rsOO rson 

set. available on CD-ROM. The events are selected to have the PP bounce point between 
event and station near the Hawaii-Emperor chain; the area selected is longitude 165°£ to 
1500 W and latitude lOON to 45°N. The epicentral distance range is constrained by the 
requirement that the PdP phases arrive in a window uncontaminated by other phases. This 
restricts the epicentral distance to the interval 95-115°: at shorter ranges the PP670 P phase 
(a P-multiple between the surface and the 67Q-km discontinuity) arrives close to PP; at 
longer ranges PKP enters the PP window. Only shallow events (h<50 km) are considered. 
to avoid pP or sP interfering with PdP phases. As the PP-precursors have small ampli
tudes. the data must have a high signal-to-noise ratio. Finally. the source wavelet should be 
simple; data with a complex. long P wavelet were discarded. Scanning the NEIC data set 
selecting for epicentral distance. mid point location and source depth yielded 488 event
station pairs; of these only 49 met the remaining criteria (SIN. simple source pulse). Table 1 
lists the event-station combinations used. Figure 6 shows the location of the bounce points 
of PP and PdP phases near the Hawaii-Emperor chain. The dotted line gives the approxi
mate location of the island chain. The azimuth of the great circle through each bounce 
point is indicated by a short line. Most great circles have an azimuth trending roughly SW· 
NE. 

Figure 1 shows the response of a perfectly spherically symmetric Earth. between the P 
and PP phases. The synthetic seismograms are obtained with the WKBJ method. for an 
explosive source on PEMc (Dziewonski. Hales & Lapwood 1975). recorded on the vertical 
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WKBJ synthetics on PEMc 
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Figure 1. Tune-distance plot of synthetic seismograms obtained with the WKBJ method; the 
Earth model used is PEMc. P- and PP-related phases stand out clearly. 

component at ranges from 95° to 115°. The synthetics are convolved with the instrument 
response of SRO station ANMO. and low-passed to have the same band-width as the data. 
i.e. periods longer than about 7 s. In the absence of noise and scattering. PPd P and PdP 
phases can be seen as more or less impulsive arrivals across the plot, behaving coherently. 
The amplitude of the PdP phases decreases slowly with increasing epicentral distance. For 
distances smaller than 100", PP670 P interferes with P400 P. For the whole interval shown 
here. P670 P arrives in the same time interval as PP670 P and. for shorter ranges, PP400 p. 
Converted phases have not been included in the synthetics. as these have small amplitudes. 

An example of the response of the real Earth in the same time interval in the seismogram 
is given in figure 2. The figure shows data for two great circle paths, for which the bounce 
point is almost the same; the azimuth of the great circle at the bounce point differs about 
45°. The epicentral distances for the two records are 107.0° and 110.9°. Whereas the upper 
trace shows low amplitudes before PP, the lower trace Contains much more energy in the 
same interval. The difference in epicentral distance can not explain the difference in energy 
content: one would expect the higher amplitudes at shorter distances rather than reversed 
(see figure 1). Both source wavelets are simple and short, eliminating a strong source 
effect Note that the noise level is much lower than the signal between P and PP, therefore 
all energy is related to the Earth response; incoherence can not be attributed to noise. Neele 
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Figure 2. Two records of great circle paths with nearly the same bounce point for the PP (and 
PP-related) phases. The data shown are raw data; the traces have the same frequency content. 
Epicentral distances are 106.9° for 851221-RSON and 110.9° for 820607-GUMO. The arrival 
times for the P400 P phase for PEMc are indicated. The data show a striking difference in energy 
content of the PP-precursors. 

& Snieder (1991) have shown from a slowness-azimuth analysis of data from the GRF
array that although the long-period coda of PP and S phases contain scattered waves, the 
coda of P (this includes all phases between P and PP) does not show significant deviations 
from great circle azimuth. Although the structure of the crnst and lithosphere (where most 
of the long-period P coda is generated) beneath GRF will be different from that beneath the 
stations used here. it is assumed that the results from GRF apply here and that scattered 
waves can be ignored. As GRF is situated in a heterogeneous region. this is a reasonable 
assumption. The different great circle azimuth at the bounce point seems the only likely 
reason for the different behaviour of the PP precursors. This suggests that the properties of 
the discontinuities vary laterally. leading to an azimuth-dependent reflection coefficient. 

Another example of the character of the data is given in figure 3. which is a time-<listance 
plot of data for bounce points near the nose of the volcanic chain. The traces are lined up at 
the PP wave; any PP-related phases should line up with PP in such a plot The arrival 
times of the main P- and PP-related phases (as predicted by the reference model PEMe) 
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Figure 3. A time-distance plot of some of the data, with PP bounce points near Hawaii. The 
traces are lined up at the PP wave arrival. Arrival times of some major PP- and P-related 
phases, as predicted by model PEMc, are indicated 

are indicated; these include top and bottom-side reflections at the upper mantle discontinu
ities. Although there seem to be some arrivals that can be traced from one record to the 
next, the first impression is that of disordered behaviour: no PdP or Ppd P phase stands out 
clearly. Comparing the synthetics in figure 1 with the data in figures 2 and 3 shows that the 
amplitude of the PP precursors relative to PP agree. The character of the phases between 
P and PP is totally different: there is little coherency among the records and no distinct 
arrivals can be identified. 

From figures 1,2 and 3 some characteristics of the data can be inferred, that are notably 
different than those of the synthetic seismograms. Firstly, the data do not show coherent 
arrivals. No PdP (or PPd p) phase can be followed across the entire epicentral distance 
range. In contrast to the synthetics, that show clear, impulsive arrivals between P and PP, 
the data have a more reverberatory character, in which no definite arrival times can be 
picked. Secondly, the data show a strong azimuth dependence. Any model describing PdP 
phases must explain these characteristics, and they will be used in the next sections to select 
acceptable models. 

The choice of long-period data has consequences for the resolution. For the employed 
periods (longer than about 7s), the upper mantle discontinuities are effectively step changes 
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Figure 4. The Fresnel zone for a P400 P phase with a period of 20 s, observed at a distance of 
107°. The four tails are due to the minimax nature of PP (and PdP). The Fresnel zone measures 
almost 200 x15° at the bounce point. 

in velocity, The seismic wavelengths at 400 km depth are of the order of 200 km (for a 
period of 20 s), which is much more than the thickness of the phase change estimated to be 
10-20 km (Katsura & Ito 1989). The thickness of the discontinuity is less than a quarter of 
a seismic wavelength and the data can not distinguish between a gradual increase and a step 
change in velocity (Richards 1972; Ingate, Ha & Muirhead 1986). Lateral variations in the 
thickness of the phase change are not seen by the data, unless the thickness exceeds 50 km, 
which seems unrealistic. 

The horizontal resolution of the data can be obtained by calculating the Fresnel zone of 
the P400 P phase at the reflection point. The frequency content of the data has its maximum 
around 20 s, quickly falling to zero above 0.1 Hz. The Fresnel zone for a PdP phase with a 
period of 20 s and epicentral distance of 107° is plotted in figure 4. The Fresnel zone is 
defined here to include all paths that have a time difference with the geometrical path of no 
more than a quarter period, Le. in this case between -5 and 5 s. The four long tails of the 
Fresnel zone reflect the mini-max nature of the PP phase: the travel time of the ray geomet
rical path is maximum along the great circle and minimum along a line perpendicular to it. 
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It appears that PP and PdP phases have an exceptionally large Fresnel zone at the reflec
tion point. A single P400 P phase thus samples a large area on the discontinuity. Structure 
on the discontinuity that is as far as 300 away from the midpoint between source and station 
can be sampled by one of the tails and can thus have influence on the amplitude of the PdP 
phase. Assuming that a phase is insensitive to structure with wavelengths either much 
shorter or much longer than the size of its Fresnel zone. the present data set should yield 
information on structure on the discontinuity with wavelengths of the order of 1000 km. 

3. Data processing 

Average (absolute) amplitudes of P200 P and P400 P are determined in the time windows 
containing these phases. To remove the effect of varying source wavelets which to some 
degree overlap between phases. the traces are deconvolved with the PP wavelet using the 
deconvolution method of Langston (1979). The time windows are 35 s long and centered 
on the arrival times of the phases. as predicted by the PEMc model (see figure 1). As noted 
above. the P670 P phases are not included in the analysis. as they interfere with Pp670 P 
(figure 1). The average (absolute) amplitudes of the PP-precursors are divided by the aver
age (absolute) PP amplitude. In this way a measure of PdP amplitude. relative to PP is 
obtained, for both data and synthetics. Figure 5 shows the amplitude ratio P400 P-PP ver
sus epicentral distance. comparing data to synthetics. The observed P400 P amplitudes are 
distributed around the curve describing the synthetic amplitudes. At distances shorter than 
100° the observed amplitude ratio is slightly higher and shows more scatter. This is due to 
interference with PP670 P (see figure 1). Although in many records no distinct PdP phases 
are visible. the magnitude of the observed amplitudes is consistent with WKBJ synthetics 
from PEMc. In the following. only data for distances greater than 99° are used, as for 
shorter distances information pertaining to the upper mantle below the source and the sta
tion creeps into the data. This limits the number of event-station combinations to 29. To 
obtain a measure of the amplitude perturbation. the observed amplitude ratios are divided 
by the synthetic ratios. The amplitude perturbations thus obtained contain the a priori 
assumption that the velocity jump across the 4OO-km discontinuity is the same as that of 
PEMe. Other reference models would give different amplitude perturbations. However. the 
range of perturbations (the ratio of observed maximum and minimum values) is indepen
dent of the reference model used. Therefore, in the next sections the range of amplitude 
perturbations will be used for making inferences on the 400 km discontinuity. rather than 
the actual perturbations. This has the disadvantage that no absolute measure of the velocity 
jump at 400 km can be found. The division of the data by synthetic PdP amplitudes then 
only serves to remove the (weak) regional trend. which is present in figure 5. Figure 6 
shows the observed amplitude perturbations in the P400 P window as a function of position 
of the bounce point. The size of the symbol at each reflection point indicates the amplitude 
of P400 p. relative to the amplitude predicted by PEMc. The symbol in the upper right cor
ner gives the size for no perturbation. i.e. agreement of the observed amplitude with the 
amplitude predicted by PEMc. The observed amplitude perturbations are plotted at the 
position of the bounce point, but it must be kept in mind that the amplitude of the P400 P 
phase is affected by a large region on the discontinuity. Figure 6 shows that the variability 
in PdP amplitude is large and that these variations take place over a short distance; a factor 
of about 4 over a few degrees distance occurs in a few locations. Another feature of this 
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Figure 5. Amplitude ratio P400 PIPP vs. epicentral distance. The observed ratios are distributed 
around the synthetic values. which include the increase below 99°. which is due to interference 
with PP670 p. 

figure is that there seems to be no connection between the P400 P amplitudes and the 
Hawaii hotspot or the hotspot island chain. Figure 6 not only reveals a great variability in 
the P400 P amplitudes. but also a strong dependence on great circle azimuth. e.g. near 
200oW. 30oN. as illustrated in figure 2. 

The results for the P 200 P time interval show the same variability as those for P400 p. 
although the variations are smaller. The interpretation of the energy in this interval as 
entirely due to the P200 P phase is possibly not warranted. Many upper mantle models have 
several reflectors in the uppermost 200 kIn of the mantle (see Nolet & Wortel 1989 for a 
compilation of global and regional models). and underside reflections from such reflectors 
would overlap and arrive within a short time window. PdP phases for d near 200 km did 
not show up in the stacks of Shearer (1990) and of Revenaugb. & Jordan (1989). The latter 
authors did find a laIge gradient at about 100 kIn depth under the western Pacific. which 
was interpreted as the onset of partial melting. Bock (1991) confirmed this for S-k>-P con
versions beneath Hawaii. Model GCA (Walck 1984), for the upper mantle beneath a 
spreading centre. has little structure above 200 kIn depth. but this is the least resolved part 
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Amplitude of P400P for reflection points near Hawaii. 29 data points 
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Figure 6. Amplitude perturbations relative to PEMc for P 400 P as a function of the position of 
the bounce point. The short line through each point indicates the azimuth of the great circle. The 
dotted curve is a rough indication of the position of the Hawaii-Emperor hot spot chain. The 
symbol at the upper right gives the reference size: a symbol of this size indicates that the 
observed P 400 P amplitude agrees with the amplitude predicted by PEMc. Note that the ampli
tude may vary strongly over short horizontal distances; the azimuth dependence is apparent for 
closely spaced bounce points. 

of that model. It is possible that several bottom-side reflections arrive within the P200 P 
interval; travel time differences among such phases may be completely responsible for the 
amplitude variations. The results for the P200 P interval are therefore subject to much 
greater uncertainty than those for the P400 P phase and these data will not be used in the 
following sections. 

No results can be obtained for the underside reflection of the Moho, as this phase arrives 
too close to PP to be resolved. It is expected that the Moho depth does not vary much in 
oceanic areas, except in the vicinity of the Hawaii hot spot swell. Refraction studies near 
Hawaii showed that the Moho is elevated parallel to the sea floor (Shor & Pollard 1964). 
Both the wavelength and amplitude of this elevation is probably too small to have an appre
ciable effect on the Moho reflection and it is assumed that there is no effect of Moho undu
lations in the data. 
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In the following sections only the results for the 400 km discontinuity are studied and the 
variations in amplitude of P400 P phases are explained as due to to topography on the 400 
km discontinuity. i.e. the amplitude perturbations are explained as focusing and defocus
ing. Combining the observations of figure 6 with the two characteristics that were derived 
from the data in the previous section. there are now four important characteristics that 
acceptable models for the 400 km discontinuity have to be able to explain: 

(i)	 The range of focusing. The maximum and minimum observed focusing values differ 
by about a factor of 8. 

(ii)	 The azimuth dependence of the P400 P amplitude. Figures 2 and 6 show that this 
dependence is strong. 

(iii)	 The variability of the focusing. Figure 6 shows that a factor of 4 for bounce points 
only a few degrees apart is observed. 

(iv)	 The character of the seismogram between P and PP. Apart from explaining focusing 
or defocusing of P400 P. the model must also give an explanation for the reverberatory 
behaviour of this part of the seismic signal. 

The data in figures 2 and 3 indicate that the resolving power of the method will not be 
high. as no distinct arrivals can be seen and the PdP phases are weak. The data can be 
used. however. to find constraints on wavelength and amplitude of topography on the 
400-km discontinuity. as is shown in the next sections. 

4. Possible sources of error 

A number of sources of error exist that may bias the observed focusing factors or produce a 
systematic error. 

Radiation pattern. As the PP and PdP waves leave the source at a different take-off 
angle. the radiation pattern at the source may be important. However. the difference in take
off angle between P400 P and PP for an epicentral distance of about 100° is less than 0.5°. 
Only close to a node in the radiation pattern will this cause a significant error in the P400 P 
PP amplitude ratio. In such a case. PP itself will be small. The data have been checked and 
do not contain anomalously small PP waves. 

Low Q in the LVZ: The PP wave path traverses the low-velocity zone (LVZ) four times. 
whereas the P400 P phase only passes the LVZ twice. The LVZ is generally considered as a 
zone of large damping. and as damping is not considered in the calculation of the synthetic 
wave forms. this could be a source of systematic error. However. due to the long 
wavelengths of the data (at 100-200 km depth typically about 150-200 km). the effect of 
low Q in the LVZ is small: a 100 km thick LVZ with Q as low as 100 would introduce a rel
ative error of only 5% in the focusing values. 

Station dependence. A possible site-related bias can arise from long reverberations under 
the station. The reverberations produce long coda following each phase. causing overlap of 
wave trains. Reverberation may depend on angle of incidence. so PP may excite a reverber
ation different from that of P. To reduce this source of error. all data that show a long. 
reverberatory P or PP coda are excluded from the data set. 

Focusing due to other structure. Lateral heterogeneity other than displacement of 
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discontinuities may cause focusing or defocusing of PP and P400 P. However. the ray 
paths of PP and P400 P differ only beneath the reflection point. above the reflection depth 
of P400 P. Only in this region can heterogeneity affect Pp. and not P400 P. Displacement 
of interfaces has negligible effect on PP. as the travel time perturbations thus induced are 
small. Topography at the free surface may have a noticeable effect. However. a surface dis
placement of 3 kIn at the bounce point induces a travel time perturbation of roughly 1 s. 
which is too small for the periods involved here (longer than 15-20 s) to cause significant 
focusing. Volume heterogeneities beneath the bounce point. finally. are assumed to have a 
small effect on the amplitude of PP. This is illustrated by the records in figure 2. in which 
the PdP phases for the same bounce point have different character. 

Overlap with other PdP phases. Figure 5 shows a marked increase in the obselVed rela
tive amplitude below 990 

• This is due to overlap with the PP670 p phase. as is clear from the 
WKBJ synthetics. These data have not been used. It is possible that there is also overlap of 
P400 P with the earlier arriving P670 P phase. The difference in arrival time between the 
phases is about 40 s in PEMe. which is about as long as the average P wavelet. Several 
authors have reported the existence of a reflector near 500 kIn depth (see Shearer 1990. and 
references therein; Stammler et al. 1991). As such reports are quite uncommon and phases 
related with this discontinuity appear only faintly. it is assumed that this reflector. ifpresent. 
has minor effect on the data. As PdP are minimax phases. related phases may arrive early. 
For P400 P. this implies that P200 P and P670 P-related arrivals may interfere. This problem 
will be addressed in the sections below. 

5. Focusing of PdP phases 

Focusing of energy at the bounce point of PdP phases may account for the anomalous 
obselVations presented in the previous sections. Whitcomb (1973) suggested this mecha
nism to explain the intermittent obsetvation of such phases. Davis et al. (1989) computed 
the focusing of precursors to pipi using Gaussian beams. From their 2-D experiments it 
appeared that topography on the 67o-kIn discontinuity with a wavelength of 1000 kIn and 
an amplitude of 10 kIn can affect the amplitude of P670P' by a factor of 2. Revenaugh & 
Jordan (1989) invoked topography of upper mantle discontinuities to explain the variation 
in arrival times of ScS -related reverberations in the upper mantle. In this section a proce
dure for estimating the focusing of PP precursors by full 3-D topography on the upper 
mantle discontinuities is presented. 

An adequate way of studying the effect of topography on a discontinuity on the ampli
tude of a PdP phase is the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral. which is essentially a sum over all 
possible paths from the source to some surface (the discontinuity) and from this surface to 
the receiving station (see e.g.• Frazer 1987; Sen & Frazer 1987). Symbolically. 

Ad(w) = iw Ap(w) IR(w.r•• r) P(r•• r) p'(r. rr) eiDJT(r) dS (1) 

where Ad is the spectral amplitude of the PdP wave; r. is the integration surface; R(w. r •• r) 
is the generalized (frequency and slowness dependent) reflection coefficient: Ap contains 
the amplitude spectrum of the P wave; P and P' describe the change in amplitude for the 
propagation from the source at r. to the integration point at r and from r to the station at rr' 
respectively; the exponent describes the phase shift due to travel time T along the 
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propagation path. The factor w arises from the fact that the integral behaves as lIw; this 
can be seen by applying a stationary phase approximation (see Bleistein 1984). The physi
cal meaning of this is that the integration works as a low-pass filter; the factor w compen
sates for this. 

A theoretical focusing factor can be calculated that contains the dominant contribution 
from displacements of the reflecting interface. This focusing factor is the spectral amplitude 
for a perturbed interface over the amplitude for a flat (unperturbed) reflector 

F I A~erturbed (w)1 
(w) = IAfat (w)1 (2) 

This factor is frequency dependent. The advantage of the calculation in the frequency 
domain is that frequency-dependent effects are taken into account. Such effects are 
expected for a reflection at a reflector with laterally varying properties. A stationary phase 
approximation would not be appropriate, as that performs a high frequency approximation 
and removes frequency-dependent effects. 

In principle. the integration surface r. in (1) extends to infinity, or, as in this case for 
spherical geometry. includes the entire sphere. However. in this study the region of interest 
is the neighbourhood of the bounce point and the integration is limited to this region. Near 
the bounce point. the integrand is stationary. Away from the stationary point, the integrand 
becomes oscillatory. (In the stationary phase approximation. it is assumed that the contri
bution from this oscillatory domain vanishes.) The integration limits are chosen in such a 
way that the integrand is well into the oscillatory domain. In the calculations of the next 
section. the integration area used was an area of 70ox7fJ', centered on the midpoint between 
source and station. A taper function is applied to the edges the integration area. to avoid a 
dependence of the integration on the choice of integration limits and to suppress cut-off 
artifacts. 

Equation (2) gives the focusing at each frequency w. This is not necessarily the same as 
the PdP amplitude increase or decrease observed in the seismogram. as F(w) is frequency 
dependent and this dependence may be quite strong. For multiple stationary points in the 
area of integration (and thus multiple PdP arrivals) equation (1) contains a sum over the 
amplitude of these arrivals. If all stationary points are within the Fresnel zone. the arrivals 
add constructively and the focusing value is a measure of amplitude in the seismogram. 
However. some examples in the following sections show that significant amount of energy 
may arrive well ahead and after the theoretical PdP phase. In such cases. the value pre
dicted with equation (2) may not reflect the observed PdP amplitude. To check this. equa
tion (1) is used to calculate PdP wave forms: for each frequency both the unperturbed and 
perturbed spectra Ad(w) are computed and multiplied with the desired PP wave spectrum; 
an inverse Fourier transform then gives the unperturbed and perturbed PdP waveforms. 

6. Models of topography 

A number of models of topography was used to try to explain the observed characteristics 
of the data. It was attempted to find ranges of scale lengths and amplitudes that are permit
ted by the data. 

Single sinusoidal deflection. If it is assumed that the origin of the Hawaii hotspot lies 
deep within the Earth, perhaps on the core-mantle boundary as several studies suggest 
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Figure 7. The focusing of a 20 s P400 P phase predicted by a simple model of the deflection of 
the 400-lan discontinuity caused by a plume. The single sinusoidal deflection has a width of 500 
lan, and is 20 lan deep in the centre. The figure shows the focusing as a function of the position 
of the bounce point, relative to the 'hot spot'. which is located at the origin. The epicentral dis
tance is 1000 

• 

(Yuen & Peltier 1980; Richards, Hager & Sleep 1988; Liu & Chase 1991), then the plume 
affects the upper mantle discontinuities. Richards et al. (1988) concluded from geoid data 
that the channel feeding hot mantle material to the hotspot should be typically a few hun
dred kilometers wide in the lower mantle, with material in the pipe 200°.7000 K hotter than 
the ambient mantle. 

With the assumption that such a plume would rise into the upper mantle, the effect of 
such a continuous plume rising through the 400-km. discontinuity can be roughly calcu
lated. Using a Clapeyron slope r =3.6 MPa/K (Liu et al. 1991), the displacement of the 
discontinuity is about 10 km. for every 100 K temperature difference between the plume and 
the mantle. The phase change at 400 km is exothermic, so inside the plume the discontinu
ity is at greater depth. The width of the perturbed zooe follows from a simple conduction 
calculation. If it is assumed that the plume has been in place for the last 70-80 Ma (which is 
the age of the oldest volcanic islands of the Emperor chain), and using K = 0.1 s/mm2 for 
the thermal conductivity, a value of 500 km is found for the diameter of the thermally 
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Figure 8. Same as figure 7, now for a harmonic topography. The wavelengths of the topography 
are lOOOxlOOO kIn, the (peak-to-peak) amplitude 40 kIn. The great circle is at an angle of 45° 
with the symmetry axes of the topography. 

affected zone around the plume. This displacement is approximated with a single sinu
soidal minimum with an amplitude of 20 km and a width of 500 km. The results were 
obtained by moving the bounce point relative to the topography. keeping the great circle 
azimuth constant. The epicentral distance was 1l0° (this is the case for figures 7-16) and 
the results are valid for a period of 20 s. The 'hot spot' in figure 7 is located at the origin. 
The results in this figure can be compared directly with figure 6. This figure proves that 
this simple model does not explain any of the characteristics of the observations: both the 
amplitude and the variation in amplitudes are small (6% variation). As the model is sym
metric. there is no dependence on great circle azimuth. Assuming a hotter plume, with a 
temperature difference of 700 K (suggested by Richards et al. (1988» does not improve the 
results. A hotter plume has a wider thermally affected area surrounding it. apart from an 
increased displacement of the phase transition. The net effect to the results in figure 7 
would be that although the (de)focusing may increase. the variations as a function of posi
tim relative to the great circle become slower. 

Series of sinusoids. Recent results in numerical convection experiments. in which the 
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upper mantle phase changes have been included. show that the notion of a continuous 
plume throughout the mantle may not be realistic. The effect of the phase change at 670 
km is that material rising up through it becomes more buoyant and tends to rise more 
rapidly; numerical experiments show that this has the effect of periodic decapitation of the 
plume (Liu et al. 1991) and that in the upper mantle no continuous plume is present, but 
rather a series of blobs of hot material. Recent work of Machetel & Weber (1991) also 
shows this behaviour which leads to intermittent exchange of material between upper and 
lower mantle. 

If such a type of hot spot feeding mechanism were active at Hawaii, then the 4QO-km dis
continuity might be modeled with a series of bumps under the chain; these would be the 
thermal remnants of the blobs of hot material that once passed. For simplicity. the individ
ual sinusoids are taken identical to the first model, i.e. 500 km wide and 20 km deep. The 
results of this model (not shown) indicate that this model also fails to explain the data char
acteristics, although the amplitudes now vary over about 30%. This model does not have 
rotational symmetry, so the focusing depends on the great circle azimuth. This dependence 
is. however, too small to explain the data. 

Harmonic topography. If a single deflection or a short series of deflections can not 
explain the data, perhaps a large number of sinusoids can. Figure 8 shows the focusing of a 
model of harmonic topography with a wavelength of 1000 km in both longitude and latitude 
directions and an amplitude of 20 km; the results are for a PdP phase with a period of 20 s. 
To find the maximum focusing possible with such a model, the great circle intersects the 
topography at an angle of 45° with the symmetry axes. The structure that best focuses a 
PdP phase is parallel to the surface of equal travel time. so that all points radiate in phase. 
For a PdP phase. this surface is a saddle structure, which is reflected in the shape of the 
Fresnel zone (figure 4). This optimum focusing configuration is achieved locally for a har
monic topography with symmetry axes at an angle of 45° with the great circle. Each maxi
mum in figure 8 corresponds with such a configuration. The periodicity in the topography is 
reflected in the periodic behaviour of the focusing, which has the same wavelength as the 
topography. Although the difference between maximum and minimum focusing is smaller 
than the observed difference, this model does explain the rapid variations in the data. Over a 
distance of less than 5 degrees. the focusing changes from 0.6 to 1.4. Figure 9 shows the 
dependence on great circle azimuth for the point at (lon,lat)=(Oo. 0°) in figure 8. It shows 
that this harmonic model also explains the azimuth dependence of the focusing: over a short 
range of azimuth (only 10°), the focusing varies by a factor of 4. The jaggedness of the 
curve in this figure can be explained by stationary points near the edges of the Fresnel zone: 
changing the azimuth is equivalent to rotating the Fresnel zone relative to the model of 
topography. This has the effect of intermittently turning stationary points near the edges of 
the Fresnel zone 'off' or 'on' . as they fall outside or inside the Fresnel zone (remember the 
long tails in figure 4). Note that this is not a cut-off effect: the area of integration in equa
tion (2) extends well beyond the first Fresnel zone. 

As this model generates many secondary stationary points. it is interesting to consider the 
waveforms produced by this model. Figure lOa shows the perturbed PdP phase due to the 
harmonic model described above, for a bounce point at (lon,lat)=(-3°, 0"). Whereas the 
results in figure 8 give a focusing by a factor of 1.4 (the focusing is about 0.5), figure lOa 
shows a perturbed PdP phase (dashed line) with a maximum amplitude comparable to the 
unperturbed phase (solid line). The reason for this discrepancy is shown in figure lOb. 
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Figure 9. Dependence of the focusing on the azimuth of the great circle for the model used in 
figure 8. Strong variations are predicted for small changes in azimuth. See text for an explana
tion of the jaggedness of the curve. 

where the focusing factor of the perturbed PdP phase (dotted curve) and the unperturbed 
PdP phase (solid curve) are plotted. The focusing factor for the perturbed phase varies 
strongly within the bandwidth of the PdP phase. The multiplication of the focusing factor 
with the PP spectrum and the FFI to the time domain averages out the variations in 
(de)focusing as a function of frequency. This leads to a main pulse which is almost unper
turbed in amplitude; the effect of the secondary stationary points can be clearly seen in the 
significant amount of energy arriving before and after the main pulse. The perturbed wave 
form in figure lOa does explain the fourth characteristic of the data. The P400 P wavelet is 
smeared out by reflection at the undulating discontinuity and this explains why often no 
individual P400 P can be identified in the records. Assuming that such an effect is present 
for other discontinuities as well, overlap between different PdP phases generates the rever
beratory P coda, in which pulse-like arrivals cannot be seen. 

The PdP wave form for a harmonic topography with wavelengths 2000x2000 km and 
amplitude 20 km is shown in figure 11a. lIDs topography does not create as many station
ary points outside the Fresnel zone, as is apparent from the energy before and after the main 
pulse. The pulse has longer periods than the original wavelet; this is caused by the lower 
frequencies being less defocused than higher frequencies (figure llb). As for the previous 
case, the focusing predicted for a frequency of 0.05 Hz (20 s) is not a reasonable indication 
of the actual amplitude of the PdP phase. This topography (wavelength 2000x2000 km) 
does not explain the first two data characteristics: range and spatial variability of focusing. 

Random topography. Although the harmonic topography explains most of the data char
acteristics, it is interesting to find the focusing predicted by a model of random topography 
on the 4QO-km discontinuity. A quasi-random model was constructed by averaging a grid 
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Figure lOa. P400 P wave form calculated for the model of figure 8 (dotted line) and unperturbed 
P400 P wave (solid line). The topography has strongly affected the P400 P wave form, although 
the maximum amplitude is almost unchanged. Strong leading and trailing oscillations appear. 
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Figure lOb. Spectra of the wave forms of figure lOa. Solid line is the spectrum for the unper
turbed wave, the dotted line for the perturbed wave. Note that the focusing factor for the per
turbed P400 P wave varies strongly within the bandwidth of PP. 

of random numbers over a moving window of specified size. The resulting smoothed ran
dom model was scaled to a specified r.m.s. value. (Such a random model is described by a 
sinc-function behaviour in the kx-ky domain.) The focusing of a 20 s P400 P phase pre
dicted by a model with averaging window of l000xl000 km. and an r.m.s. amplitude of 15 
km. are presented in figure 12. This model can also explain the data characteristics. includ
ing the dependence on great circle azimuth (figure 13). The focusing for this particular ran
dom model ranges from 0.15 to 1.65. which compares quite well with observed amplitude 
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Figure lla. As figure lOa. now for a harmonic model with wavelengths of 2000x2000 kIn and 
amplitude 20 kIn. 
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Figure 11b. The spectra of the wave forms in figure 11a. 

range, and variations take place over short distances. A random model with averaging 
lengths 500xS00 kIn and r.m.S. value of 15 kIn predicted the same amplitude variations; 
these variations take place over shorter distances, a change in focusing of a factor of 4 over 
3° is possible. Random models with a r.m.s. amplitude smaller than about 15 kIn or averag
ing lengths longer than about 1500 kIn do not predict amplitude variations comparable to 
observed variations. 

An example of a PdP wave form produced by the randcm model used for figure 12 is 
shown in figure 14. The bounce point is at -60 longitude, _6° latitude: near the maximum of 
figure 12. Although the focusing depends on frequency, this dependence is not so strong 
that the perturbed phase has the same amplitude as the unperturbed phase. Figure lOb 
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Figure 12. As figure 7. now for a random model, described by an averaging window of 
l000xl000 km and r.m.s. amplitude 15 km. The focusing ranges from 0.15 to 1.65. 

shows that the frequency dependence of the focusing factor for the harmonic model is so 
strong that after convolution with the PP spectrum the maximum amplitude of the P400 P 
wave form is almost the same as that of the unperturbed phase. The defocusing predicted 
for one frequency is not reflected in the wave form. The frequency dependence of the focus
ing factor is much weaker for the random model, as can be seen in figure 14: the focusing 
predicted for T=20s is reflected in the perturbed wave form. Notice that secondary station
ary points cause a tail following the main arrival and to a lesser extent a precursor before 
the main arrival. Figure 15 shows a P400 P phase from a random model with averaging 
lengths of 500xSOO km. In this case. the P400 P phase is seriously distorted. large
amplitude oscillations appear. arriving later than the unperturbed phase (solid curve). 
These earlier and later arrivals explain the reverberatory characteristic of the data. The 
overlap of perturbed PdP phases in the seismogram causes the reverberatory behaviour and 
makes the identification of individual arrivals difficult. This overlap of PdP phases intro
duces an error into the calculation of the amplitude ratio PdP-PP. It is difficult to quantify 
this error; the models used here did not generate significant energy well ahead or after the 
main PdP pulse. 
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Figure 13. Azimuth dependence of focusing factor for a bounce point at (oo. 0°) in the model 
used in figure 12. Strong variations are found for small changes in azimuth. 

Variable reflection coefficient. Another cause for the variability of the PdP phases can 
be that the reflection coefficient of the discontinuity varies laterally. This can be caused by 
a varying jump in velocity. It is interesting to find its effect on PdP amplitudes as a check 
of the uniqueness of the topographic explanation of the PdP amplitudes. A laterally vary
ing reflection coefficient was modeled by a harmonic function R = RoO + ASinK8 sin A.;), 
with wavelengths K and A. of 1000 km. With A =0.7, the reflection coefficient varies 
between O. 3Ro and 1. 7Ro • With this strongly oscillating reflection coefficient, PdP ampli
tude variations from 0.7 to 1.4 are found. This is too small to explain the data. Therefore, it 
is unlikely that laterally varying velocity contrast is the cause of the observed PdP ampli
tude variations. 

Best models. The class of models that best explains the character of the observed P400 P 
phases is the (quasi-)random model. All four characteristics of the data can be explained. 
An estimate of the possible range of wavelength and amplitude of the topography can be 
obtained by calculating the focusing predicted by a number of models, each with different 
averaging length and r.m.s. topography. For each model, the focusing as a function of the 
position of the bounce point is calculated, for periods of 20 s, 25 s and 33 s, spanning the 
interval of dominant periods in the data. A model is considered acceptable if, for each 
period, it predicts a factor of about 4 between the extremes of (de)focusing and if such vari
ations take place within a few degrees. It must be noted that although the models are ran
dom, they represent only one realization. No averaging was done over a large number of 
random models. 

The range of acceptable models is presented in figure 16. The combinations of r.m.s. 
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Figure 14, P400 P wave form predicted by the model used in figure 12, for a bounce point at 
(lon,lat)=(-6°. -6°), near the maximum in figure 12 (dotted line). Again leading and trailing 
oscillations appear. 

amplitude and averaging length that satisfy the requirements fall in the grey area. The bor
ders of the parameter domain that defines acceptable models is not sharply defined. No 
model with an r.m.s. amplitude of 10 lan or smaller could explain the data; r.m.s. ampli
tudes of 25 lan and 30 lan were strongly dominated by defocusing and thus largely failed to 
explain focusing, 

The contoured area illustrates the relation between wavelength and amplitude: topogra
phy of longer wavelengths must have higher amplitude in order to accomplish the same 
focusing as short wavelengths. The reason for this is that the curvature of the topography is 
the important parameter: it determines how well the topography parallels the PdP travel 
time surface. This also facilitates the interpretation of figure 16. The space of averaging 
length-rms amplitude can roughly be divided into four regions. At low amplitudes (indi
cated by the letter B in figure 16) the models are too smooth to create appreciable focusing. 
At high amplitudes (region A) the topography becomes so steep that energy is scattered in 
all directions; these models mainly defocus PdP phases. The contoured area is in between 
these regions. The contour is closed at long averaging lengths and high amplitudes (region 
D) because such models can not explain rapid PdP amplitude variations. although they do 
explain the observed amount of (de)focusing. At low amplitudes and short averaging 
lengths (region C) the models generate amplitudes fluctuations on a scale much smaller 
than the size of the Fresnel zone, Integration over this zone averages out these variations. 
leaving only small variations. The results suggest that the optimum averaging lengths lie 
between about 500-1500 lan. with the r.m.s. height about 15-20 lan. The wavelengths (in 
contrast to the averaging length used to describe the models) contained in the random mod
els range from about 500 to 4000 km. The wavelengths actually contributing to the focusing 
can be estimated by inspection of the focusing as a function of bounce point position (figure 
12) for all acceptable models. As for the harmonic model (figures 7 and 8). the distance 
between maxima and minima of focusing reflects the wavelengths of the topography. The 
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Figure 15. P400 P wave form for a random model with averaging window of 500x500 kIn and 
r.m.s. amplitude 15 kIn (dotted line). and unperturbed wave form (solid line). 

range of wavelengths thus appears to be roughly 600-2000 km. This is also the range that 
can be derived from the variations in the observed P400 P amplitudes in figure 6. 

7. Conclusions 

A method has been presented to find a measure of the topography on upper mantle disconti
nuities. The result is not a deterministic map of the topography. but a range of combina
tions of wavelength and amplitude that are permitted by the data. If many data were avail
able. imaging of the topography on the 400 km discontinuity would in principle be possible. 
From the results presented here a number of conclusions can be drawn. 

Amplitude/waVelength of topography. The models that best explain the observed ampli
tude variations of long-period P400 P have rIDS amplitudes of about 15-20 km. The 
wavelengths of the topography are about 700-2000 km. These results are obtained with a 
number of assumptions (e.g.• no scattered energy. no interference between phases). This 
means that the range found for the amplitudes of the topography must be regarded as an 
upper limit. The range of wavelengths found here is better constrained. if topography on 
the discontinuity accounts for the lateral variations of PdP amplitude. 

The range of wavelengths and amplitudes found in the present study compares well with 
those reported in a number of different studies of varying discontinuity depth in the upper 
mantle. Revenaugh & Jordan (1989). who studied the 670-km discontinuity with ScS
related phases. found wavelengths in the range of 300-1500 km and peak-to-peak ampli
tudes of about 20 km. Barley et al. (1982) and Bock & Ha (1984). using P-to-S converted 
phases. reported variations in the depth of the 670-km discontinuity of the order of 50 km. 
near the Izu-Bonin and Tonga subduction zones. Richards & Wicks (1990) arrived at some
what less warping of this discontinuity beneath the Tonga trench (20-30 km). 

PdP wave forms. The synthetic wave forms in figures lOa. lla. 14 and 15 suggest that 
topography on the upper mantle discontinuities has the effect of smearing out the PdP 
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Figure 16. Range of acceptable averaging lengths - r.m.s. amplitude combinations. See text for 
explanation of the regions A-D. 

wave train. In some cases. the earlier or later arriving energy can have amplitudes as large 
as half of that of the maximum. This results in longer PdP wave forms that partly overlap. 
creating a reverberatory interval between P and PP. in which individual arrivals are diffi
cult to observe. This explains the character of the data in figure 3 and also explains the lack 
of well-developed PdP phases reported' in the literature (Wajeman, 1988; Davis et al.• 
1989). This also renders this part of the seismogram unusable for wave form inversion. as 
the wave forms may be seriously distorted upon reflection at the discontinuity. 

Other discontinuity-related phases are reported in the literature: the long-period world
wide stacks of Shearer (1990) contain clear examples. such as PdsP and PPd p. These 
phases all have a multiplicity greater than one. and are not obscured by stronger phases. 

Defocusing and focusing. Figures 8 and 12 show that the different models (harmonic and 
random) mainly predict defocusing of the bottom-side reflections. Even the harmonic 
topography does not have an equal distribution of focusing and defocusing. The average 
focusing in a window as long and wide as the topographic wavelength in figure 8 can be as 
low as 0.75. This means that averaging (stacking) many PdP phases may lead to a reflec
tion coefficient which is biased by topography. 
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Plume structure beneath Hawaii. The data presented here can not determine whether or 
not a plume structure is present under Hawaii. A simple model of topography induced by a 
plume shows that the expected focusing is small; such signal will probably drown in 
stronger signal from larger scale topography. 
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Chapter 5 

A formalism for including amplitude data 
in tomographic inversions 

Summary. Using first order ray perturbation theory and the paraxial ray 
approximation. a linear relation is derived that describes the first-order pertur
bation in amplitude due to slowness perturbations along a ray. The method 
allows for an efficient calculation of Frechet derivatives for body-wave ampli
tudes. This makes it possible to add body-wave amplitude data to large-scale 
tomographic inversions for slowness distributions in the Earth. Depending 
directly on the derivatives of the slowness field, body wave amplitudes provide 
a constraint on the velocity distribution independent of travel time data. For a 
realistic slowness distribution in the upper mantle. examples show that the 
region of applicability of the linearized perturbation theory to the calculation of 
amplitude perturbations may become very small due to the non-linear depen
dence of amplitudes on slowness perturbations. Travel times show a more lin
ear dependence on slowness perturbations for perturbation of the slowness 
field. The examples suggest that when amplitudes and travel times are com
bined in an inversion for the velocity structure of the upper mantle. a non-linear 
travel-time inversion must be performed before amplitude data are included. 
This ensures that the non-linear behaviour of amplitudes due to ray shift 
induced by slowness perturbations are minimized. 

This chapter has been submitted for publication as 
Neele. F.. J.C. Vandecar and R. Snieder, A fonnalism for including amplitude data in tomographic 
inversions. submitted to Geophys. J.Int. 1992. 
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1. Introduction 

Present-day tomographic studies of the Earth provide increasingly detailed images of the 
Earth's interior. Large data sets of teleseismic P- or S-wave travel time data reveal slow
ness variations on a scale of about 100 km in the upper mantle (e.g. Spakman 1991; Ziel
huis 1992). However, it may be difficult to extract geodynamic parameters from these 
images, since important characteristics such as the thickness of a subducting slab may be 
difficult to resolve. Slab thickness is not resolved well by travel times alone, because vary
ing slab thickness produces only a small travel time anomaly. lIDs is due to the fact that for 
a thin slab (with accordingly sharper gradient) a ray traveling up the slab is pulled into the 
slab more, traversing a larger distance yet through higher velocity material than for a thick 
slab, producing a strong trade-off (e.g., Fischer et al. 1988). Including regional phases 
(Spakman 1991) or PP-wave data (van der Hilst & Engdahl 1991) can improve the resolu
tion. A different approach is the use of additional data sets that carry independent informa
tion on the slowness distribution, such as surface wave data (Zielhuis 1992), or gravity data 
(Lees & Vandecar 1990). Body wave amplitudes provide another independent data set, 
being sensitive to the curvature of the slowness field along the ray path (Moore 1980, 
1991). Small-scale numerical experiments performed by Nowack & Lutter (1988) show 
that a joint inversion of amplitudes and travel times can resolve sharp gradients, signifi
cantly improving on results from inverting travel times alone. 

A disadvantage of including amplitudes in a tomographic inversion is the time
consuming computation of Frechet derivatives. 1bis is much more expensive for ampli
tudes than for travel times (Thomson 1983), since the dependence of amplitudes on slow
ness perturbations is not simple. lIDs becomes a major problem for the large data sets that 
are necessary to reduce the scatter in individual amplitude measurements, which are found 
to be considerable. Ringdal (1977) found that the variation of P-wave amplitudes among 
stations of a subarray of the NORSAR network (3-10 km spacing) is as large as among sta
tions across the entire array (20-100 km spacing). 

The inversion of body-wave amplitudes has been studied by Thomson (1983) and 
Nowack & Lutter (1988). Thomson (1983) used an extension of the ray bending equations 
of Julian & Gubbins (1977) to find the amplitude perturbation due to a perturbation of the 
slowness field. Nowack & Lutter (1988) used a Hamiltonian formulation of the dynamic 
ray equations of Farra & Madariaga (1987) and derived the amplitude perturbation from a 
perturbation of the Hamiltonian. In this paper ray perturbation theory applied to the kine
matic ray tracing equations of Snieder & Sambridge (1992) is used. The paraxial ray 
approximation (e.g., Cerveny & Psencik 1983) is used to describe the behaviour of rays 
close to the reference ray. In this way the behaviour of a narrow beam of rays can be 
described. The formalism clearly shows how the amplitude perturbation due to a perturba
tion of the slowness field is obtained by calculating the behaviour of the perturbed ray 
beam, analogous to the methods described by Thomson (1983) and Nowack & Lutter 
(1988). It is shown that all computations can be performed along the reference ray, using a 
single differential operator with different forcing terms and boundary conditions. lIDs 
allows the use of efficient matrix manipulation algorithms. The formalism can be used to 
efficiently calculate Frechet derivatives of amplitudes for slowness perturbations in an arbi
trary reference medium. With this method it is possible to handle large amplitude data sets 
and thus increase the resolving power of tomographic images of the Earth. Some analytical 
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examples are shown for the case of a homogeneous reference model, clarifying the depen
dence of the amplitude on the curvature of the slowness field. 

The theory is then applied to a realistic model of upper mantle slowness distribution. For 
several ray geometries it is shown that the domain of applicability of linearized perturbation 
theory to the calculation of amplitude perturbations is smaller than for travel times. For 
certain ray geometries this domain may become very small. This is an illustration of the 
absence of a stationarity principle for amplitudes. Since the relation between travel time 
and slowness is more linear. the examples suggest that amplitude data be included in an 
inversion only after a number of (non-) linear iterations with travel time data alone have 
converged to a model in which the ray positions are stable. Amplitude data then may be 
used to refine the model. 

2. Perturbation theory for amplitudes 

The aim of the theory presented here is to estimate how the ampli1llde along a ray is per
turbed when the three-dimensionally varying slowness distribution is slightly changed. Fol
lowing Farra & Madariaga (1987). the paraxial ray approximation is used here to estimate 
the amplitude of seismic phases. The amplitude per1llrbation is found by considering the 
behaviour of a ray beam (a reference ray and two paraxials) in the reference and perturbed 
medium. For the examples shown here. the ray perturbation theory of Snieder & Sam
bridge (1992) is used to find the perturbation of the ray position due to small variations in 
the slowness model. The theory is valid for a smooth medium without interfaces. A ray
centered coordinate systelll is used. 

Paraxial rays in reference and perturbed media 
Consider a ray traced through some arbitrary slowness model u,,(r). Denote this ray by 

ro(s). where s is the coordinate (arc length) along the ray. H the model is per1llrbed slightly. 
u(r) = uo(r) + eUI (r). the position of the ray is also perturbed. r(s) =ro(s) + erl (s). to first 
order in e. In the following. a ray-eentered coordinate system with vector basis (s. (II. q2) is 
used. where s is directed along the ray and (II and (12 are two orthogonal vectors in the 
plane perpendicular to the ray. On the ray ql =0 and q2 =O. The ray offset rl(s) is mea
sured in a plane perpendicular to the ray. Le. in the plane defined by the vectors (II and~. 

Snieder & Sambridge (1992) show that to first order in e the perturbed ray position satisfies 
(their equation (50» 

d (uot'J) - uo0.2qj + Uo2(qjqj: V'V'( ~»q j - 2uoo.ejA j - dd (uoo.)ejjq j
ds ~ S 

=uci·V'(u1 
) (1) 

o U 
o 

where ( . ) indicates differentiation with respect to s; 0. is the rotation of the system (ql •q2) 
around the ray. induced by the slowness gradients along the ray; ejj is the Levi-Civita ten
sor. See Snieder & Sambridge (1992) for a discussion of the individual terms in (1). The 
perturbation in the slowness field appears only in the right-hand side of the differential 
equation. For the purposes of this paper. the important characteristic of equation (1) is the 
linearity of the differential equation. The exact shape or the individual terms are not essen
tial to the following formalism. The coupled differential equation (1) can be written in 
compact operator notation as 
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Table 1. Relative size of different quantities 
Quantity relative size 
L,VL 1 depends on Uo 
F,VF e depends on UI 

q e perturbed reference ray 
w(i) r paraxial ray in unperturbed medium 
w(i) er perturbed paraxial ray 
!J..w(i) er perturbation in paraxial ray position 

Lq=F a) 
The operator F and the quantity q are of relative order e (see table I), since these depend on 
the perturbed slowness. Once boundary conditions for q are specified, (2) can be solved 
numerically for any perturbation UI' Boundary conditions are discussed below. 

The amplitude in any medium follows from observing the behaviour of nearby rays. The 
geometrical spreading can be calculated from asurface element enclosed by a beam of rays. 
As noted by Farra & Madariaga (1987) and Snieder & Sambridge (1992), ray-perturbation 
theory can be used to estimate the position of rays close to the reference ray (see figure 1). 
H e is set to zero in (2), and appropriate boundary conditions are supplied, then the solu
tions of 

Lw=O (3) 

are paraxial rays (w) in the unperturbed medium uo(r). A parameter r is used to measure 
the initial (small) difference in take-off angle (ray parameter) or position of the paraxial ray, 
with respect to the reference ray. The quantity w is therefore of relative order r, as listed in 
table 1. FtgUre 1 shows a reference ray with two paraxial rays, that have a small difference 
in take-off angle from the reference ray. To compute the geometrical spreading in a 3-D 
varying medium at least two paraxial rays need to be calculated, e.g., one in each Q; direc
tion. Denote by w(l) the paraxial ray that is obtained by using zero initial conditions for the 
(12 component and plane wave or point source initial conditions for the 41 component. Sim
ilarly, let W(2) be the paraxial ray obtained by using non-zero initial conditions for the 42 

component only. At any point s along the reference ray, the surface element is (see figure 
1) 

(4) 

The ratio of surface elements at s =So and s is the geometrical spreading 

dS(So) 
J(s,So) = dS(s) (5) 

where So is the end point of the ray. The amplitude is then proportional to r!; with J in 
(5) independent of r, since linearity is assumed. For a point source at s =0, the surface ele
ment dS(O) is zero and (5) cannot be used. This difficulty can be resolved by evaluating the 
surface element at a small distance from the source. 

For a small perturbation of the medium (u(r) =uo(r) + eUI(r» the perturbed ray position 
q(s) is to first order in e given by the solution of (2). To:find the amplitude perturbation the 
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source 

I 
I 

I 
..J 

Figure 1. A ray beam consisting of a reference ray (the central ray) and two paraxial rays w<1) 

and wC2). that have a small difference in take-off angle with the reference ray at the source in the 
iii and ii2 direction, respectivel~. The geometrical spreading along a ray at any point follows 
from the cross product wCl) x wC )• 

perturbed paraxial rays must be described. to calculate the perturbed surface elements. 
In order to obtain a method in which a single operator (with different forcing terms) can 

be used to solve all differential equations involved. equation (2) is solved along the paraxial 
rays wei) in the reference medium. If the appropriate boundary cooditions are used (see 
below). this yields the paraxial rays in the perturbed medium. from which the perturbed sur
face elements can be calculated. Denote by wei) the perturbed paraxial ray. which is found 
by solving (2). where L and F are evaluated on w(i). the paraxial ray in the reference 
medium. This quantity is of relative order r e. since it describes the perturbation of the 
paraxial ray due to a slowness perturbation (see table 1). See figure 2 for a sketch of the 
geometry. A first order expansion of L and F gives the operators Lw<i) and FW<i) on the 
paraxial ray 

Lw<i) =L + wei) . VL (6) 

FW<i) =F + wei) . VF (7) 

In (6) and (7). w(i)· V is proportional to the transverse gradient, as wei) lies in the (Q].Q2) 

plane. Operators L and F without a subscript refer to the operators on the reference ray. 
The perturbed paraxial w(i)(s) is then found by solving 

(L + wW • VL)w(i) =F + w(i) . VF (8) 

where wei) is measured from w(i). The total distance of the perturbed paraxial ray wei) from 
the reference ray is then wei) +wei) (see figure 2). A direct measure of the difference in geo

metrical spreading in the perturbed and unperturbed medium. and thus of the difference in 
amplitude. is obtained if (L + wei) . VL)q is subtracted from both sides of (8). Equation (8) 
then becomes a differential equation for wei) - q. In figure 2 it is shown that this distance is 
equal to the difference between the distances of the paraxial ray to the reference ray and the 
perturbed paraxial to the perturbed ray. It is therefore a direct measure of the difference in 
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s-o s= So 

w 

Figure 2. A schematic 2-D representation of a reference ray and paraxial ray (straight solid and 
dashed lines), and the perturbed ray and perturbed paraxial ray (curved lines). The source is at 
s - 0, the station at s - So. The distance of the paraxial ray in the reference medium is w; q is 
the corresponding distance in the perturbed medium. The quantity w- q is equal to the differ
ence q- w, and is thus a direct measure of the difference in geometrical spreading in the refer
ence and perturbed media. 

geometrical spreading between the reference and perturbed medium. Equation (8) then 
becomes 

(L + w(i) • VL)(W(i) - q) =F + W(i) . VF - (L + W(i) . VL)q (9) 

Writing w(i) - q = /),.w(i). and using Lq =F. this becomes 

L/),.w(i) =W(i) . VF - w(i) . VLq (10) 

The quantity /),.w(i) is of order reo since it describes the perturbation in paraxial distance 
(relative order r) due to a slowness perturbation of order e. The term w(i) • VL/),.W(i) is of an 
order r higher than the other terms in (9); it can therefore be ignored. Note that equation 
(10) is linear in r. as opposed to (8). which is non-linear in r. Thus. not only an equation 
for the difference between the perturbed 2-point ray and the paraxial ray is obtained. but 
also the non-linearity is removed. It is shown below how the first order amplitude perturba
tion follows from /),.W(i). The same difference in geometrical spreading /),.W(i) could also be 
obtained by ray tracing three slightly different rays through the unperturbed and perturbed 
media. This involves the subtraction of two large numbers. with a small difference. which 
is numerically unstable. Equation (10) does not have this disadvantage. 

Note that the integration of (10) is performed along the reference ray. Appendix A gives 
the explicit form of (10). Note also. that in equations (6)-(10) the terms w(i) . VL and 
w(i) . VF do not arise from a perturbation of the slowness distribution. but from a perturba
tion of the ray along which the differential equation (2) is integrated. The term W(i) . VL 

contains the variation of the reference slowness distribution uo(r) in the directions ell and 
el2' whereas W(i) . VF contains the variation in the slowness perturbation UI (r) in these 
directions. Therefore. the perturbed paraxials W(l) and W(2) depend on the second derivative 

UIof the slowness perturbation. as w(i)· VF contains terms like qelj: VW ). Compare this 
Uo 

with the dependence of the paraxials in the unperturbed medium (and through (4) and (5) 
also the amplitude) on the second derivative of the reference slowness. through the third 
term in (1). This clearly shows the dependence of the amplitude on the curvature of the 
slowness field (Moore. 1980. 1991). 
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The reason for solving (2) along the paraxial ray w(j) to find the perturbed paraxial ray 
w(i) is that it results in a formalism in which the amplitude perturbation can be determined 
using a single differential operator L with different forcing terms and boundary conditions 
(see below). A different approach to the calculation of the perturbed paraxials is given in 
Appendix B. It solves the paraxial ray equations (3) on the perturbed ray. by both expand
ing and perturbing the operator L. Although it appears more straightforward. the disadvan
tage is that for each ray and each slowness perturbation. the differential operator has to be 
calculated. The formalism presented here has the advantage that for each ray the operator 
needs to be calculated only once. and fast matrix manipulation methods can be used to cal
culate the amplitude perturbation due to any slowness perturbation. 

Boundary conditions 
The differential equations (2). (3) and (10) need to be supplemented with boundary con

ditions. Two distinct cases are plane wave and point source initial conditions; mixed 
boundary conditions are the third possibility. 

Plane wave front. The boundary conditions for a plane wave front at s = 0 are. for paraxial 
rays W(l) and W(2) (see figure 3). 

w(l)(O) = ( ~ ); w(l)(O) = 0 (1la) 

W(2)(0) = ( ~); W(2)(0) = 0 (llb) 

With boundary conditions (11) the starting point of the paraxial ray w(j) is at a (small) dis
tance r from the reference ray in the «t direction. and the paraxial ray is parallel to the ref
erenceray. 

The perturbed ray q must go through the station. so the boundary conditions are 

<'1(0) =o. q(So) =0 (12) 

The boundary conditions for !!.w(i) follow from those for w(i) and q. since 
!!.w(i) = w(i) - q. Figure 3 illustrates the geometry for a plane wave front. At s = O. the per
turbed paraxial rays w(j) must be at the same distance from the perturbed ray as the unper
turbed paraxials from the reference ray. Only then is the quantity !!.w(j)(So) a direct mea
sure of amplitude variation due to the slowness perturbation. At s = O. the perturbed parax
ial ray w(j) is at a distance r from the perturbed ray. in the direction qj. However. w(i) is 
measured from the paraxial ray w(i). so ",(i)(0) = q(O). With !!.w(i) = w(i) - q. this gives 
!!.w(i)(O) =0 (see figure 3). Therefore. the boundary conditions for !!.w(i) are 

!!.w(i)(O) = O. !!.w(j) = 0 (13) 

These conditions reflect that both unperturbed and perturbed paraxial rays start off in the 
same direction. and at the same distance from the reference and perturbed ray. respectively. 

Point source. If a point source is present at s = O. the boundary conditions are different. 
Paraxial rays are found by solving (2) with conditions for W(l) and W(2) (see figure 4 for an 
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Figure 3. A schematic geometry of reference and perturbed ray beam for a plane wave front at 
s - O. The station is at s - So. Both ray beams are perpendicular to the wave front at s - 0; the 
paraxial rays in reference and perturbed media have an initial offset of rit from the reference 
ray and perturbed reference ray. respectively. Therefore. the vectors q(O) and wi)(O) are parallel, 
and the initial condition for Awli). which follows from q(O) - wi)(O), is zero. 

illustration of the geometry) 

w(1)(O) 0= o. *(1)(0) 0= ( ~ ) (l4a) 

W(2)(0) = o. *(2)(0) = ( ~ ) (14b) 

The perturbed ray must go through source and station, so for q the boundary conditions 
are the two-point ray tracing conditioos 

q(O) =0, q(So) =0 (15) 

As in the plane wave case. the boundary conditions for aw(i) can be chosen in such a way 
that the unperturbed and perturbed surface elements near the source are the same. The 
boundary for aw(i) are then again (13). 

Mixed boundary conditions. In a tomographic inversioo of teleseismic P-wave amplitude 
data for upper mantle structure. it is efficient to consider only that part of the ray path that is 
inside the region where the slowness is perturbed. Mixed boundary conditions have to be 
applied to the point ofentry to the model region. to account for the geometrical spreading in 
the (unperturbed) Earth between source and model region. For now it is assumed that the 
station at s =So. is inside or on the boundary of the model region. The generalizatioo to a 
station away from the model region is straightforward. Such a configuration can be present 
in a cross-borehole experiment. where both source and receiver may be outside the target 
zone. 

The geometrical spreading in the background model between source and the point of 
entry to the model region can be incorporated in the boundary conditions for w(i). Denote 
by io and '" the angle of incidence and the azimuth of the ray at s =O. respectively. The 
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reference ray 
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q 

s- So 

perturbed paraxial 

Figure 4. Schematic 2-D representation of the geometry of reference and perturbed ray beam for 
a point source. The paraxial ray w in the reference medium is at an angle r with the reference 
ray; the perturbed paraxial ray is also at an angle r with the perturbed ray q. As Avl) ... q- w(i). 
Aw.(i)(O) -0. 

point s = 0 is chosen at the point of entry in the region of interest. The gradients of io and 
V' are Vio and VV', and depend on the background model. A paraxial ray at a distance rq; 
from the reference ray is then at an angle r (qi . Vio + 4; . VV') with the reference ray. The 
boundary conditions for wei) that take into account the geometrical spreading between the 
source and s = 0 are then 

w(l)(O) = ( ~ ), \\,(1)(0) = ( r tan( ql . V~ + ql . VV' ) ) (16a) 

W(2l(0) =( 0), \\7(2)(0) = ( ( A "'? A"'») (16b)r rtan q2· vlo + q2' vV' 

Appropriate boundary conditions for q are then 

(S )=0 ·(o)=(QI(O)tan(ql·Vio+qI·VV'») (17) 
q 0 , q Q2(0) tan( q2 . Vio + q2 . VV' ) 

Ignoring second order variations in io and V', the boundary conditions for Aw(i) are again 
given by (13). 

Amplitudes. 
With the boundary conditions as specified above, the amplitude calculations for the two 

cases of plane wave and point source initial conditions are similar. For the point source, (5) 
can not be applied directly, as dS(O) is not defined. If a small sphere around the source is 
considered in which the medium can be assumed homogeneous, the surface element on the 
sphere can be used in (5). If the source is outside the inhomogeneous region, tiS(0) can be 
replaced by dS(s), where s is at a some distance from the source, but outside the perturbed 
zone. For the unperturbed medium the geometrical spreading J is 
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IIw(l)(So) x w(2)(So)1I 
J(s, So) = IIw(l)(s) x w<2)(s)1I (18) 

With this, amplitudes in the reference medium (i.e. E =0) can be calculated. IT the ampli
tude at s is known, then the amplitude at So is, using w(i)(s) =r for the plane wave case 

A(So) =A(s) r~(s,So) =A(s) r 1 (19)
11w(l)(So) x w(2)(So)lI1: 

where A(s) and A(So) include density and velocity information at s. The radiation pattern 
is assumed to be included in the amplitude at the starting point, A(s). This result is inde
pendent of r, since w(i) depends linearly on r. This dependence is canceled in (19). 

For the perturbed medium the distance between the perturbed paraxial ray and the per
turbed ray is !!.w(i) + w(i) (see figure 2). The perturbed geometrical spreading 1 then is 

1(s S ) _ II (!!.W(l)(SO) + W(l)(SO» x (!!.W(2)(SO) + W(2)(SO» II (20) 
, 0 - II (!!.W(l)(S) + w<l)(S) ) x (!!.W(2)(S) + w<2)(S) ) II 

Equations (18)-(20) are used below to derive a linear relation between model perturbations 
and amplitude perturbations. 

Plane wave. With the boundary conditions (16) and (17), the expressions for the geometri
cal spreading are the same for plane wave and mixed boundary conditions. Equations (18) 
and (20) become 

IIW(l)(SO) x w(2)(So)1I 
J(s, So) ... 2 (21a) 

r 

J(s, So) = II (!!.w(l)(So) + w(l)(So» x (!!.W(2)(SO) + W(2)(SO» II (21b) 
2r 

as the offsets of w(l)(O) and W(2)(0) are rc'h and rc'b respectively. The amplitude at So is 
A(O)r~, where A(O) is the amplitude on the initial wave front. The perturbed ray q is ata 
different position on the initial wave front where the amplitude may be different from that 
at the position of the reference ray. This effect must be taken into account, as it is not a sec
ond order effect (Um & Dahlen, 1992). The amplitude A(O) is a function of the initial point 
on the wave front: A(O) =A(O)(ql(0),q2(0». The ratio AI A of perturbed and unperturbed 
amplitude then becomes 

A A(O)( ql (0), q2(0) ) J~
 

A = J~ A(O)(0, 0)
 

A(O)( ql (0), q2(0) ) 
= A(O)( 0,0)
 

11w(l)(So) x w(2)(So)lI~
 
(22)

II (!!.w<l)(SO) + W<l)(SO) ) x (!!.w<2)(SO) + W(2)(SO) ) II~ 

To first order, A(O)( ql (0), q2(0) ) =A(O) (0, 0) + q(O) . VA(O). Furthermore, note that in (22) 
the term !!.w(i) is of order rE, while w(i) is of mder r (see table 1). To first order in E. (22) 
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becomes 
- (~ 
~ =(l (q . V A ) (0.0) ) . 
A + A(O)(O,O) 

I _ IIw(l)(SO) X ~W(2)(So)II + IIAW(l)(SO) x W(2)(SO)Il] 

[ 211w(l)(So) x W(2)(So)II 

(q . V A(O» (0,0) 
= I + A(O)(O,O)
 

IIW(l)(SO) x ~w(2)(So)II + II~w(l)(So) x w(2)(So)II
 
(23)

211w(l)(So) x w(2)(So)II 

The two last terms in the right hand side of (23) depend on e through q and ~w(i). The lat
ter is of order reo and because W(i) is of order r. equation (23) is independent of r (to first 
order). In the limit r ~ 0 all higher order terms in r are zero, and (23) gives the amplitude 
perturbation to first order in e. the slowness perturbation. The amplitude perturbation con
sists of two terms: one giving the change in amplitude due to the fact that the perturbed ray 
originates at a different position on the initial wave front than the reference ray (the term 
containing VA(O) ). and a term that is due to the change in geometrical spreading. 

Point source. For a point source the surface elements are evaluated at a (small) distance ~s 

from the source. and the geometrical spreading in the unperturbed and perturbed media 
become (apart from constant factors) 

J(~ S) = IIw(l)(So) xw(2)(So)II (24a) 
s. 0 (~s r)2 

J(~ S) = II (~W(l)(SO) + W(l)(SO) ) x (~w(2)(SO) + w(2)(SO) ) II (24b) 
s. 0 (~s r)2 

The ratio AI A of perturbed and unperturbed amplitude for a point source is then similar to 
(23). only in this case the change in A(O) is now the change in amplitude close to the source 
(which contains the radiation pattern). It depends on the azimuth 8 and angle i of the ray 
with the vertical. so A(O) =A(O)(8. i). To first order. the perturbations in 8 and i are propor
tional to q. For example. for 8 the perturbation can be written as ~8 =(q .8). For the point 
source. (23) can be written as 

A (q. 8) dl/A(O) + (q . t) diA(O)
 

A = I + A(O)(O.O)
 

IIw(l)(So) X ~w(2)(So)II + II~W(l)(SO) x w(2)(So)II 
(25)

211w(l)(So) x w(2)(So)II 

The fact that the terms describing the amplitude perturbation due to the change in geometri
cal spreading are the same in (23) and (25) (last terms in these equations) does not imply 
that for a given slowness perturbation the value of these terms is equal. as the paraxial rays 
are different for these cases. Note that ~w(i) also depends on w(i). through equation (10). 
In the next section the case of a homogeneous reference model is treated in detail. and the 
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difference between (23) and (25) is shown. 
Equations (23) and (25) are directly applicable for the calculation of Frechet derivatives. 

IT the amplitude Ao for the unperturbed medium is known. then these equations give the 
amplitude perturbation due to the perturbation of some model element. The Frechet 
derivative is then simply the 0(£) terms in (23) or (25). depending on the boundary condi
tions of the problem. 

Example: homogeneous background model. 
As an example. the case of a homogeneous background medium is shown in detail here. 

for the case of a plane wave and a point source. respectively. It is assumed that the ampli
tude on the initial plane wave front is homogeneous; the radiation pattern of the point 
source is isotropic. In a homogeneous medium the reference rays are straight. and the ray
centered coordinate system is chosen not to rotate around the ray, so n =0, which in this 
case decouples the system (1) for ql and qz. The operator L is then 

dZ 
L=uo - z (26)

dSo 

PLane wave. In a homogeneous medium rays are straight and (for a plane wave front) paral
lel. The paraxial rays have the form w(i)(s) =rqj, which follows from (3), (26) and (11). 
For the homogeneous model, the perturbed ray does not have to be computed. lIDs surpris
ing result follows from the fact that VL =0 and the term containing q in (10) vanishes. 
Thus, to compute the amplitude, only aw(j) needs to be found. lIDs is most easily done 
using the Green's function for the operator L, which is simple for a homogeneous medium. 
The solution of (10) is (in operator notation) given by aw(i) =Gw(j) . VF. The Green's 
function must satisfy the boundary conditions (13). With So the end point of the ray, the 

Green's function for a delta function slowness perturbation at s is G(So, s) =~ (So - s),
Uo 

for So > s (see figure 5 for a schematic representation of Green's function in this case). The 
qj component of aw(i)(So) is then given by 

So 

awj)(So) = Gw(i) . VF = r r(So - s) ( qjqj: VV(Ul) )(s)ds (27) 
Uod 

The unperturbed geometrical spreading (18) is Jo =1 so that there is no amplitude decay in 
the unperturbed medium. The perturbed geometrical spreading (20) becomes 

j(O,So) =( aw~l)(So) + 1 )( aw~Z)(So) + 1 ) (28) 
r r 

Note that this expression does not depend on r, as aWj is proportional to r. The amplitude 
perturbation is then from (23) and (27) 

- ( So [ ] \A £ J -~ UI ~ ~ UI I
A =1-2l (So-s) QlQl:VV(U )+QZq2: VV(u ) ds) (29) 

o o 

to first order in £, explicitly showing the dependence on £ of the second term in the right
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G(So,S) 

o S So 

Figure 5. Illustration of Green's function G(So, s) for So > S, for a delta function slowness per
turbation at s. This G satisfies boundary conditions (13), and has a jump of lluo at s. 

hand-side of (29). From (29) the dependence of the amplitude perturbation on the second 
transverse derivative of the slowness perturbation Ul is evident. 

Point source. For a point source. the paraxials in the unperturbed medium have the form 
w(i)(s) =rsqj. which follows from (3). (26) and (14). Note that r in this case is dimension
less. whereas for the plane wave it has the dimension of distance. This follows from the 
boundary conditions (11) and (14). As the boundary conditions for Aw(i) for a point source 
and plane wave are identical, the same Green's function as in the plane wave case is used to 
find the the solution Aw(i) for a point source 

So 

AW}l(So) =Gw(i) . V'F =r [ (So - s) s ( qjqj: V'V'( Ul) )(s)ds (30) 
Uo 

Evaluating the surface element near the source at s =As. the unperturbed geometrical 
spreading J in this case is (Sol Asi. so the amplitude falls of with 1 ISo. as expected for a 
point source in a homogeneous 3-D .medium. 100 amplitude perturbation is again given by 
(23) and becomes 

A e ( I So [A A Ul A A Ul] ')A=I-'2l So[(So-S)S Qlql:V'V'(U )+q2q2:V'V'(U ) ds) (31) 
o o 

again to first order in AwOl. An expression of the same shape as (31) was derived by 
Snieder (1987) from surface wave scattering theory. describing the focusing of surface 
waves due to velocity perturbations. 

If qjqj: V'V'(Ul) is constant along the ray. the expressions take a simple form. The ampli-
Uo 

tude perturbation is then given by 

A I e 2 ( A A Ul » fA A t'7 (Ul») ( I )- = - -4 So (qlql: V'V'( - + \q2q2: y V' - pane wave (32)
A ~ ~ 
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3. Validity of the method 
The theory presented here is derived using two approximations. The first is the paraxial ray 
approximation. associated with a scale factor r. measuring the distance to the paraxial ray 
from the reference ray. However. the results (23) and (25) do not depend on r. as this 
dependence is canceled to first order in the division J / j. In the limit r ~ O. the results 
(23) and (25) are exact as all terms of order r 2 that have been ignored in these equations go 
to zero. Therefore. the paraxial approximation does not restrict the applicability of the 
method presented. 

The second approximation is associated with first order Oinearized) ray perturbation the
ory. which is valid for small values of e. where e is a measure of the slowness perturbation. 
In the limit e ~ O. the Frechet derivatives of amplitudes for slowness perturbation give the 
correct initial perturbation of amplitude due to a perturbation of the slowness field. as is 
shown in the next section. However. linearized ray perturbation theory is valid only for 
small values of e. Snieder & Sambridge (1992) have derived rules for the applicability of 
their theory. These rules state that linearized ray perturbation theory may be applied if the 
number e ... Ul / Uo outweighs the factor So / L. where So is the ray length and L is the scale 
length of slowness variations. This arises from the restriction that distance between the per
turbed and the reference ray may not be larger than the scale length over which the slow
ness perturbation varies. Although this condition must also be met here. an additional con
dition must be satisfied. 

Equations (32) and (33) show that the amplitude depends on the second transverse 
derivative of the slowness perturbation. evaluated along the reference ray. The estimate of 
the perturbed amplitude can only be expected to be accurate if the slowness along the per
turbed ray can be accurately estimated using the slowness and its derivatives along the ref
erence ray. Generally. the second derivative of the slowness varies on the shortest length 
scale. Therefore. the perturbed ray may not be further from the reference ray than the scale 
lengths Lo and L 1 over which the second derivative of either reference slowness Uo or slow
ness perturbation Ul changes. Thus. the additional condition is 

lql « Lo•L 1 (34) 

This can be used as an a posteriori check of validity of perturbation theory for the calcula
tion of amplitudes. 

For the simple case of a 2-D homogeneous background model the restriction (34) can be 
used to obtain a rule that can be used to verify a priori if perturbation theory can be applied. 
Consider a slowness perturbation model given by Ul /uo =E exp(-r/2L2

). which 
describes a vertical slab-like feature. The reference ray is vertically incident. thus at con
stant x. Solving (1) for the perturbed ray with two-point ray tracing boundary conditions 
(15) yields 

1 x UI
q(s) = - - - - s(So- s) (35)

2 L2 Uo 

where x is the distance of the reference ray from the centre of the slab. The largest ray per
turbation is at s = So /2. so condition (34) implies 
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1 (Ul) (X) (So)2
U (36)8 L L «1 o 

Except for the factor xlL, (36) is the same as equation (68) of Snieder & Sambridge 
(1992). For example, applying (36) to a slab with with L =50 km, e =0.04 and a ray at 
xlL = I, the ray length through the slab may only be on the order of 50-100 km to avoid 
strong non-linearities. 

With this example it can also be shown that, although a necessary one, it is not a suffi
cient condition for first-order perturbation theory to be applicable that the last terms in the 
right hand side of equations (23) and (25) are small. Consider a ray that is located near the 
inflection point in the slowness perturbation. 100 second derivative is almost zero, and the 
last terms in (23) and (25) are small. However, the slowness gradient is near its maximum, 
causing large ray perturbations. 100se rays show in fact the strongest non-linear behaviour 
of the amplitude. This is also illustrated in the next section. 

4. Application to the upper mantle 

The theory presented here is now applied to a realistic model of slowness distribution in the 
upper mantle. 100 amplitudes found with ray perturbation theory are compared with ampli
tudes obtained by ray tracing a narrow beam of rays. 100 ray tracing code used is that of 
Creager & Jordan (1984). adapted by Vandecar (1991). The model used is the result of a 
travel time inversion by Vandecar (1991). It is the result of an inversion of about 9000 p
wave travel times recorded at the Washington Regional Seismic Network (WRSN). 100 
reader is referred to Vandecar (1991) for details of the data set used and the tomographic 
inversion. The slowness perturbations are parameterized by splines under tension (Qine 
1981). This allows for accurate ray tracing through the model. The applicability of lin
earized (first-order) ray perturbation theory for the calculation of amplitudes in this model 
is tested for a number of different ray geometries. 

Figure 6 shows model UW91F3 of Vandecar (1991). 100 area covered by the model is 
the region of the WRSN. It contains slowness perturbations on various, mostly large, scale 
lengths with slowness perturbations ranging from about -2% to 2%. The main feature is the 
high-velocity region extending down from the surface to the base of the upper mantle. The 
background radial velocity model is Herrin (Herrin 1968), which contains no mantle dis
continuities. The moho discontinuity in the Herrin model is adjusted to a smooth decrease 
in velocity from 8 km/s at 40 km depth to 6 km/s at the surface. 

For a number of event-station combinations, amplitudes are calculated using both the lin
earized theory presented above and ray tracing, for different models of slowness variation in 
the upper mantle below the WRSN. These different models are obtained by adding some 
fraction of the slowness variations of UW91F3 to the background Herrin model. This can 
be written as 

U =UHerrin + f UUW91F3 (37) 

in which UHerrin is the radially symmetric Herrin Earth model and UUW91F3 the 3-D varying 
slowness anomaly distribution in UW91F3. In the following experiments. the facta f is 
varied between -0.5 and 1.9. Frechet derivatives are calculated for the radially symmetric 
model (f = 0 in (37» and model UW91F3 (f =1 in (37». Mixed boundary conditions 
(16) and (17) are applied at the point where the rays enter the perturbed region. A dot 
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% slowness anomaly 

Figure 6. Model UW91F3. shown in vertical sections at constant latitude. at 0.5° intervals. Lon
gitude ranges from 117°W to 125°W. Depth of the sections is 500 lan. Slowness perturbations 
range from about -4% to 4%. 
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Figure 7. (a). (b) Ray paths from an event at 
20oS. 700 W to WRSN station APW. shown in 
projections on the sagittal plane (a) and the sur
face (b). Heavy line is the ray path through 
model UW91F3. thin line represents the ray 
path through the radially symmetric model of 
Herrin [1968]. The slowness variations shown 
in (a) are those of model UW91F3. 

product of the Frechet derivatives with the slowness perturbations (with respect to the refer
ence model, which is either Herrin of UW91F3) along the ray then yields the linear esti
mate of amplitude perturbation. 

The first ray path considered is shown in figure 7fJ and 7b
, on a cross section through 

UW91F3; projections of the ray path on the sagittal plane and the surface are shown. The 
ray path is for an event at 200 south and 700 degrees west to WRSN station APW. The ray 
traverses a significant portion of the high velocity slab. The open line in figures 7fJb is the 
ray path through UW91F3; the ray path through the radially symmetric Earth model (solid 
line) is superimposed to show the amount of ray bending induced by the model. It is clear 
that the ray is attracted by the high-velocity slab. 

The variation of the amplitude along this ray is shown in figure 7c , as a function of the 
facta f in (37). Indicated by the curve connecting the squares are amplitudes obtained by 
tracing a beam. of three slightly different rays through the model. The amplitude follows 
from the angle subtended by these rays at source and station. lbe curve connecting the 
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Figure 7 (continued). (c) Amplitude variations as a function of the factor f in equation (37), for 
the ray in (a) and (b). Squares represent amplitudes found by ray tracing, circles are amplitudes 
found with the paraxial approximation. 'The solid straight line represents the linear estimate of 
amplitude variations for slowness perturbations with respect to the radially symmetric model, the 
dashed line using UW91F3 as reference model. (d) Travel time variations for the ray in (a). 

cildes in figure 7c represents the amplitudes found using the ray perturbation theory pre
sented above. using the paraxial approximation. For these two curves. the true ray paths 
through the different media are used. The difference between these curves is that in the lat
ter the nearby rays are estimated using slowness information along the reference ray. 
ilnplicitly assuming that the slowness derivatives are constant. The full ray tracing method 
involves no approxilnations. but has the disadvantage that it may be numerically unstable. 
when a tight beam of rays is traced. The solid and dashed lines. finally. represent the esti
mate of the amplitude perturbation using the radially symmetric model and UW91F3 as ref
erence model. respectively. 

From figure 7c two ilnportant observations can be made. First. ray perturbation theory 
accurately predicts the initial variation of amplitude: the straight line is tangent to the 
curves representing the amplitude found by actual ray tracing through the perturbed models. 
This shows that the Frechet derivatives correctly describe the dependence of amplitude on 
model parameters. Second. the amplitudes obtained by using the paraxial approxilnation 
along a true ray through the perturbed media (circles) match closely those found by full ray 
tracing (squares), The small differences between the curves can be removed by decreasing 
the angle among the three rays in the beam. The effect of this is that the volume of medium 
sampled by the rays becomes smaller, and thus that less averaging of slowness variations 
occurs. Numerical round-off errors associated with tracing a very tight bundle of rays make 
it ilnpossible to reach perfect agreement between the two curves. 

The non-linearity for this ray is apparent from the deviation of the curves from the linear 
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Figure 8. As Figure 7, now for ray paths from 
an event at 20oS, 700 W to WRSN station ELL. 

estimate for relatively small slowness perturbation levels. The reason for this is that the ray 
traverses a large portion of the slab, making it sensitive to small variations in the slowness 
gradients of the slab. which can be varied by changing the factor f. The slowness perturba
tion varies strongly transversely to the ray path and relatively small changes in ray position 
may cause a violation of condition (38). With UW91F3 as reference model the region of 
linearity is much larger. The reason for this is that once the slowness perturbations are built 
up to the level of UW91F3. the ray is located near the centre of the slab. in a region of posi
tive slowness curvature. This is a stable position. since increasing the slowness perturba
tion does not perturb the ray significantly. but merely has the effect of increasing the curva
ture of the slowness along the ray. and not the gradient (which causes ray shift). 

For comparison. the travel time variations for this ray are shown in figure 7d
• with respect 

to the time for the ray through the radially symmetric model. The travel times show a much 
more linear behaviour than the amplitudes. although there is some non-linearity. 

The second example is for a ray from the same event as in figure 7 to station ELL of the 
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Figure 8 (continued). 

WRSN. The ray geometries are shown in figure 8ab 
• The amount of ray bending for this ray 

is small. which is reflected in the moderate amplitude variations in figure 8c 
• The linear 

estimates from ray perturbation theory again accurately predict the initial amplitude varia
tion. However. although the amplitude variations are small. this linear estimate breaks 
down for slowness perturbation levels comparable to those in figure 7c 

• The travel times 
variations for the ray are almost perfectly linear (figure 8C

). in contrast with the non-linear 
behaviour of the amplitudes. 

The third example is a ray from an event located at 200 S. 179°W to WRSN station rno 
(figure ~). Figures ~b show that significant ray bending occurs for this ray. The ampli
tude variations are large for this ray (figure ~); the change in slope of the cwve in figure ~ 

indicates that with increasing peak slowness perturbations the ray is shifted from a focusing 
to a defocusing region. Ray perturbation theory accurately predicts the initial amplitude 
change with respect to both the radial model and UW91F3. Figure ~ shows the travel time 
variations. which also show non-linear behaviour for this ray. 

The examples presented here illustrate the behaviour of amplitude with varying levels of 
slowness perturbations. An important result is that although the ray perturbation theory 
correctly predicts the initial amplitude change. the domain of linear behaviour of the ampli
tude variation may be small. This was also noted by Thomson (1983). H the perturbations 
are coherent along a significant part of the ray. relatively small slowness perturbations may 
produce str<mg non-linear behaviour. For example. figures 7b and ~ show that it is not 
warranted to use ray perturbation theory to predict the amplitude in UW91F3. using a radi
ally symmetric Earth as reference model. For the ray geometries and the model used here. 
non-linearities become important when the slowness perturbations exceed about 2%. Inver
sion of amplitudes only, as done by, e.g.• Thomson (1983), may be seriously affected by 
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A 

Figure 9. As Figure 7, now for ray paths from 
an event at 20oS, 179°W to WRSN station mo. 

B 

these non-linearities. The linear domain of the travel times is much larger. which is clearest 
in figures gb and ge. 

These results suggest that if travel times and amplitudes are jointly inverted for upper 
mantle velocity structure. amplitudes should not be included in the first iterations of a tomo
graphic inversion. An inversion using the travel-time data, showing a more linear behaviour 
for small slowness perturbations. should be performed first. In this way the paths of inte
gration for the amplitudes are closer to the true ray paths. and non-linearities are mini
mized. Only then is it meaningful to include amplitudes. to use those to refine the model. 

s. Conclusions 
Ray perturbation theory is applied to the calculation of amplitude perturbations due to 

slight perturbations in the slowness distribution along a ray. Linear relations are derived 
that relate slowness perturbations along a true ray path to first order perturbations in the 
geometrical spreading. The reference medium can be arbitrarily complex. but smooth 
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Figure 9 (continued). 

without interfaces. The method presented clearly shows that the amplitude data are sensi
tive to the curvature of the slowness distribution and therefore add independent information 
to travel time data. The method allows efficient calculation of derivatives of amplitude with 
respect to model parameters. since all calculations can be performed along the reference 
ray. using the same differential operator. This makes it possible to use efficient matrix 
methods. The examples show that the region of linearity is smaller than the linear domain 
of travel times. The size of the linear region depends on on the length scale and magnitude 
of the slowness variations in the model and the geometry of the ray path. For realistic mod
els of slowness perturbations in the upper mantle. the examples show that it may not be 
warranted to use amplitudes in an inversion for slowness distribution. when the starting 
model is not close to the final model. The greater stability of travel times thus suggests that 
travel times be used in the first (non-linear) iterations and that amplitude data be included 
once the ray positions have become close enough to the true ray paths. In this way non
linear behaviour of the amplitude equations is minimized. 
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Appendix A. Explicit form of equation (10). 

100 explicit form of the differential equations for Aw(i) are 

!£ (u Aw~k» - u 02Aw(k) + U 2(q,q" VV(~»Aw(~)ds 0, , 0, r U }0 
o o
 

. (k) d (k)
 
- 2uoOejjAwj - -d (uoO)ejjAwj (Al-a) 
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(Al-b) 

(Al-e) 

- uo
2( [w(k)Q;qj~ VVV(:)] )qj +2(w(k). Vuo)Oej/lj
 

o
 
d (k) .+ (is «w VUo)O )ejjqj (Al-d) 

o 

where (AI-a) is the operator L on the reference ray; (AI-b) is the term w(k) . VF, and 
(Al-e,d) represent the gradient of the operator L: w(k) . VL. All derivatives are evaluated 
on the reference ray. In these equations Aw~k) is the qj-eoordinate of the vector Aw(k). The 
superscript (k) means that nonzero boundary conditions have been used for the cit compo
nent of the paraxial ray w(k). lbis differential equation for Aw(k) can be written in matrix 
form; it results in a matrix that is empty, except for 9 diagonals. lbis matrix equation can 
be rewritten in the form of an equation involving a banded matrix with 6 diagonals. Effi
cient routines exist to solve such equations. 

Appendix B. A different approach to find the amplitude perturbation. 

In the method presented in this paper the amplitude perturbation is found by computing the 
perturbed paraxial ray, or more precisely, finding the distance between the perturbed refer
ence and paraxial rays. Comparing this with the distance between the reference and paraxial 
rays in the unperturbed medium gives the amplitude perturbation. Another possibility is to 
solve for the paraxial ray q to the perturbed reference ray q (see figure 2) in the perturbed 
medium, Le., solve the differential equation 

Lqq(i) = 0 (B 1) 

where subscript q indicates that the operator is evaluated on the perturbed ray q, and super
script (j) indicates that nonzero boundary conditions are used for the qj component of q(O). 
Note that (Bl) is of the form (3). 

As before, the operator Lq can be related to the operator on the reference ray. 100 opera
tor Lq differs in two ways from the operator L. Firstly. L q does not depend on UO ' but on 
u =Uo + eUl' Secondly, Lq is evaluated on the perturbed ray, not on the reference ray. To 
first order in e, the operator Lq becomes 
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(B3-b) 

(B3-c) 

in which (B3-a) is L(uo). (B3-b) represents L(Ul)' and (B3-c) gives q . VL(uo )' 

Using (B3). two paraxial rays q(l) and q(2) are found. If identical boundary conditions 
are used for w(i) and q(i) • the ratio of J and j becomes 

£= IIq(l)(SO) x q(2)(So)1I (B4) 
J 1Iw<l)(So) x w(2)(So)1I 

Note that again this result is independent of the paraxial parameter r. as both q(i) and w(i) 

are proportional to r. The result (B4) depends only on e. 
The disadvantage of this method is that to compute Frechet derivatives of amplitude for 

slowness perturbations. (B2) has to be recomputed for every model element. Therefore. 
fast matrix manipulation routines cannot be used. 
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Chapter 6 

The use of P-wave amplitude data in a joint inversion 
with travel times for upper-mantle velocity structure 

Abstract. A joint inversion of synthetic P-wave travel-time and geometrical 
spreading amplitude data is perlormed to test whether the amplitude data can 
be used to increase the resolution of inversions using travel times alone. Ge0
metrical spreading amplitudes depend on the curvature of the slowness field. 
and may thus help to resolve sharp gradients. Travel times and amplitudes of 
short-period P-waves observed at the Washington Regional Seismic Network 
are jointly inverted for upper mantle velocity structure below the array. The 
processing of the observed P-wave amplitudes is shown in detail. and it is 
shown that it is important to correct the raw data for station statics. as these 
dominate the observed amplitude signal. A robust averaging procedure is used 
to identify and remove outliers from the data set. The data comprise 8697 
travel time and 4255 amplitude measurements. The travel-time data alone are 
used to obtain a reference model for the amplitude data. In this way the non
linear behaviour of the amplitudes is minimized. The results show that the 
amplitude data induce small. short-scale slowness perturbations to the starting 
model. producing an amplitude misfit reduction to an arbitrary degree. depend
ing on the regularization. 
Inversions with synthetic data are perlormed to explain this result. An ideal
ized model of a subducting slab is used to generate synthetic data sets. The 
model resulting from a joint inversion produces an amplitude misfit reduction 
of 77%. while the travel-time misfit is unaffected. In agreement with the 
results for the real data sets. this is achieved by making small adjustments 

This chapter has been accepted for publication as 
Neele, E. J.e. VanDecar and R. Snieder, The use of P-wave amplitude data in a joint inversion with 
travel times for upper-mantle velocity structure,l. Geophys. Res, in press, 1993. 
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throughout the model. which do not alter the overall slowness variations. The 
amplitude data do not improve the resolution of the sharp gradients present in 
the synthetic slab model. These results can be explained by both an extremely 
strong sensitivity of the geometrical spreading amplitude to slowness perturba
tions along the ray path. and to the distribution of the amplitude data set. which 
is not complete enough to induce more than incoherent changes to the starting 
model. The strong sensitivity is due to the combination of long teleseismic ray 
paths and small-scale (about 30 km) slowness variations allowed by the model 
parameterization. With the present amplitude data set the curvature is changed 
on the scale of the node spacing in the model. whereas the overall slowness 
variations on a scale length of several times the node spacing are unaffected. 
The regularization has little effect on these small-scale changes. as these 
changes increase the total model roughness by only 1%. 
It is concluded that with the amplitude data set available. amplitude data do not 
improve the resolving power of travel-time inversions for upper-mantle veloc
ity structure. This is due to the number of data required to both decrease the 
observed variance in the raw amplitudes to the variance in travel-time data and 
to obtain a good coverage of the model. The application of P-wave amplitude 
data as a validation tool is suggested for models obtained with. for example. 
lravel-time tomography. Applications to both synthetic and observed data sets 
are shown. Anelastic damping is ignored in the inversions. Using linear rela
tions between velocity. temperature and Q. it is shown that the effect of anelas
tic attenuation is on the order of 10-15% of that of geometrical spreading 
through the upper mantle. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper the use of short-period P-wave amplitudes in tomographic inversions for upper 
mantle velocity slI'ucture is studied. If interpreted as the result of elastic focusing and defo
cusing. P-wave amplitudes yield information on the derivatives of the velocity field (e.g.• 
Moore. 1980). and. when combined with travel times. provide independent information on 
velocity variations in the Earth. In recent years. travel-time tomography has grown into a 
widely used tool to image the Earth's upper mantle (e.g.• Zhou & Clayton. 1990; Spakman. 
1991; VanDecar. 1991; van der Hilst & Engdahl. 1991). Data sets of larger size and higher 
quality provide increasingly detailed images ofvelocity variations. However. sharp velocity 
gradients may be difficult to resolve using travel-time data alone; such resolution is desir
able when geodynamic inferences are to be made from the tomographic images. Depend
ing directly on the derivatives of the slowness field. body wave amplitudes may help con
slrain sharp gradients. 

P-wave amplitudes have received considerable attention in the past. Berteussen et aI. 
(1975) and Flatte & Wu (1988) interpreted short-period P-wave amplitude variations 
observed across the NORSAR array in terms of scattering in a random medium. The 
greater part of observed fluctuations could be explained on a statistical basis. On a much 
larger scale. P-wave amplitude variations across the United States have been attributed to 
large-scale variations of Q in the upper mantle (e.g. Lay & Heimberger. 1983; Butler. 
1984). These authors observed a correlation between low amplitudes and late arrivals. 
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Such a correlation is expected. if it is assumed that regions of low Q are caused by a gener
ally higher temperature. However. Butler (1983) observed that early arrivals in the western 
United States generally have low amplitudes. This can be explained by a predominance of 
elastic (de)focusing over anelastic effects. regions of high velocity being associated with 
defocusing and hence low amplitudes. 

A number of authors have attempted to use P-wave amplitudes to construct a model of 
velocity or Q structure. In attenuation tomography observed amplitude variations are 
attributed entirely to the anelasticity of the Earth (e.g., Evans & Zucca, 1988; Ho-Liu et al., 
1988). Elastic (de)focusing is ignored in these studies. Haddon & Husebye (1978) inverted 
observed P -wave travel times at NORSAR for upper mantle velocity structure and found 
that the observed amplitude fluctuations compared reasonably well with the variations in 
geometrical spreading predicted by their model. This suggests that elastic (de)focusing in 
the upper mantle below the array dominates the P -wave amplitude variations. An inversion 
of these amplitude data was performed by Thomson (1983). using ray theory to calculate 
geometrical spreading in a heterogeneous medium. The models thus obtained compared 
only moderately well with those obtained from a P-wave travel-time inversion by Thomson 
& Gubbins (1982). Thomson (1983) attributed this to the amplitude data quality or validity 
of ray theory. Moderate amplitude data quality was caused by large scatter in the individual 
measurements. This was already noted by Ringdal (1977). who found that P-wave ampli
tude variations between stations of a subarray at NORSAR are as large as variations among 
stations across the whole array. This reflects the strong sensitivity of amplitudes to changes 
in the ray path and makes it necessary to use large data sets to reduce this scatter. 

The question of applicability of linearized ray theory to the inversion of P-wave ampli
tudes is addressed by Nowack & Lutter (1988). who performed joint inversions of synthetic 
travel-time and amplitude data. For a model setup resembling a cross-borehole experiment, 
the joint inversions showed that amplitudes help constrain sharp gradients, which may be 
difficult to resolve with travel times alone. For realistic models of slowness distribution in 
the upper mantle and ray paths of teleseismic P-waves. Neele et al. (1992) found that the 
linearized theory may break down for small slowness perturbations from the reference 
model. Although this depends on the ray geometry and the length scales of slowness per
turbations in the model, this may be important when the ray paths in the reference model 
are not close to the true ray paths. 

In .the present study the usefulness of P-wave amplitudes in large-scale tomographic 
inversions for upper mantle structure is studied. In section 2 the data selection and process
ing is described. The data used here are short-period P-wave amplitudes observed by the 
Washington Regional Seismic Network (WRSN). Since a careful data analysis is critical in 
obtaining a good data set, the procedure is described in detail. Section 3 describes the joint 
inversion of real travel-time and amplitude data sets, using the results of a travel-time inver
sion of VanDecar (1991) as a starting model. The amplitude data are interpreted as the 
result of geometrical spreading in the upper mantle below the array. The effect of anelastic 
damping is shown to be only 10-15% of that of elastic (de)focusing. The results show that 
the amplitude data may be fit to an arbitrary degree. if the smoothness constraints on the 
model are sufficiently lowered. This either points to a low variance in the data. which is 
unlikely, or to a strong sensitivity of geometrical spreading amplitudes to slowness pertur
bations along the ray path. The structures that explain the amplitude data seem to be small. 
short-scale slowness fluctuations. that do not affect the overall slowness patterns. To 
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explain the results from section 3, joint inversions with synthetic data are described in sec
tion 4. With a known slowness model, it can be tested if amplitude data increase the resolu
tion of the inversion. The synthetic model is an idealized model of a subducting slab. In 
agreement with the results for the real data sets, the examples show that small changes in 
model parameters suffice to explain the data set, even if the data are not related to the 
model, Le. if the data are derived from a model that is not similar or close to the reference 
model. This is a result of the strong sensitivity of geometrical spreading amplitudes on the 
velocity derivative distribution in the model. 

The results suggest that for the data set used here amplitude data are not useful in inverse 
modeling for upper-mantle velocity structure, but may be used as a validation tool for mod
els obtained with other data sets (e.g. travel times). This application of amplitude data is 
shown in section 5 for models from different steps in a non-linear inversion of the synthetic 
travel-time data. The validation method is also applied to the real amplitude data, and mod
els obtained in a non-linear travel-time inversion described by VanDecar (1991). 

2. Data selection and processing 

The data selection and processing is presented in this section. The processing is shown in 
some detail here, since it is critical in obtaining a reliable amplitude data set. 

Event selection. The data used in this study are from the Washington Regional Seismic 
Network Network (WRSN) in the North Western United States. shown in figure 1. This 
network is situated favourably for obtaining a good azimuthal coverage of events. 100 
array has been operating digitally since 1980, with on average 120 short-period channels 
recording teleseismic events. The band-width of the instruments is narrow, centered on 1 
second. Data have been extracted from the lo-year intervall98o-1990. 

Stringent criteria for the amplitude data are used to obtain a high quality data set. Events 
are selected to have a high signal to noise ratio and an impulsive P-wave onset. Further
more, the events are required to be grouped in tight clusters, covering as well as possible 
the entire azimuth range. This makes it possible to invert for average responses and locate 
outliers. 130 events are selected. arranged in 28 clusters, yielding 7398 good quality P
wave amplitudes. Epicentral distances are larger than 300. so upper mantle triplications do 
not influence the amplitudes. 100 distribution of the clusters with azimuth and distance is 
shown in figure 2. 

Amplitude measurement. The P-wave amplitude used here is the baseline to first peak 
amplitude. Amplitudes measured later in the signal. e.g. peak-to-peak amplitude (used by. 
e.g.• Berteussen et al.• 1975; Butler & Ruff. 1980) or the energy in a time window contain
ing the P-wave (Haddon & Husebye. 1978) may be affected by shallow receiver or source 
structure (peg-leg multiples following directly after P). The baseline is estimated by aver
aging over a 10 second noise window prior to the P-wave. This does not cause problems. 
as the noise level is generally low. The variance in the data can be estimated by measuring 
the variation in amplitude observed at a given station from closely spaced events. It is esti
mated to be about a third order of magnitude. or 0.3 log(A). which yields a SIN ratio of 
about 2~3 for the real data set. 
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Figure 1. Configuration of the WRSN array in the north-western part of the United States. 

Site effects. Amplitudes have a large scatter, as has been noted by several authors (e.g. 
Ringdal, 1977). Although amplitudes tend to exhibit a near normal distribution in the log 
domain (Ringdal et al., 1972), outliers are often present. It is important to identify and 
remove these outliers. 

Before outliers can be found in the data set, source statics have to be removed from the 
raw amplitudes. Ignoring random noise, the amplitudes can be viewed as the product of 
source and station statics, and the propagation effects along the path. Symbolically, 

Ale =Sj Pie R j (1) 

where Ale is the amplitude for ray k, Sj is the source effect for event i, R j is the receiver 
(site) effect for station j and Pie is the effect of propagation through the region of interest. 
which in this case is the upper mantle below WRSN. Note. in (1), i and j determine k com
pletely. It is assumed here that any effects from propagation near the SOlJl'Ce and through 
the upper mantle near the SOlJl'Ce and the lower mantle are absorbed by the somce static. 
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souTH 

Figure 2. Location of the events used in this study. The events are grouped in tight clusters; this 
makes it possible to average 

The latter assumption is reasonable. since the Fresnel zone of P -waves in the lower mantle 
is considerable (Nolet, 1992) and a stochastic analysis of travel-time data suggests that 
slowness variations in the lower mantle are dominated by large-scale structure (Gudmunds
son et aI•• 1990). The source static also cootains the event magnitude and radiation pattern. 
For teleseismic events the array is sufficiently narrow for the radiation pattern to be consid
ered constant across the array. All local effects are assumed to be contained in the station 
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static R, such as the effect of local shallow geology, instrument response and gain setting. 
It is further assumed that the station static does not depend on azimuth. For regional events 
it may be important to consider the azimuth dependence of R. 

Taking the log (base 10) of equation (1) it becomes 

log(Ak ) = log(5j ) + log(Pk ) + log(R j ) (2) 

If there is no a priori information about Earth structure (and thus about the path effect), the 
logical step to take would be to average observed amplitudes from all directions and assume 
that the path effects average out. Equation (2) can then be used to invert for site effect R 
and source static 5, with P considered noise. However, in this case good estimates of the 
geometrical spreading through the upper mantle below the array are available, for the 
moment ignoring the effects of anelastic attenuation. Travel-time tomographic inversions 
for slowness distribution in the upper mantle below the WRSN region by VanDecar (1991) 
show a high-velocity slab subducting to the east (figure 3). Rays traveling up the slab are 
expected to be more affected than those traveling perpendicular to the slab. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that for events from westerly azimuths amplitude variations due to 
3-D velocity structure are relatively small. This a priori knowledge is used to estimate the 
site response by assuming that for events with back azimuths between 2250 and 3150 the 
path effects average out and that station statics dominate the amplitude signal. 

Equation (2) is solved using a robust inversion technique of iterative residual down
weighting (Huber, 1981; Egbert & Booker. 1986). The technique iteratively down-weights 
all measurements that lie further than a specified number of standard deviations from the 
mean; we used 1.5 standard deviations (see VanDecar. 1991). In this way, outliers have a 
minimized influence on the station statics. For each station, data from all azimuths are then 
corrected using these site statics. Figure 4 shows the station statics obtained from the data. 

Identification ofoutliers, composite rays. The events are arranged in tight clusters, which 
makes it possible to average the amplitudes observed at a given station over the events in a 
cluster, and thus to identify outliers in the data. This is done by grouping closely spaced 
clusters together into groups of 5 or more events. Corrected for station statics, the data can 
now be written as 

(3) 

Applying again the robust inversion procedure, the source terms S are estimated. This can 
be done most reliably if many stations recorded the same event. For each group of events, 
stations that recorded less then 4 events are discarded, as in that case outliers can not be 
identified. This reduces the data set to 5060 observations; 391 of these are outliers and are 
discarded. For each station, the remaining amplitudes are then averaged over the events in 
the single clusters. Averaged amplitudes with a standard deviation of more than 0.4 (log 
amplitude) are also removed. The data set is thus reduced to 1260 e<mposite rays. 
Through this averaging process, the variance in the data is reduced by a factor of about 2, 
and the SIN ratio increased to about 5. 

Comparison of observed and predicted amplitude patterns. The amplitude variations 
induced by the subducting slab are expected to be strongest for rays that travel parallel to 
the slab. This is the case for events with easterly and south-easterly back azimuths. For an 
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% slowness anomaly 

Figure 3. Slowness distributions of model UW91F3, obtained by Vandecar (1991) in a non
linear tomographic inversion of observed travel-time data. Slowness variations range from about 
-4% to 4%. 
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Station statics from events with westerly azimuths 
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Figure 4. Station statics obtained by averaging observed amplitudes from events with westerly 
azimuths, plotted at the position of the stations. The station statics are dominated by small-scale 
variations. 

event cluster (of 4 events) with south-easterly back-azimuth the observed amplitude pattern 
is compared with the predicted amplitude variation across the array. Figure 5 shows the 
observed pattern, not corrected for station statics. Strong variations are observed. mostly on 
small scale lengths. This indicates that local effects (including station calibration) dominate 
the pattern. as the focusing from the 3-D upper mantle structure below the WRSN is not 
expected to vary over short distances. The corrected amplitudes are show in figure 6. The 
dominance of local effects is an important result. as it illustrates that for amplitude studies 
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Figure 5. Observed (uncalibrated) amplitude data for an event with south-easterly azimuth. The 
focusing due to the subducting slab in this area is expected to be large, since the ray paths for 
this event travel parallel to the subducting slab. A comparison with figure 3 shows that the 
amplitudes are dominated by station statics. 

station statics must be taken into account. before any inferences about path effects are 
made. This was already noted by Butler (1984). Averaging ClVer a number of stations. as 
done by Haddon & Husebye (1978) and Thomson (1983). is not likely to work. since there 
is no reason to assume that the station statics average out. 

The predicted amplitude pattern predicted for the 3-D velocity model of VanDecar 
(1991) in figure 3 is shown in figure 7. This pattern is obtained using the perturbation 
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Figure 6. Amplitude pattern from figure 4 corrected for station statics. This pattern is assumed 
to represent the path effect. The low amplitudes near the centre of the array are attributed to 
defocusing by the high-velocity slab. 

theory described by Neele et al. (1992). Amplitudes are calculated for every event-station 
pair that is used in the final data set; the predicted amplitudes are then processed exactly as 
the observed amplitudes. The observed and predicted amplitude patterns seem to correlate 
on a large scale: differences are present mainly on small scale lengths. The lower ampli
tudes near the centre of the array can be correlated with the subducting slab: it causes defo
cusing of rays. The correlation between observed path effects and predicted amplitude pat
tem from geometrical spreading indicates that focusing and defocusing may dominate the 
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Predicted amplitude pattern for UW91 F3, event from SE 
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Figure 7. Amplitude pattern for the event from figures 3-5, as calculated from the geometrical 
spreading in model UW91F3 (figure 9). The low amplitudes near the centre of the array correlate 
with those in figure 5. 

effects of anelasticity in the present data set Ibis is discussed further in section 4. 

3. Joint inversion of travel-time and amplitude data 
The amplimde data set deS(;ribed in the previous section is now used in a joint inversion 
with the travel-time data set of VanDecar (1991). It is expected that the amplitude data. 
being sensitive to the curvature of the slowness field. will help to constrain features such as 
slab thickness. which can be difficult to resolve using travel times alone. The amplitudes 
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obtained in the previous section are interpreted in terms of geometrical spreading in the 
upper mantle below the array. The effect of intrinsic attenuation is ignored here. It is 
shown in the appendix. assuming linear relations between velocity. temperature and Q. that 
the effect of attenuation for the present geometry is estimated to be about 10-15% of the 
observed amplitude fluctuations. As intrinsic attenuation induces a bias to a lower ampli
tude signal from a high-velocity (high Q) subducting slab, ignoring Q therefore has the 
effect that in the following inversions the structure necessary to explain the amplitude data 
may be underestimated by 10-15%. 

Model parameterization. The region considered here is the upper mantle below WRSN 
(figure 1). Using short-period P-wave travel-time data from this array. a tomographic inver
sion has been performed by VanDecar (1991). In the present study. the inversion method 
and model parameterization described by VanDecar is used. The upper mantle below the 
array is parameterized by splines under tension (Oine. 1981). pinned at a series of regular 
knots. The spline tension controls the interpolation: a zero tension represents cubic splines 
and a large tension results in tri-linear interpolation. Figure 8 shows a series of interpola
tion examples with various values for the tension. for a spike of unit magnitude at the cen
tral knot. This parameterization yields continuous first and second derivatives. although the 
second derivative is not smooth. A tension of 10 is chosen here. which minimizes large 
negative side lobes associated with cubic splines and approaches the localized interpolation 
of large tension values. This interpolation scheme allows for a smooth slowness distribu
tion and accurate ray tracing through the model. The distribution of knots in the model is 
shown in figure 9. The model extends in 10ngibJde from 128°W to 110"W. in latibJde from 
42°N to 53°N. and to 900 km in depth. The heavy lines outline the portion of the model in 
which the highest resolution is expected. In this region the knots are at a distance of 1/3 
degree in latitude and 1/2 degree in longitude. In the outer part of the model. set up to 
absorb any signal from strucb.Jre outside the region of high resolution. the node spacing is 
1° in latitude and 1.5° in longitude. The node spacing with depth is every 25 km to 150 km 
depth. every 50 km between 150 km and 500 km depth. and every 100 km from 500 km 
downward. The shortest wave lengths allowed by this parameterization is twice the shortest 
node separation. or about 50 to 60 km. The number of nodes is 18 in depth, 24 in latibJde 
and 25 in longitude. for a total of 10.800 nodes. 

Background model; travel-time data set. The background radially-symmetric model is that 
derived by Herrin (1968). with no first-order discontinuities. The Moho discontinuity in the 
model is replaced by a smooth transition from 6 kmls at the surface to 8 kmls at 40 km 
depth. The travel-time data set is that compiled by VanDecar (1991). comprising 8697 tele
seismic P-wave travel times. The noise level is estimated to be about 0.02 s. which follows 
from the cross-correlation analysis (VanDecar & Crosson. 1990). The signal-to-noise ratio 
of the travel-time data is therefore approximately 20. 

Inversion method. The results of an iterative. non-linear travel-time inversion of VanDecar 
(1991). using the travel-time data set mentioned above. are used here as the starting point. 
The non-linearity due to ray bending was taken into account by performing a series of lin
ear inversion steps. after each step updating ray paths and travel-time partial derivatives. It 
was found by VanDecar (1991) that after the third iteration the ray paths did not change 
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Figure 8. Representation of a unit slowness perturbation by splines under tension. for various 
values for the tension a. Top: slOllVness; middle: first derivative; bottom: second derivative. 
a - 0 represents cubic spline interpolation; a high value results in approximately tri-linear inter
polation. The thick line indicates the interpolation for a - 10. which is used here. 
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Figure 9. Distribution of the knots at which the splines under tension are pinned. There are 18 
knots in depth. 25 in longitude and 24 in latitude. The heavy lines represent the projections onto 
the sides of the portion of the model where the resolution is expected to be highest. 

significantly. The model of the third iteration (UW91F3) is shown in figure 3. in a series of 
vertical slices at constant longitude to a depth of 500 lan. The main feature of the model is 
a high-velocity slab subducting to the east. This feature is interpreted as the subducting 
Juan-de-Fuca plate. Slowness variations have a scale length of about 100 lan and range 
from -4% to 4%. 

In order to minimize the non-linear behaviour of amplitude perturbation as a function of 
slowness perturbation found by Thomson (1983) and Neele et al. (1992). the model from 
the third iteration (UW91F3) in the travel-time inversion is used as the starting model for 
the amplitude data. Ray tracing through model UW91F3 foc all event-station combinations 
of the observed amplitude data set yields the reference ray paths. The ray tracing routine 
used is basically that of Creager & Jocdan (1984). adapted by VanDecar (1991). For each 
ray path. reference amplitudes and Frechet derivatives of amplitudes foc slowness perturba
tions are calculated using the perturbation theocy of Neele et al. (1992); these reference 
amplitudes and Frechet derivatives are then processed (averaged) in the same way as the 
observed amplitudes. 

The joint inversion is regularized by constraining the second derivative of the model at 
each node in each of the three directions depth, latitude. longitude independently; in this 
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Figure 10. Trade-off curve of model roughness versus amplitude misfit decrease. The dots rep
resent models obtained with different regularizations and relative weight of the amplitude data. 
All models produce a travel-time misfit decrease around 74%. which is the same as that pro
duced by UW91F3. 

way the smoothest model that best fits the data is found. The regularization constrains the 
total roughness of the model, rather than minimizing the incremental roughness induced in 
the joint inversion. A smoothness parameter determines the importance of the model regu
larization equations relative to the data equations. 

In the inversion the weight of the amplitude data relative to the travel times is varied, to 
find the optimum weight with which the amplitude data can be fit to their variance. In the 
joint inversion there is one parameter that controls the relative weight of the two data sets, 
and one to control the importance of the regularization equations. It is chosen here to set 
these relative weights in such a way, that the total decrease in travel-time misfit is the same 
for all models obtained in the joint inversions. This is because the travel-time data are of 
higher quality than the amplitude data. The travel-time data are weighted with the inverse 
of the estimated variance (0.02 s). In the joint inversion station statics are allowed to absorb 
any constant amplitude level at a given station (due to, e.g., shallow structure not accounted 
for by the initial static estimates). 

Results. Figure 10 shows a trade-off curve of model roughness and amplitude misfit reduc
tion for different levels of regularization and relative weight of the amplitude data. The 
starting model UW9lF3 has an rms roughness of 0.032. All models on the curve explain a 
travel-time misfit decrease of about 74%. It is apparent that the amplitude data can be fit to 
an arbitrary level. by lowering the smoothness constraint, and allowing more short-scale 
structure in the model. Considering the sin ratio of about 6 in the amplitude data. some 
models in figure 10 explain a misfit reduction that is not warranted by the variance in the 
amplitude data. The model for a regularization parameter of4· lOS, which is comparable to 
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the smoothness constraint used in the travel-time inversions, has almost the same roughness 
as UW91F3. The differences between this model and UW91F3 are small. have mainly 
small scale lengths and are located primarily in the deeper parts of the model. The overall 
slowness variations are not significantly affected. These small-scale differences cause only 
a slight increase in the roughness of the model, compared to UW91F3, but explain 70% of 
the amplitude data. 

These results indicate that the amplitude data may be fit to an arbitrary degree. The 
structures necessary to explain the amplitudes appear to be small, short-wavelength fluctua
tions in the model. At this point it was not clear what causes this result. A possible expla
nation for these results is a strong sensitivity of the amplitudes on slowness perturbations 
along the ray path. Small deviations from the starting model may then suffice to explain the 
data. In the next section joint inversions are performed with synthetic data sets. In this 
way, the true slowness distribution is known and it can be tested whether the amplitude data 
increase the resolution of the tomographic inversion. Furthexmore, the synthetic amplitude 
data have much lower variance (only that due to numerical inaccuracies). 

4. Joint inversion of synthetic travel-time and amplitude data 

Synthetic data are generated for an idealized model of a subducting slab, using the ray paths 
of the observed data sets. With a known slowness model, it can be tested how the ampli
tude data, when added to the travel-time data, improve the resolution of the inversion. 

Slab model; synthetic data sets. The phantom slab model used to generate synthetic data is 
shown in figure 11. A subducting slab is modeled by a gaussian slowness perturbation 
extending to about 400 Ian depth. The slowness perturbation reaches 4%, with a width of 
60 Ian. The background radially symmetric model is again the smoothed Herrin earth 
model (Herrin, 1968). The event and station distribution for the travel-time data is the same 
as that of the real travel-time data set used by VanDecar (1991). Synthetic travel-time data 
for 8697 ray paths are generated by ray tracing through the phantom slab model; random 
noise with an rms of 0.1 s is added to the data. lbis is about 5 times the estimated standard 
deviation that was assigned to the observed travel times. lbis noise level can be compared 
with the travel-time signal from the phantom slab, which has an rms of O.sS s, with a peak 
at about -3 s. The perturbation theory of Neele et al. (1992) is used to calculate a synthetic 
amplitude data set, using the event and station distributions from the real amplitude data set. 
After processing these synthetic data exactly as the observed data, random noise with arms 
of 0.01 log(A) is added. Note that this is a much smaller error than present in the observed 
data. In the joint inversion the data sets are weighted by the inverse rms of the noise. which 
is the Bayesian approach to the inverse problem. Considering also the conservative esti
mate of variance in the synthetic travel-time data, the results with these synthetic data sets 
therefore represent an upper limit on the effect of amplitudes in a joint inversion with travel 
times. 

Inversion method. The synthetic data sets are inverted in the same way as the real data sets. 
Using the travel-time data for the phantom slab model and a radially symmetric model as 
starting model, four non-linear iterations are performed. A smoothness constraint regular
izes the inversion. It is found that after the second iteration the ray paths are close to the 
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Figure 11. Slowness distribution of the phantom slab model used to generate the synthetic data 
sets. The slowness scale ranges from -5% to 5%. 

true ray paths through the phantom slab model. Figure 12 shows the fourth iteration model. 
SLAB(4). The travel times have resolved the slab well. although the slab image is a little 
too wide. The peak slowness of -4% is reached in some places. but especially in the deeper 
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Figure 12. Model SLAB(4). the result of four non-linear iterations of a travel-time tomographic 
inversion of the data from the phantom slab model in figure 11. 

parts of the model the peak slowness is underestimated. 
The model from the third iteration. SLAB(3). is used as starting model for a joint inver

sion of amplitudes and travel times. The non-linearities of the amplitude equations due to 
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ray shift found by Thomson (1983) and Neele et al. (1992). are expected to be small. since 
the ray paths in SLAB(3) are close to the ray paths in the phantom slab model. for which the 
synthetic amplitude data were calculated. Frechet derivatives for the amplitude ray paths in 
SLAB(3) are calculated using the perturbation theory of Neele et al. (1992). As in the previ
ous section. in the inversion station statics are allowed to absorb any constant amplitude 
level at a given station (due to. e.g.• shallow structure). 

Results. Figure 13 shows the result of a joint inversion of amplitudes and travel times. It 
should be compared with model SLAB(4) in figure 12. The models in figures 12 and 13 
represent two end-members of a series of models: SLAB(4) is obtained with travel times 
only. whereas figure 13 represents a model obtained with both travel times and amplitudes. 
with amplitude data of higher quality than the true data set presented in section 2. The 
model in figure 13 reduces the rms amplitude misfit by 77%. and explains the travel times 
as well as SLAB(4). at the expense of an increase in roughness of about 1%. The station 
statics account for about half the misfit reduction; elastic (de)focusing explains the remain
ing half. An inversion in which no station statics are allowed yielded a model that explains 
72% of the amplitude signal. increasing the model roughness only by an additional 3%. 

For an event with south-easterly back azimuth the amplitude patterns for the synthetic 
model and the model from the joint inversion are compared. As the rays from this event 
travel parallel to the subducting slab. strong (de)focusing is expected. Figure 14a shows the 
amplitude pattern for the phantom slab model. The low amplitude region in the centre of 
the array is due to the high-velocity slab. which causes defocusing of rays. The amplitude 
pattern for model SLAB(3). the starting model in the inversion. is shown in figure 14b. This 
model predicts an amplitude pattern that has the same long-wavelength structure as the 
phantom slab model; the differences are caused by the imperfect slab structure in SLAB(3). 
Figure 14c shows the amplitude pattern for the model from the joint inversion. It is 
obtained by ray tracing through the model. and represents the true amplitude pattern for the 
model. It is found that the amplitude pattern found from a linear prediction from the refer
ence model SLAB(3) (using the Frechet derivatives for SLAB(3» is almost the same as the 
true (ray-traced) amplitude pattern shown in figure 14c. This proves that the non-linearities 
due to ray shift are small. The amplitude pattern in figure 14c shows a good correlation 
with that in figure 14a. 

Figure 15 shows the differences between the phantom slab model, SLAB(4). and the 
model from the joint inversion in a series of horizontal cross-sections at constant depth and 
latitude. at depths of 250. 400. 550 and 700 km. The cross-sections in figure 15 represent 
averages over latitudes from 47° to 48°. It is apparent from the cross-sections that the dif
ferences between the models are located mainly in the deeper parts of the model region. but 
are not larger than 0.5%. The geometrical spreading amplitudes constrain the curvature of 
the slowness field, and it is apparent from figure 15 that the amplitudes cause small-scale 
fluctuations in the model. These do not affect the overall slowness variation. but apparently 
cause a good fit to the amplitude data. 

Figure 7 shows that the curvature of the employed splines under tension is localized at 
the node positions; slight variations in slowness can induce significant variations in the cur
vature. A parameterization with zero tension (cubic splines) shows a less pronounced and 
localized effect on the curvature. possibly making it more difficult to change the curvature 
locally and fit the amplitude data. A joint inversion with a parameterization using cubic 
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Figure 13. The model obtained from a joint inversion of synthetic travel-time and amplitude 
data for the phantom slab model, using SLAB(3) as a starting model for the amplitude data. 

splines. however. does not alter the results: again a decrease in amplitude misfit of almost 
70% is found without significantly changing the starting model. 

These results imply that small changes to the starting model are sufficient to obtain a 
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Figure 14a. Synthetic amplitude data for the phantom slab model for an event with south
easterly azimuth. The low-amplitude region near the centre of the array is due to defocusing by 
the slab. 

model that produces the same amplitude patterns as the phantom slab model. This is in 
agreement with the results with the real data sets. A second experiment dramatically shows 
the extreme sensitivity of the amplitude data. Starting again with the reference amplitudes 
and ray paths through model SLAB(3). an inversioo. is done with the amplitude data set to 
zero. This means that in this case the model has to be modified in such a way. that it gener
ates no amplitude variation across the array. for all azimuths. The travel-time data are the 
same as in the first experiment The model obtained in this joint inversion reduces the rms 
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Figure 14b. Synthetic amplitude data for the starting model SLAB(3). The imperfect slab image 
from the travel-time data is reflected in the distorted region of low amplitudes near the centre of 
the array. 

amplitude misfit by 77%; the travel-time fit is only slightly less than that in the first experi
ment. The differences between this model and SLAB(4) are again small, which is shown in 
the cross-sections in figure 15. The small-scale slowness fluctuations induced by the ampli
tude data to remove the amplitude signal from the starting model SLAB(3) increase the 
roughness of the model by only about 1%. The differences between the model from this 
inversion and the starting model SLAB(4) are again located mainly in the deeper parts of the 
model (see figure 15). This result illustrates the sensitivity of geometrical spreading 
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Figure 14c. Amplitude pattern calculated for the model from figure 13.
 

amplitudes: only small changes to the starting model are necessary to completely reduce its 
amplitude signature to zero. 

These results show that a given amplitude data set can be explained by slightly altering 
the starting model. which is in agreement with the results obtained with the real data sets. 
The amplitude data do not resolve the sharp gradients that are difficult to image using tele
seismic P-wave travel times alone. but induce small-scale changes to the starting model. 
which do not alter the overall slowness variations. 

Two factors contribute to this result. Firstly. in this setup the geometrical spreading 
amplitudes are highly sensitive to slowness perturbations along the ray path. Small 
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Figure 15. Cross sections at constant depth between longitudes 117°W and 125°W, averaged 
over latitudes between 47°N and 48°N. Shown are the slowness distributions of the phantom 
slab model. the fourth-iteration travel-time model SLAB(4), the model from a joint inversion of 
synthetic data sets for the phantom slab model, and the slab model that is constrained to have 
zero amplitude signal for all azimuths. The phantom slab model is zero at 700 km depth. 

adjustments of the slowness suffice to change the amplitude at the surface significantly. 
The sensitivity of ge<metrical spreading amplitudes is controlled by both total ray length 
and the scale length of the slowness variations that are allowed by the model parameteriza
tion. This can be understood fr<m the results of Neele et aI. (1992), who show that for a 
homogeneous reference model the first order amplitude perturbation for a two-point ray can 
be written as 
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where the integration is along the ray. s is the distance along the ray from the source to the 
slowness perturbation. So the total ray length (with So - s therefore representing the dis
tance along the ray to the station). and i):Ul is the second derivative of the slowness pertur
bation perpendicular to the ray. The sensitivity kernel (So - s)s/So shows that the ampli
tude perturbation for a slowness perturbation increases with increasing distance from the 
station. up until the midpoint. This explains why the adjustments to the model are located 
primarily in the deeper parts of the model. The curvature induced by a unit slowness per
turbation depends on the scale lengths allowed by the parameterization. and the geometry 
of the model setup determines the maximum distance from the station to a perturbed model 
element. Thus. in the present case of teleseismic rays, a model describing the upper mantle 
to 900 lan depth. and a parameterization allowing slowness variations on a scale of about 
60 lan. the sensitivity is large. 

The second factor is the size of the amplitude data set. The amplitude data set used here 
is probably too small to induce large-scale changes in the model. since subtler changes 
affecting individual ray packets suffice to explain the data. The results show that the curva
ture may be locally changed without altering the overall slowness variations. If a better 
coverage with rays with amplitude information were available. the data would cause longer
wavelength variations to the starting model and may help increase the resolving power of 
the tomographic inversion. 

The regularization has no influence on the small-scale perturbations to the model, since 
the increase in model roughness is about 1%. It was shown in the previous section that if 
the smoothness constraint is relaxed. the amplitude data can be fit to an arbitrary degree. 

5. Amplitudes as a validation tool. 

The results presented in sections 3 and 4 show that the amplitude data set used here is too 
small to use in a tomographic inversion. This suggests the use of amplitude data as a cross
validation data set This application of amplitudes was used by. e.g.• Cormier (1989) and 
Gabertyet al. (1991). who used long-period S-wave amplitudes to validate models of sub
ducting slab structure. This application of amplitudes is tested using both the synthetic and 
real data sets described above. for the models obtained in different steps of the non-linear 
inversion of synthetic and real travel-time data. respectively. 

For each model tested. the ray perturbation theory of Neele et a1. (1992) is used to calcu
late the amplitudes predicted by the model. The amplitude data sets are processed exactly 
as the real data set. The cross-correlation coefficient between the predicted and true ampli
tude data sets (which is either the amplitude data for the phantom slab model or the 
observed amplitude data) is used as a criterion to measure the validity of a model. The 
mean is removed from the amplitude response of each event individually. Non-zero means 
will affect the result of the cross-eorrelation. 

The jackknife method (e.g.• Efron. 1982; Lees & Crosson. 1990) is used to obtain an esti
mate of the variance in the correlation coefficient. which takes the variance in the data into 
account. With this method. for a set of N variables. N estimates of the correlation coeffi
cient are calculated by iteratively leaving out ooe datum from the set. The N correlation 
coefficients rj thus obtained are transformed using Fischer's z-transformation (e.g.• 
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Snedecor & Cochran. 1967) 

1 +ri
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The reason for this transformation is that the correlation coefficients have a near normal dis
tribution in the /l-domain. From these values /li. the difference with the z-transformed cor
relation coefficient /loll. obtained for the total data set. is calculated 

Pi = N /loll - (N - 1)/li 

The jackknife estimate of the mean «(-transformed) correlation coefficient is then simply 

the average il = N 
1 r.N 

Pi' The standard error up in il is 
i.l 

N 1(N)2r. p1 - - r. Pi 
2 i.l N i.l
 

U p = N(N-1)
 

This error is an estimate of the variability of the correlation coefficient due to the variance 
in the data. The averaged value il is transformed back from the z-domain to obtain the 
averaged correlation coefficient. In the following. 95% confidence intelVals (1.96 times the 
standard error) around the average correlation value are used. 

Application to synthetic data. Figure 16a shows the correlation coefficients calculated for 
the four models SLAB(i). i=l-4. obtained in successive non-linear travel-time inversion 
steps using the synthetic travel-time data from the phantom slab model. Starting from the 
radially symmetric Earth model (plotted at x-eoordinate 0 in figure 16a) with a correlation 
of almost zero. the correlation coefficient for the consecutive models increases rapidly to 
about 0.6 for the final model. These correlation coefficients are surprisingly high. given the 
strong sensitivity of geometrical spreading amplitudes to small changes in the slowness dis
tribution. After the second iteration, the models show a more or less constant correlation. 
which reflects the result that these models do not differ significantly. The correlation 
obtained for the model from the joint inversion of travel times and amplitudes is 0.88. 
reflecting the large decrease in variance explained by this model. 

An estimate of the highest possible correlation coefficient that can be obtained with the 
present amplitude data set. is found by adding a realistic noise level to the synthetic data 
from the phantom slab model. The correlation coefficient between this noisy data set and 
the amplitudes from the phantom slab model is 0.53. for an rms noise level of 0.2 10g(A). 
which is a reasonable. if perhaps somewhat optimistic estimate of the noise level in real 
data. This value would be obtained if the travel times would exactly reconstruct the phan
tom slab model. The correlations between the noisy data set for the phantom slab model 
and the amplitude data predicted by the slab models SLAB(i) are indicated in figure 16a by 
the squares. The noise level of 0.21og(A) decreases the correlation coefficients for the dif
ferent models by a factor of 2. The difference between the values in figure 16a and the 
value of 0.53 is due to the imperfect slab reconstruction by the travel times. If Doise with 
an rms value of 0.3 log(A) is added, the correlation does not exceed 0.25 (indicated by the 
triangles in figure 16a). 
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Figure 16. Correlation coefficients for models from successive non-linear iterations of a travel
time tomographic inversion. A) Using the synthetic amplitude data for the phantom slab model; 
B) Using observed amplitude data. Error bars are calculated with the jackknife method. 

Application to observed data. The correlation coefficients for the models from the non· 
linear travel-time inversion of VanDecar (1991). are shown in figure 16b. The models from 
the three non-linear iterations are indicated by the numbers 1, 2 and 3 on the x-axis; the 
results for the radially-symmetric starting model are plotted at x =O. The results for model 
UW91F3 (figure 9) are plotted at x = 3. The circles with solid error bars in figure 16b show 
the cross-correlation coefficient calculated for the three models. Starting with a small neg
ative correlation for the radially symmetric model. the models from successive iterations 
produce amplitude patterns that show positive correlation with observed amplitudes. The 
correlations with the observed data set are significantly above zero (the error bars represent 
a 95% confidence interval). The correlation coefficients for the models from the different 
non-linear inversion steps are similar: the observed amplitude data do not prefer either of 
these models. Nevertheless. there are significant differences between the first iteration 
model and later models; for example. slab thickness and peak slowness in the slab are sig
nificantly altered in the second iteration. The correlation coefficients are comparable to the 
values obtained when noise is added to the synthetic data (figure 16a). Therefore. a correla
tien coefficient of 0.16 is near the maximum attainable with the present amplitude data set, 
given the estimated variance in the data. and the fact that geometrical spreading is the only 
mechanism affecting amplitudes considered. 

A correction for the effect of attenuation to the amplitude pattems predicted for the mod
els from the three non-linear travel-time inversien steps can be made. using the relations 
between velocity. temperature and Q presented in the appendix. For each model. correc
tions for the effect of attenuation are calculated using an oceanic geotherm and the velocity 
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profile below the northeastem part of each model as reference. As explained in the 
appendix. this is an upper limit on the effect of Q. Including Q has the effect of lowering 
the amplitudes. The result is shown in figure 16b by the triangles with dotted error bars. 
The correction for Q does not change the correlations significantly. which is an indication 
that the effect of Q may be small compared to (de)focusing effects. 

6. Discussion. 

In this study the results of a joint tomographic inversion of both real and synthetic P-wave 
travel-time and amplitude data for upper mantle slowness distribution are presented. Joint 
inversions of the real data sets show that the amplitude data can be fit by making small, 
short-scale slowness changes to the starting model. These fluctuations do not change the 
overall slowness variations; which ensures that the travel-time fit is unaffected. Synthetic 
inversions are performed to explain this result. Using an idealized model of a subducting 
slab. synthetic data are generated. with the same event-station distribution as real data sets. 
To minimize the (strongly) non-linear behaviour of the amplitude equations for teleseismic 
distances found by Neele et al. (1992). the synthetic travel times are used in a non-linear 
tomographic inversion. to obtain a model that is used as the reference model for the ampli
tude data. The results of a joint inversion show that for this data set the amplitude data do 
not significantly improve the starting model. The resulting model does not change the 
travel-time misfit. but explains a reduction of the amplitude misfit by 77%. This is achieved 
by making small «0.5%). short-wavelength adjustments to the model. locally changing the 
curvature of the slowness field. without affecting the larger-scale variations. This is in 
agreement with the results for the real data sets. 

This is due to both the strong sensitivity of the geometrical spreading amplitude to small 
changes in the velocity distribution and the size of the amplitude data set. Although the 
strong sensitivity is valuable for the stability of the inversion process. the result is that small 
changes in the curvature of the slowness field suffice to fit the data. even in cases where the 
data have no relation to the reference model. as in the second example shown in section 4. 
With the relatively small number of data used in the amplitude inversion. it appears to be 
easy to change the curvature of the slowness field on a scale of the node separation. without 
changing the overall slowness patterns. which have wavelengths of several node spacings. 
This ensures that the amplitude patterns are explained. without decreasing the travel time 
fit. This problem should be reduced with a more complete coverage of rays with amplitude 
data. 

The small-scale perturbations induced by the amplitude data increase the model rough
ness by only a few percent. Therefore. the regularization has no influence on the perturba
tions. The results for the real data show that the amplitude data can be fit to an arbitrary 
degree. by sufficiently lowering the regularization. The sensitivity and data size also 
explain the conclusions of Nowack & Lutter (1988), who showed a dramatic increase in 
resolving power of tomography if travel-time and amplitude data are combined. These 
authors used a synthetic model setup with good illumination of the model Oeading to a 
slightly overdetermined problem). and slowness perturbations on a scale of about 1/25 of 
the total ray length. In the present study this number can be as small as 1/300. In the 
geometry of Nowack & Lutter (1988) both the sensitivity of amplitudes to Slowness pertur
bations along the ray path is smaller and a more complete coverage of the model is 
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obtained. resulting in an increase in resolution when the amplitude data are included in the 
inversion. 

It should be noted that the parameterization used in this study does not lead to an overpa
rameterization of the model. The small-wavelength changes to the model induced by the 
amplitude data are on the scale of the node separation. However. the knot distance is 
approximately equal to the size of the Fresnel zone of a los P-wave. The Fresnel zone 
should be comparable to the minimum allowable scale length in the model. 

The results suggest that with the data sets used. amplitude data do not increase the reso
lution in the final model and that amplitudes should be used as a validation data set for 
models obtained by different means. This application is shown for both synthetic and 
observed data. The travel-time models obtained by VanDecar (1991) predict amplitude pat
tems that correlate well with the observed amplitude data. given the variance in the data and 
the fact that only geometrical spreading is considered as a mechanism affecting amplitudes. 

The data selection procedure is described in some detail. since the quality of the ampli
tude data depends strongly on the data processing (removal of outliers. correcting for sta
tion statics). As the scatter of P-wave amplitudes for closely spaced events observed at a 
single station is considerable (0.3 log(A) is the average variance for the amplitude data in 
this study. which is a SIN ratio of about 3). in a purely Bayesian inversion these data would 
be heavily downweighted relative to travel-time data. which generally have much lower 
variance. A data set 10 times the size of the present amplitude data with the same stations 
as the present data set (comprising about 40.000 amplitude measurements) would increase 
the SIN ratio to about 18 through averaging. This is still smaller than the SIN ratio of the 
travel-time data set of VanDecar (1991) that is used here. which is about 30. Note that apart 
from increasing the data set to reduce the variance. an even greater increase of the data set 
would be needed. in order to increase the coverage of the model region with rays with 
amplitude information. 

In conclusion. amplitudes of short-period body waves seem useful in upper mantle veloc
ity inversions only if an extremely large data set is used to both decrease the variance in the 
data and to obtain a sufficient coverage of rays with amplitude information. However. 
amplitude data may be useful in. e.g.• cross-borehole experiments. where the ratio of ray 
length and scale length of perturbations is smaller than in the case of upper mantle tomog
raphy (Nowack & Lutter. 1988). However. in this case the effect of Q may be comparable 
to that of elastic (de)focusing. making it necessary to take both meclJanisms into account. 
Body wave amplitudes may also be useful in lower mantle tomography. In that case the 
ratio of ray length and scale length of slowness perturbations may also be much smaller 
than in the present study. due to the laxge Fresnel zone of body waves in the lower mantle 
(Nolet. 1992). 
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Appendix. The effect of attenuation. 

Ignoring the effect of anelastic damping may not be warranted in a subduction zone region. 
where partial melt is expected in the mantle above the subducting slab. Furthermore. the far 
western part of the region below the WRSN is oceanic. whereas continental crust and upper 
mantle is found in the eastern parts of the region. Different temperature regimes throughout 
the upper mantle below the WRSN region may have an appreciable effect on the P -wave 
amplitudes. 

An upper limit on the effect of Q can be obtained by interpreting the slowness variations 
present in the model UW91F3 as the result of temperature variations. and converting these 
to a Q structure. Once the Q-distribution is computed. the attenuation along a ray i is given 
by the line integral (see. e.g., Ho-Liu et al.• 1988) 

10 1 (A) =_ 1 JTTl til (4) 
og A etog(lO) Q(rj)a(rj) 

I 

where A is the perturbed amplitude and A the original (reference) amplitude; f is the fre
quency of the wave; a is the P -wave velocity. 

An upper limit for the effect of Q can be found by calculating (4) for a ray through that 
part of the model where the lowest Q values are fmmd. This is the case for the north
western part of the model, where young oceanic lithosphere reaches the subduction zone. 
The pronounced low velocities in this region are interpreted as a low-velocity layer that is 
present under young oceanic regions. but not in the reference radial velocity model (VanDe
car, 1991). It is therefore not reasonable to interpret the low velocities as anomalous. as 
they are an artifact of the radial reference model and would yield unrealistically low Q val
ues. For the calculation of Q in this region an oceanic geotherm for an age of 20 Ma and a 
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potential mantle temperature of 1400 K is used; the total velocity profile beneath this region 
(i.e.• radial velocity plus perturbations). including a low-velocity zone at about 100 Ian 
depth. is used as reference. The Q-variation with depth is calculated using the results of 
Sato et al (1989). These authors obtained an empirical relation between the hOOlOlogous 
temperature TmiT. with Tm the melting temperature. from high-pressure laboratory experi
ments on peridotite. The melt curve used is that given by Takahashi (1986. 1990). Q
values thus obtained reach as low as 100 in the low-velocity zone. Below about 300400 
Ian Q becOOles so !luge that the wave becomes effectively insensitive to Q variations. The 
maximum attenuation for a ray through the oceanic lithosphere is about -0.13 log relative 
amplitude (the minus sign indicating a lower amplitude). Rays that traverse the slab and the 
continental lithosphere are less affected by Q since these regions are cooler and thus have 
higher Q values. The lower limit of -0.13 (the upper limit is obviously zero) must be com
pared to the observed peak-to-peak log amplitude variations (corrected for site response) of 
about 1.0. Therefore. using realistic values for velocity and temperature the maximum 
effect of Q structure is at most 10-15% of the amplitude variations observed. 
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Samenvatting 

De laatste jaren stijgt het aantal seismische stations dat registraties van goede (digitale) 
kwaliteit produceert. Zowel kort- als langperiodische data worden op routinematige wijze 
aan centrale databanken gestuurd Ondanks de stijgende hoevee1heid stations wordt de 
globale seismologie. die de structuur van de aarde tracht te ontrafelen. nog steeds gehinderd 
door een onevenwichtige spreiding van stations en bevingen. Het gevolg is dat er slechts 
een beperkte kennis van het seismische golfveld bestaat. hetgeen het bepaJen van de 
structuur van de aarde bemoeilijkt. Het is daarom noodzakelijk om zoveel mogelijk 
informatie uit een seismogram te haJen. 

Van een seismogram wordt echter maar een klein gedeelte op min of meer routinematige 
wijze gebruikt. De meest gebruikte delen van het seismogram zijn de reistijd van de P-golf 
en de golftrein van de oppervlaktegolven. De P- en S-reistijd wordt in grootschalige 
inversies gebruikt om modellen van sne1heidsvariaties in de aarde te maken. De 
(langperiodische) oppervlaktegolven worden gebruikt om modellen van de bovenmantel te 
construeren met behulp van mode-sommatie. Recente ontwikkelingen laten zien dat het 
mogelijk is om oak de S-golf in deze golfvormaanpassing op te nemen. Dit blijkt 
vooralsnog niet mogelijk met P-golven; de oorzaak is een te lange rekentijd om een P-golf 
met een som van mantel-modes te beschrijven. 

Grote delen van het seismogram blijven dus nog ongebruikt in inversies voor 
aardstruetuur. zoals de bovengenoemde golfvormaanpassing. Deze delen vormen in 
principe een rijke brOIl aan informatie. Indien toegevoegd aan al gebroikte gegevens. kan 
dezeextra informatie de huidige kennis van de structuur van de aarde verbeteren. Het 
onderzoek gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift beeft als doel om die delen van het seismogram. 
die niet vaak gebruikt worden. te bestuderen. om te bepaJen wat het informatiegehalte is en 
welke klasse van modellen nodig zijn om deze data te kunnen beschrijven (bijvoorbeeld een 
gelaagd tegenover een lateraal heterogeen model). Deze kennis is nodig voordat eventuele 
inversiemethoden voor deze data kunnen worden opgezet. Indien mogelijk worden 
methodes aotwikkeld om de informatie uit de data te ha1en. 

In hoofdstukken 2 en 3 worden de zogenaamde coda intervallen tussen de ruimtegolven 
(P. S. etc.). die een aanzienlijk gedeelte van bet seismogram beslaan. bestudeerd. De 
golfvormen van de ruimtegolven zelf worden onder andere gebruikt om modellen van de 
gelaagdheid van de bovenmantel te construeren. Uit vele studies blijkt dat golfverstrooiing 
de coda-intervallen van kortperiodische seismogrammen domineert. Oit heeft tot gevolg 
dat de relatie tussen data en aardstructuur zeer complex kan zijn. De aandacht wordt 
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daarom in hoofdstukken 2 en 3 op langperiodiscOO data gericht. omdat van deze data 
verwacht wordt dat verstrooiing minder belangrijk is. Een analyse van data van twee 
seismiscOO arrays in Europa (bet Netwerk van Autonoom Registrexende Seismografen 
(NARS) van Zweden tot Spanje en OOt netwerk bij Graefenberg in Duitsland) laat zien dat 
OOt karakter van de coda na de P-golf duidelijk verschilt van dat van de coda van PP- en S
golven. De P-coda vertoont een cohexent gedrag tussen de stations van OOt xelatief kleine 
GRF. terwijl de coda van de andexe ruimtegolven gedomineerd wordt door incoOOxente 
energie. Dit laatste duidt op golfverstrooiing. Met behulp van een nieuwe beamforming
methode. speciaal toepasbaar op de xelatief korte tijdsintervallen in ruimtegolfdata. kan OOt 
signaal van een array worden geanalyseerd Dit geeft informatie over zowel OOt type 
golven in de coda als de richting waaruit de energie aankomt Het blijkt dat de verstrooide 
energie in de coda van PP- en S-golven kan worden toegeschreven aan oppervlaktegolven. 
die uit verschillende richtingen binnenkomen. Om zo vroog in een seismogram te arrivexen. 
mooten deze oppervlaktegolven opgewekt zijn door de ruimtegolven. Bexekeningen laten 
zien dat het mogelijk is OOt energieniveau in de coda-intervallen te verklaxen met 
verstrooiing en conversie van ruimtegolven naar oppervlaktegolven aan .relief aan het 
oppervlak. De P -coda bevat weinig verstrooide energie; synthetische seismogrammen laten 
zien dat OOt karakter van deze coda voor kleine arrays (Graefenberg) kan worden verklaard 
met gelaagde. lateraal homogene modellen van de bovenmantel. Het incoOOxente gedrag 
van de P-coda op grotere schaal (NARS) kunnen dan verklaard worden met variaties in 
deze gelaagdheid. De synthetische seismogrammen suggereren OOt gebruik van de P-coda 
om bijvoorbeeld variaties in de lage-snelheidslaag te bestudexen. Bovendien is OOt 
misschien mogelijk om met deze coda vast te stellen of er een lage-snelheidslaag in de P
sneIheid bestaat. 

De resultaten van hoofdstukken 2 en 3 geven aan dat de coda van PP- en S-golven 
beschreven mooten worden met golfvoortplanting in een lateraal OOterogene aarde. waarin 
golfverstrooiing en golfconversie een complexe coda veroorzaken. De informatie in deze 
delen van OOt seismogram (ondiepe structuur) is waarschijnlijk op eenvoudiger wijze uit 
andexe data te halen. De coda van P. daaxentegen. kan bescbreven worden met 
golfvoortplanting in een gelaagd aardmodel en lijkt bruikbaar om de bovenmantel tussen 
beving en station te karakterisexen. 

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een xeflectie aan de 400-km discontinuiteit (P400 P) in de P-eoda 
gebruikt om deze discontinuiteit in de bovenmantel onder Hawaii te bestudexen. De 
variaties in amplitude van P400 P voor verschillende beving-station combinaties worden 
geinterpxeteerd als OOt xesultaat van focusering of defocusering door variaties in diepte van 
de discontinuiteit. Door gebxek aan gegevens is OOt niet mogelijk om een deterministisch 
model te construexen. maar met behulp van synthetische seismogrammen kan wei een 
schatting gemaakt worden van de combinaties van golflengtes en amplitudes van de 
dieptevariaties van de discontinuiteit die in overeenstemming met de data zijn. 
Dieptevariaties met golflengtes in OOt bexeik van 5QO-1500 km en amplitudes van ongeveer 
15-20 km kunnen waargenomen amplitudevariaties van P400 P verklaxen. Als meer data 
voorhanden zijn. zijn P400 P golven wellicht bruikbaar om laterale variaties van de 400-km 
cUscontinuiteit in kaart te brengen. Oeze kunnen bijvoorbeeld veroorzaakt worden door 
bovenmantelconvectie. F.en interessant xesultaat van de bexekeningen is dat de amplitude 
van P400 P als functie van de positie van OOt straalgeometriscoo xeflectiepunt kan variexen 
op een schaal die kleiner is dan de grootte van de Fresnelzooe. De oorzaak hiervoor is. dat, 
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door de geringe kromming van bet reistijdoppervlak van P400 P bij bet reflectiepunt, relatief 
gering relief van de discontinuiteit meerdere punten van stationaire reistijd genereert. Deze 
geven aanleiding tot meerdere. met elkaar interfererende aankomsten in bet seismogram. 
met mogelijk sterk variabele amplitude tot gevolg. 

In de laatste twee hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift wordt aandacht besteed aan de 
amplitude van kortperiodiscbe P-golven. Hoewel de amplitude van een P-golf relatief 
eenvoudig te meten is. wordt deze grootheid weinig gebruikl De oorzaken hiervoor zijn de 
grote variabiliteit van de amplitude (k1eine variaties in bron-ontvanger combinaties kunnen 
grote variaties in de amplitude veroorzaken) en de complexe relatie tussen amplitude en 
snelheidsstructuur van de aarde. De P-golf amplitude draagt echter in principe waardevolle 
informatie over de aardstructuur, die onafhankelijk is van. bijvoorbeeld. reistijdinformatie. 
Ben tomografische inversie van reistijd- en amplitude-data kan bet oplossend vennogen van 
de inversie vergroten. Met een tomografiscbe inversie zijn in het algemeen grote datasets 
gemoeid. en bet is uit eerdere studies al gebleken dat vooral de amplitudes veel rekentijd 
vergen. 

In hoofdstuk 5 wordt een fonnalisme gepresenteerd waarmee op efficiente wijze Frecbet 
afgeleiden van amplitude naar snelheidsverstoringen langs de straal kunnen worden 
berekend. Hiermee is bet mogelijk om grote hoeveelheden amplitude-data te verwerken. 
De Frechet afgeleiden geven de gevoeligheid van een amplitude voor snelheidsvariaties 
langs bet pad van de P-golf. Berekeningen met een realistisch model van de 
snelheidsverdeling in de bovenmantel laten bet sterk niet-lineaire gedrag zien van 
amplitudevariaties als functie van snelheidspermrbaties. Hierdoor is de gelineariseerde 
theorie van hoofdstuk 5 toepasbaar voor slechts een beperkt gebied van 
snelheidsperturbaties ten opzichte van een gegeven referentiemodel. 

De ervaring uit hoofdstuk 5 wordt in hoofdstuk 6 gebruikt in een inversie van 
waargenomen P-golf amplitudes naar snelheidsvariaties in de bovenmantel, samen met p. 
golf reistijden. Het gebied waarop de methode toegepast wordt is de bovenmantel onder de 
staat Washington in de Verenigde Staten. waar de data geregistreerd zijn. De verwerking 
van de amplitudes is belangrijk in bet verkrijgen van een betrouwbare datasel Ben grote 
hoeveelheid P -golf amplitudes is verzameld, zodat door middeling van de data de 
aanzienlijke variabiliteit in de amplitudes verminderd kan worden en de betrouwbaarheid 
vergroot. Dit gebeurt met een methode. die zeer afwijkende metingen (zogenaamde 
'outliers') identificeert en verwijdert. Verder blijkt uit de dataverwerking dat de amplitude 
vooral beinvloed wordt door effecten vlakbij bet station. Dit zijn bijvoorbeeld de 
versterkingsfactor van bet instrument, locale struetuur onder bet station. Deze effecten 
blijken bet effect van golfvoortplanting door de mantel te domineren. 

Als startmodel in de inversies wordt een model genomen dat uit de reistijden is 
verkregen. Op deze manier wordt de sterke niet-lineariteit. die in hoofdstuk 5 werd 
gevonden, geminimaliseerd. Ret resultaat van de inversie is dat met kleine aanpassingen 
aan bet model de amplitude-data verklaard kunnen worden. Inversies met synthetische data 
bevestigen deze uitkomst. Deze resultaten lijken erop te duiden dat P -golf amplitudes niet 
belpen bij bet oplossen van de snelheidsstructuur van de bovenmantel. Ben aantal factoren 
speelt een rol in de verklaring van dit resultaat. De eerste factor is de grote gevoeligheid 
van de amplitudes voor snelheidsverstoringen. Deze wordt veroorzaakt door de combinatie 
van de grote lengte van bet looppad van een teleseismische P-golf met de kleine schaal van 
snelheidsvariaties die toegelaten worden door bet model van de bovenmanteI. Hierdoor zijn 
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kleine verstoringen van bet startmodel voldoende om de amplitude-data te verklaren. Ten 
tweede is de amplitude-dataset Diet groot genoeg om een goede stralenbedekking van bet 
model te krijgen. De amplitudes leggen de tweede afgeleide van de snelheid vast langs bet 
golfpad; bet blijkt gemakkelijk om de tweede afgeleide plaatselijk in bet model te 
veranderen, zonder de grootschalige snelheidsvariaties (vastgelegd door de reistijden) aan te 
tasten. Een betere stralenbedekking is nodig om met de amplitudedata coberente 
veranderingen in bet model te veroorzaken. Hierbij moot vermeld worden dat de variantie 
in amplitudes aanzienlijk groter is dan de variantie in reistijden. £en zeer grote amplitude
dataset is nodig om de variantie zodanig te reduceren dat de signaal-ruis verhouding van de 
amplitudes vergelijkbaar is met die van de reistijden. In een bayesiaanse inversie worden 
de data geschaald met de inverse variantie en zouden de twee datasets dan gelijk gewicht 
toogekend worden. De dataset uit hoofdstuk 6 zoo een factor tien groter mooten zijn 
(ongeveer 50.000 amplitudedata) om deze situatie te benaderen; een nog grotere dataset is 
nodig om de stralenbedekking van bet model te verbeteren. 

De amplitude van kortperiodische P-golven lijkt dus bruikbaar in een tomografische 
inversie voor bovenmantelstructuur, mits de dataset zodanig groot is, dat zowel een goede 
bedekking van het model als een grote variantiereductie behaald wordt. De P-golf 
amplitude heeft waarschijnlijk meer waarde in experimenten waarbij de gevooligheid van 
de amplitudes voor kleine verstoringen in bet snelheidsmodel kleiner is. Hierbij kan 
gedacht worden aan 'cross-borehole' data, waarbij de verhouding tussen straallengte en 
schaallengte van de snelheidsvariaties aanzienlijk kleiner is dan in bovenmanteltomografie 
met kortperiodische golven. Verder kan de amplitude waardevolle infocmatie verschaffen 
in studies met langperiodische oppervlaktegolven, waarvoor betzelfde kan gelden. 
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